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COUCH

England

and France.

he got away.
Greenwald and Coates
had been
in the guard bouse for two
weeks past and escaped from there, and
having secured civilians’ clothes, at-

tempted to make good their esoape
the fort

and is guaranteed for 4 years.
arc guaranteed
Buttons used are fastened without twine, and
neyer
is upholstered on a steel construction resting on steel
pu I out. This Couch
quality and will outlast any other Couch

Positively has better seating

FURNISHING CO.,

help calling your E
attention to these goods oc- ■
casionally for we know you I;
appreciate a good, comforta- K
ble bed, such as wo are prepared to furnish.
We can’t

I We

Make

Mattresses and have

our
•

$5

from

:

grades

:

hair.

Between

prices
please

we

If
Ft
4

to

all

$35—in

these two

believe

we

can

f

any customer.
We shall be pleased to show

i
H

you these goods and talk the
matter over with you.

H

|

4

N

Yery respectfully,

1F. P. TIBBETTS

&

GO., I

4 and 6 Free St.
out91tPlstplt

4
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FALL FOOTWEAR
NOW OPEN.
We have received moat of

our

Fall

Fortwear and can show a splendid assortment of the latest styles for men,
women

See
in

men

and children.
oar

Hanan

$5.00 Shoe

for

Bax Calf and Russet.

Enamel,

Also our line at $3.50.
Everything in the latest style in Ladies’
footwear.
We have

♦♦#♦♦♦♦♦

p

Nature’s Last for Chil-

I

JACKETS,
Suits and Skirts,
Capes, Waists,
Military Jackets,
Opera Capes,
Golf Capes,
Seal Coats,
SABLE CAPES,

COLLARETTES,
FURS of all
Best

dren.

description.

Qualities.

Lowest Prices.

_

Center & McDowell,
ST.,

539 CONGRESS

A

Quart

COATS,

ELECTRIC SEAL

A

call will

Hot Water

the most
offer-

we are

MADE
TAILOR
SUITS
A SPECIALTY.

jw.S.
8

of

convince

fastidious the values
ing.

Parker Co.,

will thoroughly

all
soapiness trom the hair after
Tar
Hay’s
Cream
applying
Shampoo. It leaves the ba r
clean antt with just a natural
softness.
25c a Jar for home use.
Many of the best hairdressers
have it and will apply It upou
remove

request.

———

1 Congress

dyed

fl. H. HAY & m,
middle Street.
_t_

bank

of Portland, Maine.

d3tlatp

cleansed and pressed

Isn’t that cheaper than

ALL
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or
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a new
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ex-

transportation

of war

material

all the Shillooks declared their allegiance
Moreover,
to the British government.
Marchand was such a precarious position
that nothing could have prevented his
annihilation by the dervishes had we
been a fortnight later in orushing.the
Other despatches indicate thatJM. Del
Great Britain’s request
Casse declined
for the immediate recall of Major Marchand and that Great Britain agreed to
despatch a message for the French government to Marchand as a matter of cour-

In the final despatch appearing[in the
SAFE BLOWING AT ASHLAND.
Lord Salisbury under date of
Ashland, N. H., October 9.—The safe blue book,
3 instructs Sir Edmund Monson
Surplus and Undivided
of the
post office w«b blown up by bur- October
M. Del Casse that the latter’s
Solicits the accounts of BanUs.Mer- glars at 2 o’clock this morning and $75 to inform
message to Major Marchand has been sent,
cantlle Firms, Corporations and in cash and stamps secured.
Although
Individuals, and is prepared to fur- the burglars were seen running from the but Great Britain Tiews the Marchand
nish its patrons the best faciltiies
as having no political signifiThe mission
building, they managed to escape.
and liberal accommodations.
cance whatover.

Profits, $25,000.00

Interest Paid on

Deposits.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR SAVINGS.
Interviews and

Correspondence

CULLEN C. CHAPMAN,
THOMAS H. EATON,

Invited.

President.

CULLEN C. CHAPMAN,
E. M. STEADMAN,
BRICE M. EDWARDS,
HENRY S. OSGOOD
>91

explosion was terrific and wrecked not
only a portion of the post office, but damaged some of the adjoining building tc

The burglars had a
tbe extent of $500.
team within a short distance oi the building and were thus able to make their es-

SETH L. LARRABEE,
PEBLEY P. BURNHAM.
JAMES F. HAWKES
WILLIAM M. MARKS
M.W&FtflStp

wold,

a

October

9.—Thomas Greenprivate in Battery I, 7th artillery.

of Nature’s

KILLED BY AN ENGINE.

Keene, N. H., October a—Jeremiah
McCarthy was killed by an engine or:
the Fitohburg railroad while going homt
on the track
early this morning. Hs
was

TWO SOLDIERS SHOT.
New York,

Economical, Convenient, the
Cryetalized, Combined Essence

cape.

Cashier.

DIRECTORS:

28 years

old and

well-known bicycle

at

racer.

one

a

Vi.it,

THE WEATHER.

Contest.

Saja He Thinks Whole Peuohaoot Delegation Will Favor Him If;He Is a Candi-

time was

a

MMMILLO TO BE IMS.

[SPECIAL TO

Bangor,

THE

speakership

when

question.

Mr.

Beal

asked if Penobscot county would
Col. E. K."Stetson, he re-

solidly support
plied :

THIS SOUNDS NATURAL.

“The troops who have returned from
Khartoum are dying like flies from enterio

disorders, supposed

Unadulterated, Ex-

quisite Flavors,

BELL’S
Spiced Seasoning
A Dozen Flavors in One.
30 Years the Favor §tc*

to be due to canned

beef and indulgence in oheap
A SENSATIONAL

for
Boston, October 9.— Local forecast
northnorth
and
oooler,
Fair,
Monday:
during
east winds, increasing In force
Monday night.
Washington, October 9.—Forecast for
Eastern

spirits.”

MURDER CASE.

Cinoinnatl, Ohio, October 9.—When the
grand jury meets tomorrow, sensational
developments are expected in the case of
W. J. Haldeman, charged with killing
his brother-in-law, and his partner, exSenator J. C. Richardson of Glendale.
After they quarrelled in their paper mill
at Lockland
and the fatal shooting occurred September 22, Haldeman remained

Monday for New England and
New Tork: Fair, warmer, light variable in concealment. Richardson died a week
winds.
later and the day preceding his death,
Haldeman left for Chicago.
Local Weather

Report.

Learning

that

a

warrant

hnd

been

weather sworn
out by Coroner Haer charging
weather mnrder in the first degree, Haldeman rebureau office records
are as follows:
turned last Tuesday night and early the
8 a. m,—Barometer. 29.971: thermome- next morning was bound over for man83;
humidity,
dew
ter, 49;
point, 44;
slaughter by his neighbor, tho mayor of
Wind, W; velocity, 7; weather, clear.
S p. m.—Barometer, 30.122, thermome- Lockland. He was admitted to bail and
lhe oifloers of
ter. 47.0; dew point, 31; humidity, 53; has not been seen since.
wind, NW: velocity 7; weather dear.
never
this city havB
been able to serve
Mean daily thermometer 63; maximum
tlmir murder warrant, but the case will
thermometer, 61; minimum thermometer,
A rt; come before the grand jury for indict44; maximum velocity of wind, 22,
total preoipitation, .0,
ment for mnrder in the first degree and
looal
as to the

Portland, Oct- 9.—The

Weather Observation.

The

agricultural department weather

at

bureau for yesterday, Oct. 9, taken
observa8 p.
m., meridian time, the
in this
tion for each section being given
wind
order: Temperature, direction of
state of weather:
Xork,
Boston, 56 degrees. N, dear; New
Philadelphia,
62
W, dear:
degrees,
tie
68
Washington,
04 degrees, W, dear;
An,
grees, E, dear; Albany, 64 degrees,

Behind them were Secretary Alger, Adjutant General Corbin,Comptroller Dawes
Porter and Corteiyou, tho
secretaries.
As the train
pulled out, the officials who came to bid
the
Presidential party good bye.stood
with heads bared as the car passed by
and

them.

whether Haldethen it will be known
His attorman has really disappeared.
neys promise that he will surrender if

indicted.
of both the
families the
ease is attracting unusual attention.

Owing to;the'prominence
Riohardson and Haldeman

volunteers ordered out.
Walker, Minn., October 9.—Gen. Bacon

has just sent the adjutant general at St.
56
degrees, =«
Buffalo,
dear;
Raul the following:
60
degree",
Detroit,
clear;
•
"Under authority of the secretary of
63 degrees, B. c‘
Chicago,
dear;
Hui
war
Sc. Paul, 62 degrees, SE, cloudy ;
order two companies of the 14th
>
Duk., 64 degrees, SE, cloudy; Bismarc
Minnesota
infantry, now on furlough at
E, rain; Jacksonville
54 degrees,
to
hold themselves in readiness
Duluth,
degrees, NE, clear.

Gen. Parron
turn the
who will make

Manzanillo tomorrow.

eave

he

Spanish oommander, will

over to the mayor,
She official transfer to Col. Kay, representing the United States, on Monday.
Sen. Pairon paid a visit to Col. Kay this

sity

morning and the two officers exchanged
sompllments. The conversation touched
nainly upon military life in the tropics.
All the politioal prisoners here have
The military convicts will
seen released.
M taken to Cienfnegos and sent thence
:o

Havana, possibly afterward to Spain.
A collision between the Spanish garri-

and Col. Hay’s troops, yesterday, was,
nearer than seemed
even
appears,
so he the case. Gen. Parron’s orders from
Havana were to resist the Americans to
she utmost. Additional rounds had been
son

t

ssued to the troops and volunteers would
jrobably have brought the Spanish force
jp to 1200
sricans.

as

against^

fewer than 300 Am-

The sergeant who admitted the Amerithrough the city gate, has been
lourt-martlnlled. At first It was reported
;hat he was to be shot tomorrow at day
cans

creak.
Thereupon Colleotor Donaldson
and the Rev. Mr. Zimmerman, as private
citizens, called upon Gen. Parron to entreat him to do what he could for the
unfortunate man. Parron replied that he

grateful for the sympathetic feeling
lisplayed by the Americans in the wel'are of the Spanish soldier and promised,
that if there was a conviotlon, he would
nfliot the minimum penalty—probably
As the Spanish
mly a few days’ pay.
was

•ank and file receive no pay anyway, this
would be no very great infliction.
FEW INDIANS ON WAR

PATH.

October 9.—When the
iroops reached the agency they found that
;he friendly Indians had maintained a

Walker,

Minn.,

line covering the whole line of
woods which surrounded the settlement.
As many as 50 of the Indians have done
cioket duty. Now that the troops are on
ibe grounds, these formal preparations
lor defense will probably be abandoned,
cut there will be Indian scouts out all the

picket

lime, ready to bring prompt warning
>f anything that even looks dangerous.
Last night Mah-Ge-Cay-Bow, one of
ibe head men of the Bear Island Indians,
the
irrlved on
agency point with 27
canoe

loads of

the Bear

crising those of them who

Islanders,
are

oom-

for peace.

There were 75 or 100 in the party, men.
and children.
They went into
camp about five miles from the agenoy
called on Gen.
and Mah-Ge-Cay-Bow
He said that so far as he
Bacon at once.
women

snew, none of the hostiles were killed
As to how many Indians
n
the fight.
were actually on the war path, the agenoy
Indians were disposed to hold the numcer down to something under 100, and
nany of them
say that there are not
than 25 or 29.

nore

DR. NANCY ADMITS HER IDENTITY

London, Ootober ID.—According to the
Nancy Guilford, no
Daily Mail Dr.
that she is the midwife of
but declares herself
ibsolutely innocent of any connection
vith the death of Emma Gill, and says
hat she sailed from England under an
issumed name owing to “another matter
onger denies

Bridgeport, Conn.,

will explain at the proper
iluce.
She is now in the infirmary of the Holoway Jail, London, suffering from nervhich she

rous

oollapse.
NO HOPE FOR BRYAN.

October 9—Gov. Holthe war department
strongly urging that it discharge the
iick and deserving in the first regiment
it Manila and the third (Bryan’s) at

Lincoln, Neb.,
has

:omb

wired

The designation of one
Jacksonville.
mtire regiment to be mustered out he
says, would work unnecessary hardship
He can>n many persons in the other.
not, he said, consistently designate either
regiment, and if one entire regiment is
to be released, the war
iuake the designation.

department

to

Say

BISMARCK’S MEMOIRS.
Berlin, October 9.—The Nord Deutsohe
Allegemeine Zeitnng declares that the
of Prince Bismarck will be
memoirs
found to contain no sensational disclosto consist chiefly of grave
but
ures,
thought and recolieotions which he has
left as

a

legacy to the German poople.

UNKNOWN MAN’S BODY'.

will arrive at Canton

George Still ReAbout

Anything

THREATENED MANY TIMES.

the

Now

She is to be arraigned at 10 o’clock Monday morning.
MRS.
She

GEORGE

Had Shot

at

AND
Him

Use in place
of Cream of Tartar
and Soda

VICTIM-

Ref

ore

Several

Times.

NOT GOING SMOOTHLY.

opinion.

train

York, Ootober 8.—“It is a surpristhe Georgn woman has not
ing
thing
homeCanton, Ohio, October 9.—The
killed Mr. Saxton before. She has shot
coming of President and Mrs. McKinley at him
repeatedly. She ts not only beautoday for the funeral of Mr. George D.
tiful, but very shrewd.”
was
attended
with
a
most
touchSaxton,
This statement was made today by Mrs,
ing and paihetio scene at the PennsylvaE. Fife, cousin of Mrs. McKinley,
Henry
nia
station.
Many people were at the who has
just left the White House, whera
depot when the train arrived and exand her husband were on a visit a
she
tended the party a silent, but sympafew days ago.
They went from Canton
thetic and reverential welcome.
'the
and are thoroughly fato Washington
party arrived at 10.25 travelling in the
miliar with the scandal which has just
special car Campania. Mr. M. C. Bar- ended in Mrs.
McKinley’s brother’s death.
ber, the President’s brother-in-law, was
Mr. and Mrs. Fife are now at the Manat the station with several friends of the
hattan hotel, where they are the personal
family, and Dr. Framfeulter who was
of Proprietor Hawke. Both were
called to take oharge of Private John guests
greatly shocked when they read the news
the
sick
soldier.
Barber,
in the morning papers announcing thd
The President and Mrs. McKinley were
death of Mr. Saxton, bat were not greatfirst out cf the oar and were assisted by
ly surprised.
Mr. George D. Frease through the station
To a reporter Mrs. Fife said:
to the carriage In waiting.
As they ap“Mrs. George has been annoying Saxproached. the crowd, with heads uncov- ton for a
long time, and this is not the
ered, bowed silently and opened a pasfirst time she has attempted to kill him.
sageway. Mrs. McKinley was supported
Only a few weeks ago on Lincoln avenue
by the arm of the President with the care she
intercepted him as he was bound for
and close attention he always devotes to
Mrs. Althouse’s home, where he was exher personal comfort.
He walked slowly
pected. She raised such a row that the
to the carriage, his head bowed and his
whole neighborhood was aroused and a
face a little paler than usual.
Mrs. Barpatrol wagon summoned, but by the
ber, Mrs. McKinley’s sister, was next off time it
got there Mrs. George, a very
the train and was joined by her husband.
shrewd woman,'had disappeared.”
Mr. Webb C. Hayes followed.
John
Mr. Fife here interrupted with the reBarber was oarried from the train by his
mark:
brother, George Barber, who had gone
“Mrs. George is not only a very beautifrom Now York to Washington to join
ful woman, butj a very bold and a very
the party, and George C. Clark. The
shrewd woman. I don’t believe that they
sick man was an orderly on Gen. Henry's
will have much meroy for her.
staff in
Porto Kico and has for some
“Mr. Saxton always went about attendiil with typhoiu fever in
been
weeks
ing to his business. He evidently did not
where his
mother, Mra fear violenoe from the hands of Mrs.
Washington,
Barber, and Mrs. MoKinley, have been
He was a large man, weighing
George.
nnrsing him, iirst at the White House, 210
oared absolutely nothand
pounds,
Miss
and later at Garfield hospital.
ing for neighborhood gossip.
Helen MoKinley, the President’s sister,
“About 9 p. m., three months ago, in
and Mrs.
S. A. Bowman of
and Mr.
Mr. Fife oontlnued,
Lincoln avonue,”
Loraine, the latter the President’s nieoe, “Mrs. Goerge was seen to Are three shots
who started with the party from Washat some one across tho
from a revolver
ington, left the train at Pittsburg to take street.
While no one knows positively,
another road.
I am satisfied that the shots were fired
The President and party went direot
at Saxton.
Barber house, which is the old
to the
“Judge Day represented him in the suit
Saxton homestead, and was the Canton
Mr. George brought against Saxton for
home of the McKinley’s during his life in
the
alienation of his wife’s affections.
Mrs. McKinley showed eviCongress.
also familiar
President
McKinley was
dence of suffering from the shook and of
the details of the case.
the journey, but bore up with
fatigue from
recalling the history of Canton’s
and was
able to be s;ln
remarkably well
scandal, Mr. Fife said:
greatest
about the house. Mrs. Barber shows evi“While Mrs. George had her dressmakdence of ber care and concern for the son
establishment and living rooms on
she has been nursing and also of the ing
floor of the Saxton block it
the second
shook of the news.
that Saxton beoame intimate
was said
Except when the President, accomHe hax his rooms on the same
witn ne>
panied by Mrs. Barber, took a short
to bis rooms was
floor. The entrance
walk, the party remained at the Barber
down a narrow hallway, which was open
flowers
are
house all day.
Many
being
at the upper entrance.
received from sympathetic friends of the
“Mrs.
George annoyed him so much
President and the family, Washington
that he had a door built in at the upper
friends having placed many on the train
of the hallway, making a double
end
before it started.
She would come and pound on
barrier.
The funeral arrangements were conthe outer door until in sheer desperation
cluded
after
the arrival of the party.
he would be forced te open it.
They are to be held from the Barbee borne
“I went to Saxton’s door one day to
at 3 o’clock Monday afternoon and will
She was pounding
see him on business.
be private.
The Kev. O. B. Milligan,
I induced
on the door when I got there.
pastor of the First Presbyterian churob,
however, to step down the hall unwill officiate, and the remains will be her,
til I could get in to see Saxton.”
attended by
Judge George E. Baldwin,
“Mrs. Althouse, the woman to whom
Hon. ,Wm. A. Lynch, Postmaster George
Mr. Saxton was paying attention,” said
and Attorney
B. Frease, J. H. Kenney
Mrs. Fife, “has had a very tragic career.
David B. Smith and James J. Grant as
She is also very beautiful, and about 35
will
be
in
the
bearers.
Interment
pail
old. Her maiden name was Best.
West Lawn cemetery in the Saxton fami- years
“She married a chemist named Nighly lot.
but doubting her fidelity, he ene
The train bearing the oabinet and other man,
night placed'his brother on watch at his
officials from Washington to the Omaha
house—”Mr. Fife broke in and said:
exposition, will arrive in Canton Monday
“Mr. Nighman thought his wife was
evening and about 9 o’clock the private
too friendly with George W. Althouse,
oar of the President will be attached there
an employe of the post office.
Nighman
to and he will join the party. Mrs. Mcgot n divorce and the woman married
will
is
not
it
thought tonight,
Kinley,
Althouse. Althouse was killed soon afundertake the trip to Omaha, but will
ter that near the spot where Saxton was
be with the President in Chicaga She
He was
shot.
riding a bicycle and a
will remain in Canton for several days
wagon ran him down.”
and more than likely go to Chicago with
Mrs. Lafayette McWilliams and Mrs. W. DEATH OF BUCKSPOHT MARINER.
A. Goodman, her cousins, who are exBucksport, October 9.—Capt. Charles
pected to be here for the funeral service.
Tribou, a prominent citizen and mastes
Mrs. George remains In jail and has mariner, died today, aged 54
seen no one but Mayor Bice during the
He was with her for five minutes.
day.

must

London, October 10.—The Madrid correspondence'of the Times says: Although
nothing positive is known, it is the pre
vailing opinion hero that the Paris negotiations are not proceeding with the
smoothness that is desirable. The governshares this
ment, it is understood,

The

PATHETIC SCENES at 10.26 tomorrow morning. The President, with Mrs. McKinley, if she feels
AT DEPOT.
able to go on, will join the special Presidential (Omaha (exposition^ train whloh
leaves here, at Canton, on Monday eveMcKinley Will Not Go to Omaha ning.

fuses

Manzlllo, October 8.—(Delayed by transmission.)—The Spanish troops expect to

Messrs.

ANI)

PAINFUL

Mrs.

CENTS.

President’s

Man Sax'on.

with President—Mrs.

News will

publish tomorrow morning an interesting interview with Mayor F. O. Beal on
the

to Leave

PRESS.J

9. —The

October

Spanish Troops Expect
Today.

THREE

out. Mrs. McKinley, looked a trifle pale,
smiled pleasantly
at a'orowd gathered
about and passed to the train, supported
by the President and Secretary Wilson.

Murder.

LondoD, Ootober 10.—A despatch to the
Daily Chronicle from Alexandria says:

on

maintaining that the matter admitted
of no compromise.

EP'Kltl Gloves cleansed every day.

$100,000.00

CAPITAL,

for

Material Up Nile Forbidden,

^cr8S' City Dye House and
steam Canet Cleaning Wokstesy, without accepting any responsibility
13 Preble St., opp. Preble llonse.
for the results delay might entail and still

FfTCTFR’^
U'JiLn 0

Came to Attend Fn.oral of Murdered

troops will be used to protect
settlements in Northern part of the state.

didat>> and He Thinks He Will He.

Khalifa.”

one?

Women’s, dyed and pressed by
pert workman.

Do.ton

of War

to

lows:
“Theohief Shillooks came to our camp
and positively denied that^they had concluded any treaty with Marchand, while

FOR $2.00.
Men’s

chapman' National

or

Marchand—Transportation

She Delongs In Portland and Went

the Nile was absolutely prohibited.
The Sirdar's despatch concludes as fol-

OVERCOATS

®

on

all

Street.

octio

Arrived.In Time to Prevent Second Attack

had orders from the French government
On the departure
to oocupy Fashoda.
KItohener
of the British forces, Gen.
notified Major Marchand in writing that

522, 524, 526

shipments rations for 20 days for the two
oompanies.
“Bacon, Brig. General.”
(Signed)

HINLETS AT CANTOS.

These

the Marchand expedition and expressing town in a cab, but the polioe have been
“No, I think not. I have talked with
that he thus far unable to ascertain the number several members of the delegation and
satisfaction
the ambassador’s
has been allowed to acquaint M. Hano- of the cab.
The girl was coming to Bos- they state that they are yet unpledged.
taux, (French foreign minister of that ton to visit relatives, but has failed to
If Fiederick Paikhnrst becomes a candidate and I feel sure that he will be,
time,) with Lord Salisbury’s views that appear at the home of her friend.
If other questions a re adjusted Great Brithere
are certainly several of the deleMiss Graoe L. Willman Is one of three
tain will make no difficulty regarding the
gates who will support him in preference
memFrench claim on the Northern and Eas- daughters of N. P. Willman, senior
to any one else.
Son.
tern shores of Lake Tohad. The despatch ber of the firm of N. P. Willman*&
“In fact I think Mr. Parkhurst would
in Maine Graoe lives with her
He
shows, however, that the ambassador When
have a majority of the delegation.
the Saco road, about seven
made it clear that this concession must father on
is a young man against whom nothing
not be understood as admitting the right miles from Portland. Last Monday night can be said; he is eminently fitted for the
she left on the boat for Boston, and her
of any European
power except Great
position and owing to his undeserved
sister Josephine, who was expecting her,
valof
theNile
to
Biltain
defeat
two years ago, is entitled to it.
oocupy any part
became much worried when Grace did No
ley.
man will enter the legislature next
her
M. Banotaux repllsd on December 24, not call upon her the morning after
winter who is better fitted lor the posiJosephine thought tion or with a
in a 1 ong despatch of respeotfui protest arrival in the Hub.
greater number of warm
had happened
On that something dreadful
against Lord Salisbury's views.
friends.”
personal
Lord Salisbury to her and she therefore at once notified
August 2 of this year,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR AT PITTSBURG
wrote Lord Cromer, British
diplomatic the Boston police department.
Two or three days later Grace turned up
him
instructions
at
^Pittsburg, Pa., Ootober 9.—Not in the
Cairo,
agent
giving
and explained that she had been rooming history of Knights Templar oonolaves has
that, after the capture of Khartoum, two
all the time and a conolave ever been opened or a more
flotillas should asoend to Fashoda and just across the street
that she had not been lost, neither was beautiful
The sun, after having
day.
go up the Blue Nile as far as it should
she stolen, and informed her sister Jos- been hidden behind rain-filled clouds, for
Under
steamers.
for
navigable
prove
that all the trouble she had been to several
days, rose clear upon the awakenthese instructions, the Sirdar was person- phine
was a needless and useless waste of time.
The influx of
ing city this morning.
ally to command the Fashoda flotilla and
These facts were learned by a reporter
to take a few troops if he should conKnights continued during the day and
the home of the family on the
sider it desirable, the object being to as- who visited
up to midnight when the formal opening
road Saturday night. He found one of the oonolave was inaugurated with the
sert Great Britain’s sphere of influence Saoo
from her and festival sermon at the
On September 7, Sir of the sisters at home and
Trinity Episcopal
in the Nile valley.
one of the brothers learned that Graoe
churoh, there was a congregation assemEdmund Munson reported to Lord Salishad
at
no
time
and
that
all
was
right
bled larger than this historio building
bury a conversation, in which M. Del
there been the least cause of worriment
ever before held.
Casse, Frenoh foreign minister, stated
Friday morning the sister received a
The
first
formal event on the prothat Marohand had no authority^to defrom Grace
saying that she was gramme of the S7th tri-ennial conclave,
cide on questions of right and had been letter
well and that she was doing stenographic
took place in Trinity Protestant Episcoinstructed to abstain from any action
work in a down town offioe.
Del
M.
conflict.
local
a
lead
to
to
pal churoh. It was the official divine serlikely
The family felt provoked that Josephine vice of the
Casse further expressed a conviction that
Knights Templar and was as
should have called in the police to aid in
the matter was susceptible of arrangeusual, very impressive and largely atTo this the search, for as her sister said Grace tended. Most Eminent. Sir Knight Warments by means of disoussion.
9 is well able to take care of herself and
on
den La Rue Thomas, Grand Master, was
September
Lord Salisbury
replied
known it
from the
the
esoorted to Trinity ohurch,
operations Josephine should have
that Great Britain regarded
Monogahela hotel by 600 Pittsburg Temof the Sirdar as placing all territories of
ONE FINN STABS ANOTHER.
plars and as many more crowded the
Khalifa Abdullah by right of conquest,
Quincy, Mass., Ootober 9.—A vicious
church yard unable to obtain admitin the hands of the British and Egyptian
this
o’clook
at
2
oeourred
affray
stabbing
conThe old ohurch was filled to its
tance.
governments and insisted that this
West
Neck
Break
at
hill,
morning
Rev. Dr. Alfred W.
utmost capacity.
tention admitted of no disoussion.
a
Quinoy, and as a result, Joseph Mackle,
rector of Trinity, read the serThen followed various despatches reArundel,
Finn, aged 35, is seriously wounded at
cording the discussions between Sir Ed- his boarding house, with a deep gash in vice and the sermon was delivered by
the
Del
M.
and
Rev. Dr. C. I. Twing, reotor of Calvary
Casse,
Munson
mund
His condition is>erlous, so
his back.
latter
explaining that Marohand was much so that the physician who called churoh, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Grand
Prelate of the encampment.
now virtually a lieutenant to the Lictard
was unable to make a thorough examinaDaring the day enough knights arrived
expedition and therefore the situation tion of tho wound, and had to content
in the city from all parts of the country
at Fashoda, even if Marohand were there,
of
blood.
the
flow
with
himeelf
stopping
the number now here to somecould not be dangerous, as Sir Edmund
John Hill, another Finn, aged 42, is to swell
under arrest on the oharge of assault to kill thing like 10,000. The grand commandery
had represented.
the man as of Massachusetts arrived today.
On SeDtember 9, still following the and he has been identified by
the one who did the stabbing.
results
the
Sirdar
the
reported
blue book,
OF
BLANCHE
WILLIS
DEATH
of his expedition ..to Fashoda, fully conTROOPS ORDERED TO PARIS.
HOWARD.
announcements
already
the
firming
Paris, October 9.—The government has
the Associated Press, including issued
Boston, Ootober 9.—A special to the
cabled
special orders to tho garrisons of
word
the faotltbat General Kitchener’s arrival numerous towns near the
to send Herald from Bangor, Me., says that
capital
was received
in that oity today of the
there prevented a second attack on Mar- immediately to Paris 500 infantry each.
death of Countess Von Teuffel, for merly
ohand. The French officer informed the
The Journal Des Dobats declares that
Sirdar that he [had concluded a treaty these reinforoements will
to Miss Blanohe Willis Howard of Bangor
amount
at Stuttgart, Germany.
vrhioh he had sent to France for ratiflca
10,000.
Miss Howard was formerly well-known
tion, whereby the Shillook chiefs had
The paper expresses the hope that the
in the literary and musioal world, and
under French protecthe
country
revolution.
of
a
on
eve
placed
the
country is not
in 1890 married Baron Von Teuffel, phyMarohand replied in the negative
tion.
All the troops will be supplied with
whether
he
sician in ordinary to the German Emperor
Kitchener’s
question
to Gen.
two days’ rations and 60 rounds of ball
and has lived in Germany ever since.
was prepared to resist the hoisting of the
cartridges.
Her husband died two years ago.
Egyptian flag, but he maintained that he

I

.

names
to take the field at once and report
See
and number of men.
of officers
about designating which; also
governor
order chief commissary to prepare for

from

proceeded

Portland.

Agents,

Mattresses. I

j

Speakership

the court martial that

Boston, Ootober 8.—Word was reoeived
London, Ootober 9.—The foreign office here today that Miss Graoe Ii. Willman
has issued a Fashoda blue book, giving of Portland, Me., who left her home to
the correspondence between the French visit Boston, October 3, is missing. Miss
It begins Willman is 18
British
and
governments.
years old and of light comwith a despatch dated December 10, 1897, plexion. She is said to be very good
from Sir Edmund Munson, British am- looking.
It lias been learned tbat the
Paris to Lord Salisbury,
at
bassador
young woman loft the Portland boat upon
referring to rumors of the massacre of her arrival in Boston and
up
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I
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.

in

PRICE

1898.

GRACE WILLMAN ALL RIGHT.

on

tlie market.

Hair

Turn

Interesting

GENERAL KITCHENER’S

WITHOUT

Sole

to avoid

ODT AGAINST STETSON.

was pending.
They were challenged by MAYOR
BEAL
EXPEDI- the
DECLARES FOR
sentry and in attempting to get
wero
fiwhy
fired
FREDERICK
NILE.
BLUE
PARKHURST.
TION UP
upon.

Is entirely constructed

lo

MORNING, OCTOBER IQ,

:--t
was shot and instrit y killed .last nigh
while trying to etcapn nom Fort Slooum,
Private John Coates
near New Rochelle.
of the tame battery escaped the bullets
fired after him, but was arrested before

DIFFICULTY.

FASHODA

MONDAY

Washington, October 8.—President and
McKinley left here over the Pennsylvania at 7.20 o'olook tonight for Canwill attend the
ton, Ohio, where thgy
brother,
funeral of Mrs. McKinley’s
George Saxton, shot dead on the porch
of a house where he was calling, last
night. With them were several relatives,
Mrs. Helen
McKinley, Mr. and Mrs.
Barber and her son Mr.
Bowman, Mrs.
Kayes.
John Barber, and Major Webb
in the private car
Tho pany travelled
Campania which vras attached to tho rear
John
of the
regular western express.
Barber, nephew of the President,who was
brought back here from tbo front recently, with a case of typhoid fever, and whe
is now convalescent, was brought down
from the Garilold in a carriage and borne
Mrs.

where he was placed
in a
in comfortable quarters in care of an atlitter to the

car

Lawrence, Mass., October 9 .—The body
of an unknown man was found on the
tendant.
Boston & Maine railroad
on the outMr. and Mrs. McKinl y reached tho duskirts ft the oity by tho police toni ght.
I pot u few minutes before the train pulled
The case is being investigated.

Absolute!/ Pure

I
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More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and more healthful.
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THE

DINNER TO ROOSEVELT.
in Uls

Twenty Thousand People Assembled

Gallant Old

CUP

Defender Will Be

New York, October 8.—The number of
enthusiasts and well wishers that thronged
the streets leading to the Union League
club in Brooklyn, and the club house
itself tonight at the reception tendered to
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, is placed at
20,000. After standing for more than two

reception

room,

engaged in hand shaking the Colonel

was

“Never before in my
forced to exclaim :
life have I seen the like of this, not even
in Cuba.’* He smiled suavely throughout
There was a good
the ordeal, however.
to
p8i centage of eoldlery on hand to add
No excuse for cheering
the war aspect.
was allowed to pass by and the climax
was reached when several Rough Riders
their commander in turn by the

grasped

There was an informal dinner at
hand.
President
the club house at six o’clock.
John S. AicKeon presided. Colonel Roosevelt, Lieutenant Governor Woodruff, Edward A. Bond, candidate for state engiConneer, Senator Thomas C. Platt and
gressman B. J. Odell were the guests.
At 8.15, the Colonel appeared in the
room for the benefit of the

reoeption

Visitors. The Colonel was escorted by
President MoKeon, Lieutenant Governor
Andrew B. Rogers, chairman of the comFifty or
mittee, and Candidate Bond.
more
women beamed down
upon the
The national
group from the balcony.
eolers were festooned about the walls and
electric light decorations
The names “Roosevelt
were elaborate.
and Woodruff’’appeared in electric letters
The

ceiling.

near

the roof.

when tne

toionei was uuuuu

iu

uojj»av

shortly after ten o’clock the crowd began
He finally declamoring for a speech.
cided to say something from the front
he
steps. A mighty roar went up when
Mr.
introduced
was
and
by
appeared
Colonel
Rogers as “The Governor.”
Roosevelt said In part:
“I want yon to remember that I never
say anything on the stump that I don’t
I appreciate to the
say off the stump.
fullest degree the responsibilities that will
rest upon me shoultj you, the people of
this
Empire State, entrust to me the

great

I will serve
duties of ohief executive.
with all my might so far as I can see my
I feel
duty to do it for the whole people.
that it is to the people that I owe my
present position. To them I will hold
myself accountable. .1 shall aim to administer in such a way that when I am
will have cause
for satisfaction in putting forth his effort
As for the course I shall
to put me there.
on
those
pursue it will be modelled
ancient rules of conduct whioh you will
and
the
oommandmeots
find in the ten
golden rule.
“Loyal though I shall be to the principles for which I stand, the party princithere are one or two rules of conduct
hat stand above any party principles and
they are included In the commandment
‘Thou shalt not steal and further ‘Nor
shalt thou let anyone else steal if thou
canst help it.’
“This is all I care to say tonight.”
At the conclusion of.hls speech, Colonel
Roosevelt was wildly cheered and he returned to the olub house with the oommittee.

through each

one

ot

you

?les,

REVIEWED

THE

TENTH-

colored Cavalrymen March

Past the Pre-

sident.

a—President

October

Wasington,

McKinley reviewed te Tenth (colored)
of the
TJ. S. regular cavalry fin front
White House today. The grounds were
covered with people who evidenoed great
enthusiasm as^the famous colored regiPresident.
Bliss and a
number of army officers stood beside the
President. Just as the first troop had
passed, Gen. Joe Wheeler joined the party.
and
The crowd oheered him
again
ment filed

in

front

of

the

Secretary Alger, Seoretary

the
Gen. Wheeler commanded
other cavalry
10th with
regiments at
hantiago. After the troops had passed
House
the orowd surged up to the White

again.

portloo and gave the general a warm reception,several hundreds of them grasping
his hand. It was a very inspiring scene
and greatly
impressed the President.
is en route from Camp
The regiment
Wikoff.

EXPLODED SOME YARNS.
(Special to the press.)

fc'aoo, Ootober 8.--A brief session of
Coroner F. C.Bradbury’s inquest on the
was held this
North Saco murder case
not having
afternoon. A final report
been received from Detective Seville of
Boston, who has been employed by the
city to investigate the case, the coroner

decided

to

the inquest till
continue
No
witnesses were ex-

next Saturday.

amined today.
When the detective left here Wednesday,
visit a New
was his intention to
Hampshire town and follow up a possible
clue. As
nothing has been heard from
him it is presumed that he has returned
it

Boston.
Unless some further information is obtained during the coming week, which
does not seem at all likely, the coroner’s
to

veraiot, .to be .rendered

next

Saturday,

have to contain the unsatisfactory
clause, “to the jury unknown.” The detective has succeeded in exploding numerous sensational yarns regarding the murder of Ivory F. Boothby, but beyond that
will

his investigation

seems

to have avail’d

nothing.
TROOPS

IN

PHILIPPINES

as

Good

as

HOME-

SICK.
San Francisco, October 8.—The transport Ohio, which left Manila on the same
day as the Valencia, has arrived, but owing to quarantine regulations no mail
matter uonld be landed until this morning. The Valenoia left Manila a few days
after the departure of the China. She reports that nothing of importance had
happened in the Philippines up to the
her sailing.
The hot and dry
time of
weather vas coming on, and some of
the army doctors were apprehensive lest
tbo hORlth of the troops in Manila might
not be so good as during the prior rainy
Several oases of malarial and
months.
typhoid fever had developed, and the
BiokDess was attributed to the bad water

New York,
day says:

October 8.—The Herald to-

I met Mr. C. Oliver Iselin yesterday
and talked with him about the old and
new defenders—the Defender that in 1895
showed the way to the Valkyrie III. and
the yacht to be turned out by the Herresof meeting the
the purpose
for
hoffs
next
Mr. Iselin assured me that the
5 ear.
Bristol builderB were hurrying their prethat
parations to reoeive the Defender,
may make such repairs to her as

Shamrock in the international

races

they

her condition will warrant.
“Ways are being built from the south

shop at the Herreshoffs’—the

same

shop

hull of the Defender was
in which
constructed—that may be used for haulthe

volunteer
troops stationed in the
Philippines are anxious to return home,
K»w that the war 1b over.

LOSS.

Killed—Nothing

vy’* Record

In

EXPANSION
I.lke

Na-

HI*tory.

October

killed and every one of the nine
wounded
was able and did return
to duty.
In
the battle of July 3, off
Santiago, one man was killed. In that
fight also everyone of the wounded returned to duty. The loss suffered in the
attack upon the forts at the entrance to
man was
men

Santiago

by the American fleet, June 22,
sailor killed and 11 men were
the subject of casualties of whom only
The
seven
were albe to return to duty.
heaviest loss of the navy was at Guantanamo.
There were 82 casualties in that
was

one

“What

you
the service and four continue under treatto put her in sailing trim for the inn
ment. Kext after Guantanamo the battle
asked,
was
Sound?”
down the
with the
forts and gunboats off Cienof
ba
“A picked up.crew, but it will
fuegos caused the greatest number of
good men.”
casualties, the list aggregating 18, one
“Has there been a date fixed for her reOne other man died subseman killed.
moval?”
from wounds, nine returned to
quently
bethere
“No, but she will be taken
duty and one continued under treatment.
fore November 1, as the ways—or suoh is
its results was the fierce
fatal in
More
the promise—will be finished before that
battle between the torpedo boat Winslow
date.”
and the revenue cutter Hudson, with the
Sir. Iselin upon this pome also saia
Spanish land batteries and artillery forces
that it was not known how muoh the Deat Cardenas. Of the eight casualties, five
fender is injured; in faot, it could not be
The three wounded men
were deaths.
she was thoroughly exuntil
known
afterward returned to duty. In the bomIt
was
amined at the Herreshoff works.
San Juan, the casualties
bardment of
this intention to have her in good condikilled.
numbered eight, with one man
tion again before the worst of the winter
One of the wounded men was Invalided
be
he
this
and
might
thought
weather,
home, while six returned to duty. There
done in two months.
were four other casualties occurring in
DIVERS TO EXAMINE UNDER BODY ns many separate engagements and that
Of
“From an examination of her bronze completes the list
of naval losses.
plating, or her under body, from the in- the 67 men wounded in the war 64 were
one died of wounds,
side,” said he, “it is believed that it is returned to

duty,

in

as

good shape

now

as

when the

yacht

built, but to be absolutely certain
point, I have employed the
upon that
Merritt Wrecking company to send divers
her under body
here and examine
up
aDd clean it, which they will do on Monday next, the 10th inst. Then we shall
was

Republican Cougroisman’a Opposition to Annexation of tbe Phlllipines

A Vermont

8.—Seventeen
sailors
killed
and 67 wounded, or 84
tional Club.)
all told, was the total loss
casualties,
The President and Congress declared
durnavy
States
suffered by the United
over and over
again that the war was
been
ing the war. The figures have just
waged on this ground alone, to give reIn
compiled at the navy department.
lief to the Cubans by giving them a stable
Dewey's great fight in Manila Bay not a government freed from the control of

Washington,

six were invalided from the service and
six died under treatment. Considering
the results obtained, this list is said to
in the naval
the most remarkable
be

history of the world.
HAVANA NEWS.

inglhe

_

Food

on

hand when needed. The
Deer Island
orow—that with me in the Defenderwill be in the new boat, so far as I can
iind them.”
tt ill I’m Coogli Syrup
cures croup.
risk the children's life but keep this
wonderful remedy on hand. Price 25 cts.
Dr.
Don’t
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Government
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Great Games by Harvard’* Boys

Keep the Soldiers.

Buy,
isy
Cook,
isy
asy to Eat,
i6y to Digest.

fEasy

uaker Oats

At all grocers
•lb. pkgs. only

Clough today:
C.
“H.
Corbin,

and

Eli’s Sons.
were

the

Victor*

in

Dard

Fought

Battles—How Bate* Did the Blaine Cul-

Adjutant General,

ver

*i ty

Eleven,

that rein
Washington:—No one claims
I
foroemcnts were needed at Walker.
Cambridge, Mass., October 8.—Harvard
hove not been asked for assistance from defeated Dartmouth on Soldiers’ Held this
that quarter though I do not think that afternoon in a game that was well conthe victory he tested
on
both sides. Harvard won by
Spain and that no conquest of territory General Buoon has won
was sought or would be attempted.
We claims. The people generally say so. The dear superiority at nearly every point,
have won and but the Dartmouth players put spirit into
oan stand upon this justflcation, and this Indians claim that they
The people all along the game and kept the interest from flagalone, in shaping our future policy that is my opinion.
of the Great Northern ging. For the first time this year, Hartouching the conquered territory now on the Fosson branch
If we hold any territory by railroad are very much alarmed and are vard’s rush line proved effective in both
our hands.
for the protection offensive and defensive play. The best
right of conquest, we have perverted the asking for assistance,
the Harvard line was done by
asked of the war department The soldiers work in
purpose of the war.
and ready to go but Coohrane Tatjf left end. Behind the line
It has been often proclaimed in the pub are here and willing
order of yester- Daly showed excellent judgment in kicklie press that all territory over which our as you have revoked your
do what you like with your ing
and ran his team well. For Dartcan
raised
must
been
be
day,
you
permanently
flag has
Crolius at left half back
The state of Minnesota will try mouth, Capk
held. This proposition is illogical and soldiers.
without assistance from the played the
best game. Harvard scored
indefensible. Suppose that Watson’s fleet and get along
in the future.
one
touchdown and goal In the first half
had been despatched to the ooast of Spain, department
and live
and
points more on a placed kick
had
attaoked
(Signed)
as was contemplated,
touchdowns were
Two
M.
Cochrane.
“D.
Governor.”
by
CLOUGH,
unlurled
our
and oaptured Cadiz,and
flag
Harvard in the seoond half,
scored by
OIL ON TROUBLED WATERS.
upon Its public buildings, must we perfrom neither of which goals were kicked.
manently .hold tbe city when peace oomes
Washington, Ootober 8.—Upon receipt
The line np:
We do
because we have once occupied it?
of Governor Clough’s message, General
Dartmouth.
not hold Cuba and Porto Rico by right Corbin visited the White
House and Harvard._Position.
never captured
of conquest. We have
1. e.,
Boyle
showed It to the President An order wai Coohrane,
1. t.,
Craig
them. Our title oomes by the voluntary sent to General Baoon directing him to Burnett,
Lowe
1.
g.,
Boal,
surrender of the islands as the price de- confer with
Governor Clough and to C. Sargent,
Rogers
o,
to
treat
with
manded for our agreement
Corson
r. g.,
station troops along the line of the rail- Burden,
Edwards
V. t.
Spain upon the subject of peace. We hold road In the vioinity of the recent troubles J. Lawrence
O’Connor
r.
a,
Hallowell,
Manila by the same right. What shall be In such number as will
prevent any Daly.
Wentworth
q.,
done with all three is a matter for future
Crolius
1. h. b.,
danger to the people and to allay their Dibbiee, So win
discussion.
Jennings
Warren, Kendall, r. h. b.,
alarm.
Prootor
f.
b.,
The most serious question is presented
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, W. A. Reid, Bray ton,
Umpire, R. Waters.
by our partial control of the Philippines. Jones, left today fcr the soene of the InE.
Week*.
Referee,
Confessedly the people of these Islands are dian trouble in Minnesota. He will have
lfinemen, Holden of Harvard; Bartlett
unfit for self-government. We a
utterly
personal talk with the disaffected men of Dartmouth.
esnever
Touohdowns, Warren, Dibbiee, Kendall.
owe them no duty, beoause we
and endeavor to Induce them to disperse
Goals, Coohrane.
poused the cause of the insurgents there. quietly and submit to the regular prooess
Goal front field, Coohrane.
Admiral Dewey was sent to these Islands, of the law.
Total score, Harvard, 21; Dartmouth, 0.
but to capture the
not to capture them,
Time, £0 and 15-mlnute halves.
a
was
mission
This
fleet stationed thore.
YALE'S STRONG MEN.
w riiounrioa iUAna.
means to the great end
proposed when
New Haven, Ct., Ootober 8.—Yale deOctober
8.—A
Minn.,
Minneapolis,
war was declared, namely, to give Cuba a
contested game
to the Journal from
Walker, feated Williams in a well
stable government freed of Spanish con- special
the snore
Minn., says: There are now about 260 of football this afternoon with
must
obstaole
In
our
and
trol
way
every
same
at tne agency. Troops 23 to 0. Both elevens played the
soldiers
encamped
offer
What excuse can we
be overcome.
style football for two Yale graduates,
about
no op
landed
but
met
with
noon,
then, when peace oomes and Cuba Is freed
Yale eleven,
The soldiers have gone into Hazen and Hlneof Inst year’s
of Spanish control, for permanently hold- position.
Williams this season.
been
have
ooacblng
which they have named Camp
ing the Philippines? Our national honor, camp,
of the Yale players as
Wilkinson. A number of friendly Indians The superiority
our future status at tbe bar of the public
the
manifest throughout
was
a team
in
from
Bear
island
this
came
morning.
opinion of the world, demand that conand their better condition after it
game
of
refused
to
talk
the
hostlles
and
sistency aud jnstioe shall be the guiding They
all over was all the more surprising
disclaimed any knowledge of their where- was
stars of our action from the opening to
of the playIt is difficult to see how this in view of the aggressiveness
abouts.
of
this
history.
the concluding chapters
The Yale backs were apparently too
is
nearer a solution than It ing.
matter
any
If we permanently take the Philippines
strong for the Williams ends and the inthem, was a week ago. All the men but two for terference for them when running with
we will bo compelled to govern
whom warrants are ont are still at large
with or without their oonsent, as the ease
the ball, was magnificent. Williams was
human on Bear Island, where dancing still conThey will not, In all
may be.
in the line and oould not stop the
These
men Marshal O’Connor Is weak
tinues.
probability, be able to govern themselves,
of the Yale rushes.
onslaught
to
have
and
the
soldiers
determined
apand thus we shall abandon the fundamenline
The
must get them for him.
up:
tal basis upon which our system of gov- parently
Williams.
Position.
Yale.
ernment rests, namely, that the
people
THE CLOSE OF THE FESTIVAL
Chad well
left
end,
Sharpe,
shall be their own
governors. Besides
Simmon
left tackle,
Bangor. October 8.—The Maine Music MoGee,
all this, the people of these islands can
Eaton
left
gnard,
festival closed today. The matinee oon- Brown,
Black
never be governed by us if we undertake
centre,
Andrews,
oert had a successful miscellaneous proSeeley
Marshall,
right gnard,
the task, without an Immense expense to
and this evening the oratorio of Chamberlain, (Capt.)
If It be logical of judge of gramme
our treasury.
right tackle,
DeCamp
was grandly sung.
Davies,
the future by the past, we will have a ‘‘Elijah’’
O'JNeil
right end,
the great English baritone, was the star Coy.
revolution on our hands the greater part
quarterback, Cottrell, Jay
DeSaulles,
of
the
evening.
Townsend, Marvin,
A standing army of mamof the time.
left half baok,
moth size will be needed to
garrison the

know how to proceed, but the next thing
Havana, Ootober 8. —A deoree of Capdone will he to put her In the
to he
tuln-Qeneral Blanco, dated Ootober 6, has
shape necessary—bend sails, etc.—that bean published. It provides first, that
she may be taken to Bristol.
a full discharge be granted to every en“The Defender will not be placed in
listed man who has the right to it and
the shop at all at Bristol,” continued
who desires to remain in Cuba. SecondMr. Iselin, “as that will be needed at
it provides for the transfer to the secly,
once for the new boat. She will be hauled
ond reserves of those who, possessing the
up on the ways the distance required and
neoessary qualifications, wish to remain
the repairs will he made In the open. .It
in Cuba. Thirdly, the decree provides for
will be just as easy to have her all ready
to Spain of those who may
the roturn
the holidays as weeks or
again about
have previously lost the right to a return
in
tlx
she
is
Then
when
later.
months
Many men now in the Spanish
passage.
she will be thoroughly protected from the
will decide to remain here as there
army
weather and allowed to remain just whore
is a brighter prospect in Cuba than there
she is until the spring, or immediately
would be If they returned to Spain.
preceding the launching of the new boat,
A medal commemorative of the blookwhen she will be put overboard.”
aie will be struck by the city of Havana.
“You wiil have a great craft in the DeA competition has been opened for the
fender with which to try your new boat,”
best design.
was suggested.
Islands
constituting the group.
The United States transport Resolute 1,400
Mr.
returned
“indeed she will be,”
Coast fortifications, the number and exsailed this morning for Key West.
Iselin, and pointing to a handsome model
The Frenoh gunboat Fulton, which tent of which no man oan define, will be
of the Defender a few feet from where he
left this port yesterday, returned here this required as a defense against attack by
was standing, he said, emphatically, “it
here at home the
morning in order to seek shelter from other nations. We have
will be hard to beat that boat.
longest and most exposed coast-llue of
a threatened hurricane.
“And now,” Mr. Iselin added in a deany nation on earth, already involving an
cided tone, “I do not care to get into a
THE BICYCLISTS.
Immense expenditure of money, and not
controversy with yachtsmen, critios or
St. IiOuis, Mo., Ootober 8.—Only a fair- half protected at that. Are our people
otherwise, across the ocean, but.I.want sized crowd witnessed the bloycle races yearning to seoure a territory extending
it to be understood that the Defender wag
at Athletio park today. The feature was over sixteen degrees of latitude and ten
not built ‘in gimcrack fashion,’ as it is
the five mile ohamplonship, in whioh all degrees of longitude, and made up princiclaimed in England j that she was. The
who figure in the champion- pally of ooast-llne, to still further expand
the riders
Defender was as staunchly built as any
took
table
part. Darkness prevent- our frontier?
ship
There
racing outter ever constructed.
But it Is said that we owe it to hnmaned the running of the finals of the fivewas nothing of the gimcrack order about
mile ohamplonship, two-mile handicap, ty to give relief to the people of tbe Philwas as strong or stronger; In
her.
She
professional, and the mnltioyole raoe. ippines. now so sorely opppressed by
of Manila
every
way than the Vigilant, whioh has
They will be run off tomorrow afternoon. Spain, and that the oacupanoy
crossed and recrossed the Atlantic and as
makes It obligatory that we continue our
The summaries:
strong or stronger than the Cclonia now
national championship— hold for this purpose. If Watson had
Five-mile,
the successful schooner. This I know for
Bald won. Time, taken Cadiz, would it have been argued
heat, E. C.
First
I have sailed on both vessels and am postthat the behests of humanity would re
11 30 3-5.
quire us to deliver all the people of 8paln
ed regarding the strength of their hulls.
Second heat—Tom Cooper won. Time, from the exactions of the Spanish governYes and she was stronger than the Valment?
12.21 4-6.
Our possession ot Manila is merely tenkyrie III. I would not have hesitated a
Gardiner
won.
Third heat—Arthur
tative. We hold it only tor taotical and
moment about crossing tbe ocean in her
Time, 12.52 4-5.
diplomatic purposes. By it we have no
when her aluminum was all right had
Kimble
won.
heat—Owen
Fourth
constructive possession even of the whole
such a decision been necessary.”
have only what
4-5.
group of Islands. We
Time, 1&05
oall a possessio pedis. The bounDropping the Defender and taming to
Fifth heat—Major Taylor won. Time, lawyersof our actual
daries
occupation limit tbe
the new boat Mr. Iselin said this:
12.30 1-5.
extent and Held of our duty.
“The contract for the new boat was
Tho claim that we must not return the
Two-mile handioap, professional—First
signed with the Herreshoffs a few days heat-J. E. Walsh, 160 yards, won. Time, Philippines to Spain is entirely fallacious.
We have not yet taken them from Spain,
she will be staited as soon as
ago and
5.02 4-5.
and so have nothing to return. Before
There
hare
been
several
practioable.
Second heat—J. S. Johnson, 60 yards, we oan have any reponslbility for the ismodels submitted by the designer but
lands we must capture them either by our
won.
Time, 6.10 2-6.
If we leave
do
decision
has been arrived at in this
arms or by our diplomacy.
won.
Third heat—Gardiner, soratch,
them alone, Spain and the Insurgents will
particular. Really if a decision had been Time, 6.12 2-5.
determine their future.
reached it
would not be wise to talk
heat—Walter Sanderson, 100
Let us as a people narrow our distorted
Fourth
much about it now nor of the materials
vision of empire and give our best thought
Time 4.42 2*5.
won.
yards,
development of
and best energy to the
to be used in the yacht’s
construction.
that we have. In our calmer mood we
There will be a lot of guesswork indulged
never dreamed of Asiatic possessions. Let
in by outsiders about this boat but there Three Doctors In Coniultatio n ns not in the gush of momentary exultaleads to
Franklin.
will be nothing offioial said about her
tion inaugurate a policy that
From Benjamin
national disaster. The history of Spain,
until it is certain that no harm can come
"When you are sick, what vou like Best is to the history of all nations, teach the same
from it.
be chosen for a medicine in the first place;
tells you is best, to be chosen lesson—adding colonial possessions weak“The new syndicate? Oh yes. Com- what experience
state. England never bein the second place; what reason(i, e„ Theory) ens the parent
lost
modore J. Pierpont Morgan who is at the says It is best to be chosen in the last place. came mistress of the seas until she
Dr.
Dr.
Inclination,
colonies.
Expert^ tbe American
By so rouoh as
But if you can get
head of it and myself—thus far.
hold a consultation totbe
the
enc- and Dr. Reason to
withdraw
money,
enterprise,
you
“I shall have charge of both boats—the gether, they will give you the best advice that
and attention of our people from their
Defender and the new oraft. I shall not can be taken.”
own territory to foreign
acquisitions, in
When you have a bad cold Dr. Inclina- the same ratio you weaken the growth
able of course to look after both as
be
tion would recommend Chamberlain’s and lessen the development and retard
should
be
and
will be looked after,
they
progress of the country we now have.
Remedy because it is pleasant and tbe
but there have
been no
conclusions Cough
Let usirather build more school-houses,
safe to take. Dr. Experience would remore colleges, more churches, more railreached as to who will take the Defender
commend it because it never fails to efmore Interstate canals, more forin hand
after the new yacht is ready. fect a speedy and permanent cure. Dr. roads,
ges, more factories, more ^warehouses—let
Good yachtsmen are to be had but it is Reason would recommend it because it us diversify our industries, give our workand
not everybody who can give up so much is prepared on scientific principles,
ing men and working women better wages
iu relieving the and shorter horns, give capital a
more
his time as such a charge would re- acts on nature’s plan
of
lungs, opening the secretions and restor- tempting field for employment. Let our
quire. Pew business men can do so. So
system to a natural and healthy government in its international relations
there has not been anybody selected for condition. For sale
for honor,
by D. W. Hezeltine do tnose things only that make
and make for righteousas
Defender
the
yet.
& Co, 387 Congress St.: Edward W. make for peace,
and in its domestic polioy do those
“Some of my old yachting friends and Stevens, 107 Portland St.; King P. Ray- ness,
Cumberland Mills; Win. Oxford, things that foster and encourage every reperhaps all of them will be with me in mond,
spectable industry and every honorable
921 Congress St.; H. P. S. Goold, Conthe now boat. They have been
with me
calling, that uplift our people in their
Hotel.
gres Square
moral, sooial, and educational growth and
in other boats and won’t desert me now.
in their material prosperity giving them
“There will be 50 men required for the
the widest oivil and the broadest religious
Defender’s crew, the same as during her
liberty, and ours shall be that happy
That will make a
races three years ago.
people whose (Jod is the Lord.
hundred—a little army, indeed.
to
"I have not made any seleotlon of skipCorrect.
pers for the boats. That’s a very importo
tant business, and in all such things f do
Teaoher—What became of the children
There is time
like to
for
not
hurry.
yet
consideration, and the captains will be

SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL.

MEANS DISASTER.

folSt. Paul, Minn., October 8.—The
(From a Speech by Representative Powers
Governor They
sent
by
was
lowing
telegram
before the Western Vermont Congrega-

ing her out of the water and also for the
launching of the now yacht,” said he.
are ready I shall
as the ways
“So soon
100 hour fight
and of the list six were
to Bristol, and work
sail the Defender
marines.
Uf the 16 wounded men, 9 rewill be commenced on her at once.”
turned to duty, three were invalided from
have on board
crew will

supply.
The

geve literu Men

New.

Honor In New York.

hours In the immediate

NAVY’S

DEFENDER.

of

Agamemnon?

Pupil (after mature deliberation)—I
think they’re dead by this time.—Harlem
Life.

__

a population of
70,000, has
Bix daily newspapers, four of which are in
the French language.

Quebec, with

showed Itself to be much stronger than It
was supposed to be.
For the South Portlands, Cushing was the star player.
Muroh was referee;
DeShon umpire;
Wilbur and Coolldge linemen.
Time 30
and 15 minute halves.
The South Portlands put up a good
game, but they ran against some old
as Thomas
Kelly, who will
be remembered as an old P. H. S. player
in the position of half back.
Twitchell,
the captain of the Seminary ,'team, who is
a “craokerjack,”
player, failed to make
any gains against Capt. Cushing, half
hack on the South Portlands.

timers such

AT WARREN PARK.
game of football was
afternoon atWarrcn park
between the Westbrook and Deering High
school elevens. The grounds were in lair
condition and the boys put up some good
work. In the first half the Deering team
bad the lead by the score of 6 to 0. Boody
An interesting

played Saturday

ATLETHIC

A

CLUB'S

ELEVEN.

Strong Team Which Will Do Credit to
Portland on the Grounds.

The Portland Athletic olub has brought
together some first class material for tbeir
proposed football team during the lost
week, and the men have already begun
practice In the gymnasium. The athlstie
clubs of other oities have long been putting teams Into the field, each fall, made
up mostly of ex-college players. The best
known organizations are perhaps the Boston, Newton and Chicago Athletic clubs,
l’bese clubs play the big colleges and always with good success, as often tlme3

the very best men of an old Harvard or
Vale team will think it the joy of their
life to score on their alma mater.
As the High school team Is very uncertain of recognition this fall, muoh Inof the Deering eleven made a splendid terest will center in the Athletic clubs,
see
run of 35 yards in the first half and se- games and Portland will probably
cured a touchdown. In the second half some star games with the material alat hand.
Among the candidates
by good playing and hard work the West- ready
The game for the-team will be
scored five
recognized some

points.
brook boys
was won by the Deering eleven,

score

tj

The Westbrook eleven will play a
return game next Saturday afternoon on
Seminary grounds in
the Westbrook
to 5.

Deering.
iMiiViii

ju juinuu.

Waterville, October 8. —Waterville High
defeated Edward Little eleven of Auburn
9 to 0 in the first local game of the season
this afternoon.

EASY MARK FOR BOWDOIN.
Brunswick,
eleven Which

October 8.—The football
came here to represent the

College of New Hampshire, proved an
the Bowdoin pigskin
mark for
easy
chasers who had no difficulty in rolling
69 to their opponent’s
up a soore of
nothing.

LINED UP.

familiar names and faces.
Warren, the old Harvard player who
coached last year’s High school team, is

good a man for a guard as there is in
the state, barring Jim Coombs perhaps.
Coombs played on the Brown college team
as guard and center for four years, and is
just now coaching Maine State. He will
return early enough to join the Athletic
olub team and will be a candidate for
center.
Frank Smith Is a strongly built
as

man, weighing 225 pounds, and he will
probably play in the center of the line.
Another bie nan is Gabarlno, who has
Both
played some looal football before.
of these last named men
need
will
onaohing, but will develop rapidly.
For tackles, Kev.
C.
Everett Bean,

Dorticos, Bummery

and Marsh are all
who have considerable knowledge of
the game, and can be depended on for
strength in the line.
Trying for the end positions will be
men

At West Point—West Point, 27; Wesleyan, 8.
At Ithaca—Cornell, 38; Carlisle, 6.
68; FrankAt Princeton—Prlnoeton,
lin and Marshal, 0.
At Worcester—Holy Cross, 6; Gardner
A. C., 0
At Southboro—St. Mark’s. 10; Boston
Latin, 0.
At Philadelphia—University of Pennsylvania, 18; Brown. 0.
At Medford—Worcester Tech. ,17; Tufts,
5.
At Exeter—Philllps-Exeter, 18; Boston
College, 0.
At Hartford—Trinity vs, Massachusetts
Tech., neither side scored.

FOOTBALL NOTES.

Churloy Perry,
athlete. Lamb

Kelley

of

High

an
an

old Andover and

ex-Colby player,

Yale
and

school fame,and Chapman

of last year’s Peering High.
Beh ind the line the outlook is particularly bright. At quarter back Johnny
Sullivan will be In his old time winning
form. He played at Hebron and on the
His
Portland teams for many seasons.
mates will be Chapman, a crack
Bowdoin end, at one half, and Billy Bux-

running

ton of Hebron and Portland High on the
other. Buxton played a very successful
baok at Hebron and now weighing much
more he will be a very hard man to stop
At full back
in a lino buoking game.
Macreadle Will oatch punts and return

The Woodfords grammar sohool second
eleven and the second eleven from the
Morrllls grammar sohool played an Interesting game of football Saturday afternoon on the grounds at the rear of the them. He ployed on the Chicago Athietio
Roohester tracks at Woodfords. The game
team a few years ago, and is a lively
was won by the Woodfords eleven, soore
player.
10 to 0.
North
defeated the
Emersons
The
No ooach has been spoken of as yet but
Sobools in a game of football, by a soore Warren is fully capable of taking charge
of 10 to 6, Saturday.
of the squad as well as Oiling his position
at guard.
PORTLAND WILL HAVE POLO.
Below Is a list of the names and weight
City

Connell

Votes

to Leave

9Ir. Burnham.

City Hall te

of the candidates for the team:

Name.Weight.

170
Maoreadie,
168
Polo Is to be played in City ball this A. Chapman,
197
Walter Burn- Warren,
Mr.
and
after
Branoh,
(Capt)
winter
all,
PORTLAND THEATRE.
loO
Sullivan,
Benjamin Townshend,
ham will manage thr Portland team.
168
Bean,
This popular play house will open for
Draper
right half baok,
buildof
the publio
178
Buxton,
Williams | At a special meeting
the season Monday evening, October 17. MoBrtde, Dupee, full back,
197
held Saturday at ernoon. Garbarlno,
Score—First half, Yale. 12; Williams, 0. ings committee
235
Mr.
E.
E.
The
Rounds,
lessee,
Smith,
It was voted to lease the hall for the game.
Second half, Yale, 11; Williams, 0.
160
Kelley,
has made extensive and elaborate ImUmpire, A. H. Bine, Williams.
170
This was one by the committee because Dortioos,
entire
theatre
and
about
the
provements
168
Bsferee, M. U. Ely, Yale.
had
signed
Perry,
over 1000 men who like polo
Linemen, T. B. Hull, .Yale; George
when its doors are opened to the publlo
370
hall might Marsh,
a petition asking that
City
Williams.
160
Wrlsley,
on the above date the amusement lovers
Bummery,
Touobdowns, Benjamin, 1; Brown, 1; be leased for the game. This insures good Underwood,
365
of this olty will find themselves provided Dupee, 1; Townshend, 1.
who
IcO
and
those
winter
this
here
Chapman,
sport
for
house
that
oomfort
a
8.
with
play
165
Goals, Brown,
rallied to the support of Mr. Burnham Lamb,
205
Time, two 16-mlnute halves.
and attractiveness it will be difficult to
Coombs,
when the matter was In doubt, deserve
The Improvements originally
WALKOVER FOR BATES;
173
surpass.
Average weight,
much credit for the Interest they have
planned have been extended to cover every
Bangor, October 8.—Bates had a walk- taken in the matter. The Maine olubs
theatre.
The
the
house over In the football game with University
of
AN ARMENIAN DISCOURSE.
part
are are
signing players, the National
will be run on the popular priced plan of Maine team at Orono this afternoon,
Karaken Chtchein, better known
Rey.
league will undoubtedly come to an
and the bookings will lnolude the leading winning 86 to 0. Bates played a snappy
the celebrated
in
re- as Rev. Q. B. Chutjlan,
Maine
the
with
league
agreement
light opera companies, the best repertoire game, while U. of M. showed mnoh
Armenian evangelist of Worcester, Mass.,
and
the
themselves
to
protecting
He was educompanies, end many of tho popular price weakness In defensive play. Capt. Pul- gard
and with these things in sight is in town for a few days.
combinations, alternating.wlth high class sifer made five of Bates' six tonohdowns. players,
nt the Theological
Seminary of
this city Is sure to sea a good polo team cated
vaudeville shows. Manager Eastman has Batoh of U. of M., made good gains.
Harpoot, Turkey, six years ago. He is
winter.
this
secured the popular actress and Portland The line up:
pastor of the only Armenian ohnrch in
favorite, Miss Katherine Ruber, supported
America, being pastor of the Armenian
BASE
BALL*
Bates.
Position.
U. of M.
by a splendid company for the opening W. C.
Congregational church of Worcester, but
Clark, (Page,)
D4
attraction.
Riohardson
A PITCHERS’ BATTLE.
left end,
resigned a few weeks ago in order that he
left tackle,
Sturgis
Armes,
Chioago, October 8.—St. Louis defeated might be able to visit his native people
STAB UUUKSti U-rniiNlAU.
Saunders
left guard,
Sabine,
cities in this
Childs Cleveland bare today in a seven inning throughout the different
oentre,
Caswell,
celebrated
the
P.
Chicago
T.
Brooke,
He lead a meeting of about 60
gnard,
battle, by bunohlng hits in the country.
Perkins,
right
pitchers’
to
Star
is
the
coming
open
conductor,
Calhoun, (Moody) fourth and fifth inning. The Orphans Armenians yesterday afternoon in the
Call
and with his famous Chicago Homer,
course,
right tacklo,
He Is a fins
Parish ohurch.
from the tail-enders by the Seound
Putnam then won
right end,
Marine band, will play ,at City hall, Fri- S. Clark,
a
conversationalist.
and
m
the
sobolar
good
Pnrinton
went
to
score.
same
Carsey
pieces
quarter back,
These oonoerts are Palmer,
14.
October
day,
left half back,
Hatch,
seventh inning, Thornton winning h is He intends to take out his naturalization
Pnlsifer (Capt.)
termed popular and patriotlo beoause they
papers previous to his return to Armenia.
own game by a double with the bases full.
Fowler
half
back,
right
will bring out the national airs and all French,
The
6009.
score:
Attendance
full
back,
Halliday
of the current popular music iu addition Grover,
DEATH OF REV. FATHER POWER
0 0 0 3 3 0 0—4
Umpire and referee, Edward Hlokson St. Louis,
Brooke
to the finest concert numbers.
N. H., Ootober 9.—Rev.
of Bangor; referee and umpire,. Dr. Cobb Cleveland,
0 0 1 10 1 0—3
Laoonia,
has become known far and wide as the of Gardiner.
Father John R. Power, formerly pastor of
6.
St.
Louis,6;
Errors,
Cleveland,
of
Hits,
popular muslo,
Linesmen, Bolster of Lewiston; Morgreatest conductor
Cleveland, 0.
Batteries, St. Joseph’s ohurch In this city, died
St. Louis, 0;
which ho makes a feature of his concerts, rill of U. of M.
Sudhoff and Sugden; Frazer and Crlger. last
1.
evening from nervous prostration
5;
Fowler,
Tonohdowns,
Pulsifer,
and even in the highest forms of melody
He
after an illness.of about three years.
Goals, Halllday, 6.
Game.)
(Second
somewhat
he
received
he
Invades
which
Total score, Bates, 86; U. of M., 0.
was
boru in Chelsea. Mass, Mass., in
halves.
X—4
all
30-minute
oritics and
00000040
the highest praise from
Time,
Chicago,
Charles college
30000100 0-3 1860, and educated at St.
St Louis,
musicians. This band was organized folHe was ordained by Bisin Baltimore.
lowing the World’s Fair for the wealthy WESTBROOK SEMINARY, 12; SOUTH
Hits, Chicago, 8; St. Louis, 7. Errors,
in 1873, his first
Louis, 1.
Batteries, hop Macon at Portland,
Chicago, 3; St.
PORTLAND, 0.
Illinois Naval Militia, and for four years
Thornton and Nichols; Carsey and elem- pastorate being at Bath, Me. Later ha
Westbrook ents.
Brooke has made it a faotor in the musiSaturday afternoon the
went to Exeter. N. H., ond from there to
eleven defeated the
cal affairs of the country. In Chicago, Seminary football
THE PIRATES AND THE COLONELS Keene. He assumed the pastorate of St.
the winter ooncert, and at the end of the South Portland team on the home gronndB
this city in 1895.
in
Lonlsville,Ky., October 8.—The Pirates Joseph’s ohurch
After
last, which was the fourth season, the Deerlng, by the score of 13 to 0.
Two years later, however, he was forced
in
all
off
of
the
were
departments
badly
at
MoVicker’s theatre teaobed only two minutes play one of the Seminreceipts
to give up his work on account of poor
The band is just as great a
game today and the Colonels won easily.
$1730.00.
ary men made a flue fifty yard run and
health.
The
score:
1100.
favorite in New England and Canada scored a touohdown. The game was won Attendance
now
is
and
it
at
and
such
00601001
a
concert
work
x—8
known,
where
LouiBville,
by the good offensive
COMMISSIONERS DINE TOGETHER.
00001000 0—1
Pittsburg,
given at the Boston theatre, the receipts snappy playing that at no time wss the
m.—The
Havana. Ootober 9—8.15 p.
The line
reaohed $1900, and at Worcester the largest Seminary’s goal in danger.
Hits, Louisville, 12; Pittsburg, 6. Er- members of the United States evacuation
band audience on record was drawn by was very strong and the ball was captured rors, Louisville, 1; Pittsburg, 6. Batter- commission gave an elaborate lunoheoa
ies, Dowling and Kittridge; Rosebrcugh
Brooke.
on downs nearly every time.
today to the members of the Spanish
and Bowerman.
Sibyl Sammls, who is under a
Miss
In the second half Thomas made his
evacuation commission at hotel Trooha el
SENATORS SHUT OCT.
four years' engagement with this band, second long run of the game and made
Owing to a slight indisposition
Vedo.
will sing at every oonoeit. She Is a beau- another touohdown and as beforo the goal
October 8.—The Phillies’ Admiiai Sampson could not be present
Philadelphia,
of Messrs.
tiful Chioago girl, who has a wonderfully was kicked.
The playing
brilliant
fielding shut out Washington and Major Hen. Wade and Brig. Gen.
cultipure mezzo-soprano .voice highly
Thomas, Hall, Roberts and Thompson for today.
The Phillies sonred six runs on Burler did the honors of the occasion.
dlstinot
articulation the
vated, and the most
commission
were
all
Semlnarys was excellent and the team bunched hits and loose fielding. Both
The Spanish
of any singer. Her success with the band
768. present with Senior Girauta, their secreAttendance
were
effective.
pitohers
been remarkable.
Deafness Cannot be Cured
on its tours has
tary and their respective adjutants. There
The score:
All
were 98 persons all told at the table.
local
the
by
applications as they cannot reach
0 0 3 x-6 the
1
0
2
0
1
Maxfleld
of
the
U.
E.
S,
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one Philadelphia,
speeches carefully avoided politics.
Lieut. J0000000000
to
cure
Washington,
deafness, and that Is by constituat way
regulars, signal oorps, ^stationed
tional remedies. Deafness is caused by an in7.
THAT JOYFUL. VEEUKG
H. Maxfleld, flamed condition of the mucous
Hits, Philadelphia, 6; Washington, 6Tampa, Fla., son of Mr. J.
lining of the
2; Washington.
Philadelphia,
Eustachian Tube. When this tube is Inflamed Errors
of
his
the
the
father
was
With
guest
exhilarating sense of renewed
Federal street,
Filield and MoFarland; Weyyou have a rumbling sound or imperrect hear- Batteries,
Lieut. Maxfleld has not been ing, and when it is entirely clo-ea,
health and strength and internal cleanlideafnese is ing and Farrell.
on Sunday.
He has been the result, and unless the inflammation can be
East for 18 years.
ness, which follows the use of Syrup of
as far
taken out and this tube restored to its normal
SUNDAY GAMES.
a brief furlough which expires condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
Figs, is unknown to the few who have
enjoying
PittsLouisville—Louisville. 3;
At
so that his visit in this nine cases out of ten are caused by oatarrh
not progressed beyond the old-time medin a few days
which Is nothing but an inflamed condition of
of a few hours’ duration.
burg, 2. Eleven innings.
the mucous surfaces.
icines and the cheap substitutes someclty was only
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
At Cincinnati—Cincinnati, 13; Clevetimes offered but never accepted by the
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that canSecond
0;
6.
Cincinnati,
game,
by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for land,
No such thing as “summer oomplaint” not be cured
well informed. Buy the genuine. ManCleveland, 6.
wild circulars; free.
Hr. Fowler’s extract of
where
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
St. Louis, 4. ufactured by the California Fig Syrup
5;
At
Chicago—Chicago,
Nature’s
is kept handy.
reSold by
Strawberry
Co.
) the best.
Hall’s F
for looseness of the bowels.
Second game, Chicago, 8; St. Louis, 0.
~

medy

inwnuunww.

HiART AFFECTED
A Disgusting and Insidious
Disease Creates Havoc.

A Wise Doctor Discovers
the True Cause.
Case of Heart Disease

Supposed

Proves to be Catarrh.
A.VE not had
an

attack of

my heart
trouble now
for over a
month. Peru-nahasdone
for

more

me

than any medicine I have
ever taken.
No one believed I could
be

ever

well again

as

as

I am now.

living until I took
Pe-ru-na. It has truly saved my life.”
Mrs. E. C. Worley, of Concord Depot,
Va., so writes to Dr. Hartman.
For such pains as often lead the sufwith
Life

not worth

was

ferer to believe he is afflicted
Pe-ru-na
some disease of the heart,
will be found invaluable, as the serous
membrane of tbe heart is as liable to
catarrh as any of the other inner linis
ings of the body. Often the trouble
of a catarrhal and not an organic nature.
Pe-ru-na in every instance cures catarrh.
Buy Pe-ru-na of any druggist.
niTinnn

ask your

uAlflnnn

Druggist
lor a generous
TRIAL SIZE.

ELY’S CREAM BALM
no
nor

injurious drag.

coceaine,
any other

COLD IN HEAD

INMKUCTI3N.

VIRGIL
CLAVIER
SCHOOL
WILL OPEN

Saturday, Sept. 17 th.
Is

Instruction in

PIANO PLAYING.
Special training In
Piano

Technic,

Memorizing,
Theory,
History,

Imerpretotiou.

PUBLIC

BY

RECITALS

STUDENTS.

The Kinder Class
for this season will begin SATURDAY, Oct.
20 half hour lessons
15th, at 10 o’clock a. m.
$6.00. No practice required at home. Apply

immediately.

FRANK L. RANKIN ,Director.
Baxter Block.
sepl6

The men were brigaded Ithere.
a rule.
The division hospital surgeons were competent in their profession some of them
being the most oomptent in the United
States, but they were not men of execuas

He considered the water
sinks were poorly
supply good.
located.
They were too near the kitchens
and were too shallow.
Many of them

dim

feaa

only 75 feet from the company
kichens and were open when he arrived.
He then had them moved further back
and gave directions for daily disinfection
and coveting. By this time, however, the
were

regiments were all infeoted as he thought
by (he Hies going from the sinks to the
tables.
Dr. Griffen was satisfied
that typhoid had been brought in by the
troops, the first case coming through a
Mississippi regiment. The location was
mess

healthful one as he made an investigation and found that prior to the arrival
of troops there had been only one case of
typhoid in the vioinity in nine years.
about 5000 cases of
There had
been
typhoid in the camp. Dr. Griffen was

a

Five hundred
ber of wooden buildings.
nd thirty-three was the largest number
of men at any one time and all told 1121
men had been treated there up to the 6th
instant. Of these 86 per cent weie typhoid,
most
the next
prolifio cause being
There had been 67
venereal troubles.
The oases sent
deaths at the institution.
to him were generally the most dangerHe had 25 contract surgeons and
ous.
two regulars and 167 female nurses and 159
members of the hospital corps acting as
He had received no complaints
nurses.
and he was sure that the attendants were
were sent
His requisitions
efficient.

BANGOR
and
PORTLAND. AUGUSTA,
HOULTON, ME. Actual business by mail and
railroad. Office practice for beginners. Bookkeepers, clerks and stenographers furnished to
business men. Free catalogue.
F. jL. SHAW, Free., Portland, Me.
d3m
seplO

INSTRUCTION.

chase

at

Many articles,

Chattanooga.
the

from

the North

sent
but as a rule they spoiled before they arrived and could not be used. He said that
when patients began to convalesce they
were pur, on a special diet for a week and
then furloughed and sent home. He was
to

were

men

nected with the Portand School for Girls, will
receive private pupils Special attention given
to students preparing for college, and classes
formed in reading. Beginners also taken. For
further particulars inquire at No. 3 Cumberland
Terrace, Monday, Wednesday aud Friday after-

not to allow Jany patients to
leave for home until they were sufficiently recovered to render it safe for them to
He related how Governor Bradley
do so.
of Kentucky came to the hospital saying
he was going to take the Kentucky sivk

noons.__

home.

MRS. SCHUMACHER,
formerly of the Bellows School and now

particular

con

sep24dtf

Mrs. Henrietta A. Fellows,
TEACHER OF SINGING,
Delivery and Development of the Voice

Dr. Griffen refused at first but
afterwards consented to leave the matter
Out of 16
themselves.
to the patients

only

one

said he wanted to go and he was

insane.

Captain James C.

Baldridge,

com

mis-

sioner of subsistence for the first brigade
Studio, 37 Y. M, C. A. Building.
of
the second division of the seventh
Residence, 90 Pleasant street, near High.
dtf
army
corps, now at Camp Cuba Libre,
sept29
Jacksonville, testified during the afterHe reached the camp on August 2
noon.
At the the “School ot Shorthand and Busi
and made an immediate inspection of the
ness, which will open in this city September
of them not
5th. Pupils thoroughly Instructed lu Short, kitchens. He lound some
hand and Typewriting, and all kinds of office well managed as all of the army cooks
real
in
be
will
experience
work. They
given
He believed that for
office work and located in positions. Only were not experts.
school of the kind In the state. For particulars, an army in camp green coffee was preferapply to 11 IBS JS. S. MOODY, Proprietor,
80 Fxchunge Street, Portland, Me.
sep9
_eodlm

STUDY

SHORTHAND.

—„

MISS LUCY N. BLANCHARD,
Haying returned

Mr, Arthur

from

a

summer of study with

Whiting of New York,

Will resume teaching ot the
PIANO AND CLAVIER,
On September 20.
3 Monroe Place
scpt!9eodlm*

M. G. MiLLIKEN,
TEACHER OF PIANO and ORGAN.
Studio 37 Y. M.C. A. Building.
Residence 48
Lawn Avenue.
Decring Center.

oct4_

0. STEWART

dim

out

wear

others two

C.A.Building.Portlaud^Ie.

Voice production and correction according to
the old Italian method.
Pupils prepared for
School of public
concert, oratorio and opera.
perforn ance, stage practice and operatic unwwia.
aer sep tie. lino

any
to

«

^

one.

Double Thread
-Double Wean^

TAYLOR" IfShirt luxury

TEACHER OF SINGING.
Studio 45 Y. M.

STOCKINGS

u

Geo. L. Warren’s Custom Shirts.
Fit best
Wear best
Look best
Just try them once.
<& Federal Sts.

Junction Middle

THE

BOWERY.

There Hi rain Maxitn Met

VAN

Woman

a

Twen-

ty Yeara Ago.

He Talked of Reform and the Revolt of
the Rong Suffering.

8.—Hiram S. Maxim
New York, October 8.—Justioe Van
of machine gun fame was arrested late
the Democratic nominee for govWyck,
a
Manhattan
by
last night at the hotel
was given a rousing reoeption at
ernor,
Central office deteotire and taken to po- the Manhattan olub tonight as were all
lioe headquarters where he was looked the other candidates on the state ticket
up.
who were present. The occasion was made
the arrest the police threw a
Around
significant not only by the presence of a
Further than to
veil of deep mystery.
great orowd, but by the presenoe of many
last name was Maxim and
say that his
gold Demoorats. Prominent among these
that the case was of some importance, were John fi. Carlisle, President Cleveof
in
oharge
Deteotive Sergeant Webb,
land’s secretary of the treasury. In adthe detective bureau, would not talk. dition
to Justioe Van Wyok there were
Even this information was withheld unElliot Danforth, nominee for
present
til nearly 2 a. m, today. At that hour
lieutenant—governor; Elliot B. Norris,
a
carriage drove up to the Mulberry for state treasurer; Thomas F. Conway
street entrance
of
headquarters and for attorney general and Martin Sohenok,
and former Mayor for state
Magistrate Cornell
surveyor and engineer. John
Cooper stepped out and hurricd into the S.
a
Henry George
New

DONS’

WYCK'S SPEECH.

Xork,October

Greater Than Uncle Sam is Likely to Concede.

Paris, Ootober 8.—The United States
their usual
peace commissioners began
three hours’ session at ten o’olook this
They are understood to have
morning.
taken into consideration direct suggestions
and counter-propositions from the Span-

iards, of which the Americans now have
enough to engage their attention at tho
daily session.
It may be regarded as quite likely that
the Spaniards have already outlined their
apparont expectations, and that they are
beyond the line of possible aoquiesoence
The [latter are now
by the Americans.
acting along well-considered lines, consistently and with a definite end in view.
They have to some degree disclosed American expectation and determination. The
Crosby,
prominent
Spaniards, however, seem unable or
building.
the oration on the
man, who delivered
outset to understand or
They had come to bail the prisoner, and death of Henry George, was among those unwilling atjthe
believe the Americans have at the outset
they did so quickly, after which ho left in attendance, as were also former postset forth their requirements, and that
police headquarters with them.
master
Charles W. Dayton and former
they are destined to romain .virtually unIt was announced that the prisoner was
Frederick
Fltoh.
P.
Comptroller Ashbel
changed by finesse or couuter-diplomaoy.

Hiram S. Maxim, and that he had been R.
Coudert, the president of the Manhatarrested on a warrant issued by S. H. tan
olub, was absent through illness, and
Brown, recorder of Poughkeepsie. He
Charles H. Truax officiated as masJudge
was charged, it was
said, by a woman ter of ceremonies and presiding officer
who gave the name of Helen Maxim, and at
the banquet. When Justioe Van Wyok
said she was his wife, with abandonment
arrived at the olub he was greeted with
and disorderly conduot.
the parlors (of the .olub the
oheers.
In
Webb said that was all he
Sergeant
Democratic candidates held an informal
knew about the ease, except that former
reception. A more formal reception was
Mayor Cooper had furnished the requisite held In the billiard room, the guests of
bond, that Magistrate Cornell had accept- honor ocoupying a platform. Judge Van
ed it and that the prisoner had laea reWyck sat at the right of Judge Truax,
leased.
who presided, and Riohard Croker sat at
re
Deteotive Kynuers made tne arrest,
his left.
later that Mr. Maxim had
was learned
auure&» unvi

Wherefore, it is not unlikely that the
Americans, following the course of fair,
thorough consideration of all the original
counter propositions, will, to the limit
aocord patient
fruitful possibility,
consideration of each thought projeoted
by the Spaniards. 3 Thus it Is fair to
or

of

The Peace Commission.

conolude that the Americans’ daily sessions during the recess intervals will be

fully engrossed.
nnue me

In

xruinpprues
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reached in the deliberations, this question

many of the worst cases of weakness
and loss of vigor, offers to give advice by
mail, free, to all who write to him. Here
is a rare

health.

get back
opportunity
Write to Dr. Greene today.
to

to

KNIGHTS IN PITTSBURG.
October
8.—Gorgeously
plumed sir knights, the first of the groat
body of Knights Templar whioh will
rirtually own Pittsburg for the next six

Pittsburg,

eight days, arrived here today. This
panguard was from California. The
party was made up of the Grand Commandery, its honorary escort, California
commandery, No. 1, of San Franoisoo,
cr

of memters of another comof that state. They arrived
mandery
about 10 o’clock this morning and their
arrival, marked the opening of the great
round of festivities scheduled for the
and

a

score

coming week. Tnis famous contingent
of templars from the far west were given
most royal welcome. The party numa
bered nearly 500 Sir Knights and a numThe most distinguished
ladies.
guest of the Californians was the Very
Eminent Sir Reuben Lloyd who will be
at the grand encampment to the
ber of

knights—Grand
Encapmments of the

sembled

Grand
Grand Master Thomas
Baltimore this evening.

as-

Master of the
United States.
from
arrived

THE SECOND CORPS.

Camp Meade, Middletown, Pa., October
reoeived
Graham
8.—Major General
begin
orders from Washington today to
corps to
October.
Orders have been issued restricting future
furloughs and leaves of absence and
commanders have been in
the movement of the second
Georgia the last Thursday in

regimental

lingered

vote for Col.
Democrat should
about him wearily.
Roosevelt. He praised the harmony preThe reporters seized him and he made
vailing in the Democratic party and prethis statement to them:
dicted easy
viotory. Judge Van Wyck
“This woman bothered me once be- was
greeted with cheers when he arose
fore. It is a pure case of blaokmail, noth- to
speak. He said:
ing more. She has no claim upon me. I
Gentlemen of the
Mr. President and
to her, I couldn’t be,
never was married
Manhattan Club—I thank you for this
for I had a wife and three children when cordial
reception which is properly attriI first met her, and I had no intention
to the cause which I have un
butable
or inclination to marry her.
expectedly been called upon to represent.
"That was 20. years ago. I was'strolling I feel at ease in the Democratic home
in the Bowery when I met her. We flirted of Seymour, Tildeh and other great state
We wen leaders where they were wont to exchange
and
scraped acquaintance.
views upon questions of public welfare,
had a good
about for a few weeks and
received encouragement in
where they
time. Her name was Helen Layton. She many hard fought battles. The spirit of
all pervading—a
She offiolal corruption is
was sometimes called Nell Malcolm.
period much like that existing in 1874,
was well aware that I had a wife and
the moral and
aroused
Tilden
when Mr.
of the opposition.
forces
family.
intellectual
“I had forgotten all about my experi- Now, as then, the spirit of change, the
natural consequence of the other, is so
ence with this Bowery girl when, live
universal as to indicate that the people
years afterward, I was in Philadelphia. are convinced of the existence of and are
A policemen came to my hotel and ar- familiar with the official abuses which reand rerested me on a warrant charging me quire their immediate attention
buke. The issue is a simple one—artininher
recall
at
I
couldn't
with bigamy.
i strative and legislative, honesty in both
did not appear of these
the moment, and she
branches, before theories and
at the police oourt when I was arraigned, abstract policies, should engage our conThe imperative necessity for
and I was discharged and the oharge.was sideration.
such reform has been clearly manifested
dismissed.
by the evidence on all sides that the op“I
afterward learned that she'was at ponents of dishonesty, who are Always Id

why

this time living in the notorious house
of Mrs. MoFadden in Sanson street.
"That was 15 years ago, and that is the
I heard of Helen Layton or Nell
last
Malcolm, until this warrant was served

night at the Manhattan
upon me last
hotel, where I am stopping with my wife
—my only wife.
“This is a caso of blackmail. There is
somebody baok of this woman.”
said that when he
Detective Kynders
to the hotel Manhattan ho found
Mr. and Mrs. Maxim together. Neither
Mr. Maxim
was surprised at the affair.
went

said:
IX; s

me

Kamo uiu

eiiuiy.

a

a

the-large majority,

are

rapidly unifying

their forces for the contest.
This gathering here proclaims a reunited and regenerated Democracy, bedemands your
cause the state needs and
services. The Republican management
of the business affairs of this state has
been of such a questionable character as
to alarm the most charitable and forgivThe Reing portion of our population.
publican state convention and the candistate
dates have endorsed the
Republican
and point to it as a
administration
guarantee of their future conduct, if they
be vested with a further lease of power.
The
mismanagement of the so-call?d
canal improvements and the frauds in
the
constitute
connection
therewith,
highest crime that could be committed
interand
business
against the commerce
ests of this great metropolis and commonThe baneful influence thereof
wealth.
This single
cannot be over estimated.
and
for bad
count in the indictment
vicious government against the Republiso Infamous and so well
can party, is
established as to compel, in self defense,
an Indignant people to declare the defendant guilty and drive it from the high
places of power. The wioked force bill,
which assumes our people to be outlaws
Albany
to b6 cowed or maltreated by
appointees armed with bludgeons and
many other
self-cocking pistols and
counts in the indictment will soon be
presented to the public in another form.
Let the order loving and law abiding
citizens Swell their opposition to such
scandalous proceedings and thereby warn
public officials against again attempting
such wrongs upon a patient and suffering
but a Arm and determined people when
necessity of
they are aroused to the
ohanging their servants.
The great enthusiasm of the evening
occurred when Judge Truax proposed the
health, rising, of “The naan who has

structed to reduce the leaves of those
all about it, and also who is at the botGen. Graham has no official inabsent,
tom of it.”
will
be
command
his
how
formation
long
Hiram Stevens Maxim is the Inventor
The
officers
at
the South.
retained in
of the automatio
rapid-tire gun which
the
Southern
corps headquarters believe
bears his name. He is 58 years old. He
and that
camps will not exceed a month
invented a dynamo maohine whioh was
the boys will eat their Christmas turkey
brought out by the U. S. electric lightin the Wsst ndies.
company and also achieved fame with
ing
Orders were issued today to equip all the
machines. He was born in Maine,
flying
troops at Camp Meade with new ponohos but for many years lias irade his home
oold
camin
weather
service
for
adapted
in London. He is a millionaire. He has
paigning. No more supplies will be is- carried on an acrimonious controversy
brother Hudson, in the press
those now on hand will be with his
and
sued
and elsewhere for the past year.
shipped to the Southern camps Monday.
held in the magiswas
The hearing
trate’s private room, and lasted only live
Mr Maxim was formally turned
minutes.
BECAUSE HE SOLD RUM.
over to a Ponghkepsie detective.
Mr. Maxim said later that he met the
Newton, la., Ootober 8.—Dr. Harrison,
he was
settler aud the riohest man in the Layton or Leighton woman while
an old
Union street, Brooklyn.. He
living on
of
unknown
the
Incurred
enmity
town,
added that after the Philadelphia episode
being charged with selling she appeared in London and sought him
persons on
6ald he had
whiskey in his drug store. Last night out in his apartments. He
her foroibly. He said she had
to eject
of the state
the drug store, livery stable and a dwellgot some one to write him a threatening done more for the Democracy
ing owned by the dootor were burned by letter, saying chat If he did not pay her than any other man.”
While the fire was raging $15,000 he would bo exposed and ruined
incendiaries.
STATE GRIEVES FOR HIM.
the dootor’s residence and private stables in business.
now

The Americans,
municipal.
through the ambassador, thanked the
President, but deolined his invitation.

the prii

Denver, Colo., October 8.—Simon Gug-

genheim

interests.
CHINA PROTESTS.

Pekin, October 8.—Tho Chinese foreign
office has protested against the excessive
Russian escort, pointing out that it is
twice the strength of the detachments of

t^e

largest piece and
piece—of really good chewing tobacco

X

to

of

PLUG'
Any discussion of pieces or comparison of
can only result in the award of every claim

brandy

America—and

to

Battle Ax.
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BAKE IN

LYMAN.

small town of Lyman last
line clam bake was served In
honor of several Shakers who had come
the day. The
over from Alfred to spend
bake took pl:oe at the summer residence
of Dr. H. H. Brock of this oity, and It
Out in the

Wednesday

a

regular “fixings" snoh
clams, lobsters, vegetables and sea

consisted of the
as

Z

to

J|

Try it to-day.

the name

f

Z

when you buy again.

fW,

SAGADAHOC

CJ-JERiBAlfC
M “%CiisnDiLv

TOPSHAM,
OCTOBER 11,12,13,’98.
Great

Great disDlay. Great Sport.
Continual performance.

races.

Fare from Portland and return $1.05
W. B. KENDALL, President.
ocf7d6t
W. S. ROGERS, Secretary.

Quebec, October 8.—Senator Fairbanks
and Senator Faulkner left for their homes
today and no further work will be done
international commission in
the

GLAM

||g

"

*

A

V

the world is the lO-cent piece of

THE CANADIAN COMMISSION.

Canadian commissioners
The
will leave here tonight. Today a delegation of Canadian leather manufacturers
called upon the Canadian commissioners
and asked them nDt to change the present
duty on American leather goods. They
stated that the American manufacturers,
on aocount of
superior machinery and
make leather
Dould
better facilities
much
cheaper than the Canadian
goods
manufacturers.

2

remember that the

the other powers.

by
Quebec.

Peace,
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wbo’was nominated for Governor

by the anti-Teller wing of the silver Republican party, and afterwards endorsed
by the middle of the road Populists, has
sent State Chairman Broad of the former
party a letter withdrawing from the race.
He gives ns his reasons, pressing business

V

terms

ipemember

GOODBY GUGGENHEIM.

It will keep your chickens strong and healthy. It
will make young pullets lay early. Worth its weight
It
n gold for moulting hens, and prevents all diseases.
:s

absolutely pure. Highly concentrated. In quantity
only a tenth of a cent a day. No other kind like it,

;osts

EVERY.. .1

1bSm

MAN
TO HIS TRADE.
...

CONDITION POWDER

[Therefore, no matter what kind of food you use, mix
with it daily Slieri<Ian’s Powder. Otherwise, your profit
Ihis fall and winter will be lost when the price for eggs
Is very high. It assures perfect assimilation of the food
dements needed to produce health and form eggs. It
Is sold by druggists, grocers, feed dealers or by mail.
If you can’t get it send to ns. Ask first
3ne pack. 25 cts. five $1. I>Tge 2-lb. can SI.20. Six cans
Exp. paid. 85. Sample of BsstPottltby Pateb sent free.
L S, JOHNSON & CO..22 Custom House St- Boston, Mans,
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weed, all of which was sent by express
from this oity. Within twelve hours after
the clams had been dug they had been
token to Lyman and served. It was a
novel event, but one greatly enjoyed by
the Lyman peoplo and their friends.

TUB THURSTON PRINT. | |
|
!
I
PORTLAND, MB.
^syTTimtiMRdoiiiUMiPNiciras^

CONSULTING A WOMAN.

MMi t nun

Mrs. Pinkham’s Advice Inspires
Confidence and Hope.

a

Examination by a male physician is
hard trial to a delicately organized

woman.

She puts it off as long as she dare,
and is only driven to it by fear of cancer, polypus, or some dreadful ill.
Most frequently such a woman leaves

I where she has unI dergone a critical
| examination with
an
or

Fall
All

the inside.

impression,more

less, of discour-

1

l

of

the

mind destroys
the effect of
and
advice;
she grows
worse rather

than better. In consulting Mrs. Plnkhain no hesitation need be felt, the
story is told to a woman and is wholly
confidential. Mrs. Pinkham’s address
is Lynn, Mass., she offers sick women
her advice without charge.
Her intimate knowledge of women's
troubles makes her letter of advice a
wellspring of hope, and her wide experience and skill point the way to health.
I suffered with ovarian trouble for
seven years, and no doctor knew what
I had spells
was the matter with me.
which would last for two days or more.
I thought I would try Lydia E. Pink-

Vegetable Compound.
bottles of it, and

I have
am

is

by

John J.

Goody

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
removed to

A Full Assortment of Lefilgh ana FreeDoming Coals for Domestic Use.
(Semi-Bituminous) aad

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for genernf steam and
forgo

use.

Lykens Talley Franklin,
English and American CanneL
Genuine

ST. Above Coals Constant331-2 EXCHANGE
octtd lw«
ly On Hand.
TELEPHONE

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Writing and Drawing Books.
Spoiling

Blanks and Pads.

Composition Books

and Paper.

Pencils, Rubber, Penholders and Pens.
School Books of all kinds.

20

The above letter from Mrs. Foreman
only one of thousands.

v

Pocahontas

en-

tirely cured.”—Mbs. John Foreman,
N. Woodberry Ave., Baltimore, Md.
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N.Y.,October 8.—Hiram

Poughkeepsie,
the inventor of the machine
Boston, October 8.—The nominations of
S. Maxim,
was arraigned in the police court
the recent Republican state convention
gun,
The family narrowly escaped death. The here this afternoon charged with bigamy were ratiHed
by the Middlesex club at its
and abandonment. He pleaded not guilty
doctor’s loss is $15,000.
and the case was adjourned until Friday dinner at Young's hotel this afternoon.
next at 1 m. m. Frank B, Town, a lawyer All the nominees except Attorney General
CUBAN CUSTOMS.
of this city', went his bail in the sum of Knowlton were present as were Senator
October
Robert
P.
8.—Mr.
$.000, and Mr. Maxim returned to New
Washington,
Lodge, Congressmen Moody, Knox and
York this evening.
Porter had a consultation with Assistant
McCall and other well known RepubliSecretaries Yanderlip and Howell this
General Edgar R. Champlin of
cans.
GANGES A TOTAL LOSS.
morning and went over the special testiof
8.—Steamer Cambridge presided in the absence
N.
October
S.,
Halifax,
he
had
as
comtaken
Cuban
mony which
from Montreal for Aberdeen is Hon. J. Q. A. Brackett, the president of
Ganges
miS3ionsr in relation to the new tariff of ashore at
Ferral, N. F., and is believed to the club. After the cigars had been
Cuba. The testimony shows beyond doubt be 3 total loss. Steamer Harlaw of Hali- lighted General
Champlin called the club
N. F.,
that the Santiago tariff will have to be fax and steamers from St. John’s,
Ihe to order and preceding his introduction of
from the wreck.
it
can be put in are taking cargo
before
modified
greatly
was loaded with cattle and pro- Governor Wolcott,made a vigorous spaech,
The treasury Ganges
force for the whole island.
duce
almost wholly devoted to the question of
department will also take up the question
the policy of the nation in regard to terof the collection of custom duties in the
ENOUGH OF MISRULE.
ritorial expansion, a policy which he adnswly acquired ports and be in readiness
New York, October 8,—Felipe Agon- vocated.
to prosecute this work the moment the
the
Governor Wolcott endorsed the platform
cillo, the representative of Aguinifldo
ports come into possession of the United leader of the
sailed today for adopted at the convention on Thursday
Filipinos,
States. Mr. Porter reports that we shall
Havre on the French liner La Touraine. and in speaking of the war said: “While
have no more difficulty in doing this than
tire suffering that this
Just before the departure of the steamship we tenderly mourn
in making the usual changes in custom
coun- war has entailed, we feel that seldom in
said that his visit to this
Agoncillo
officials at home when the administration
one and that the history of the world have groat and
try had been a very pleasant
so
changes.
small
lie had been kindly received by President noble results been obtained by
to an
und of death.”
allowed
of
suffering
be
to
He
aggregate
expected
McKinley.
t°
IN THE MILLIONS.
The Governor spoke feelingly of the
present the appeal of the Filipin03
Ve death of
Senator Lodge
Sherman Hoar.
St. Louis, Mo., October 8.—The Drum- American peace commissioners.
who followed the Governor also referred
mond companies’ warehouses and manu- have had enough of Spanish mis-ruie,
“He was
will to the death of Sherman Hoar.
facturing plant in this oity have just 3 id he, “und if the United States
Cu- just as mnoh of a hero as though he had
the
like
been transferred to the American Tobacco not grant us independence
The
be satisfied fallen on the slopes of San Juan.
company of New York. The price paid is bans, then we will have to
state grieves for him,” said he.
with annexation.”
not giiftn, but it is up in the millions.
in another part of the town were blown
up by dynamite and partially destroyed.

States ambassador. General Horace Porter, today invited the American commission to visit the Long Champs Course on
Sunday, in order to witness the race for

in

J

it is of vital im-

considering

portance
the best

I

~

so

___mibcellaseocb.

KISCEIXASEOrS.

DEMANDS.

is doubtless relatively not far distant, and
grand thing and pulls a man
at that point is likely to come the full
through many a difficulty. But there is
•lunge Truax mane a ur«u
stress of the diplomatic controversy.
The debilitated and denied in most positive terms that the
no grit in the sick.
which the secretary read a letter of reReferring to the Philippine phase of
sufferers from nervous prostration, those woman who accuses him was his wife,
Grover
President
former
gret from
Gaulois
the
the negotiations,
today
deand
to
ane
her.
he
had
abandoned
or
that
gloom
otly subjeot
pern
Cleveland.
a
carsays:
in
loss
of
the
He came to court this morning
vigor
pression know that with
A letter from David B. Hill, regretting
“The question was somewhat touched
and vitality grit goes with them. Some- riage drawn by a flne span of horses.
hla inability to be present, and predictupon, though not disoussed, yesterday,
He ascended to the polloe oourt room,
read
times. however courage is infused into
then
ing success for Van Wyck, was
but there was enough to indioate serious
In
the sick by good news. Well, here is a where Magistrate Cornell was sitting
as well as letters from ex-Gov. Roswell
difficulties when it does come up."
drunks
of
on the mixed
array
P. Flower, Hon. Daniel S. Lamont and
piece of good news that should bring judgment
The American commission reconvened
women and
and
Bowery
disorderlies,
Jus34
In
remarks
his
introducing
others.
back hope and courage. Dr. Greene,
for a two-hours' session at a30 p. m. tothieves.
tice Van
Wyck,; Judge Truax declared
Temple Place, Boston, Mass., the most petty
day.
Mr.
Maxim looked woe-begone. He that there was
no reason in the world
aoted and successful specialist who cures
President Fanre, through the United
looked
and
outer
the
rail,
at
a

given charge of. the Sternberg hospital
August 18. fie said that the tents
comprising this hospital were 14 by 15
feet, floored and supplied with four beds promoted
within the gift of the
eaob. There were 100 tents and a num- highest post

on

direot to the surgeon general at Washington often by wire and there was neV3r
any delay, he often being directed to pur-

GERMAN

Grit is

The

Allays Inflammation.'
Restores
Heals and protects tile Membrane.
tbe Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size 50e.
Trial size lOe; at drugcists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, B6 Warren St.. New York

Specialty,

Ur. Urmnn advocatea regimen ir

al rather than division hospitals. He said
there would be the advantage of classification in the larger hospitals if the
classification was made, which it was not

fessional skill.

quickly Absorbed.
Gives Relief at once.
It opens and cleanses the
It is

Our

his brigade who had been shot in the leg.
He found him in a tent with typhoid
fever patients and consequently had him
removed.

ON

FEW.

tive ability. Si one of them were addicted
to drink. He thought a hospital surgeon
should compel the filling of his prescriptions and look after such details and that
as much therefore depended upon his
ability in these respects as upon his pro-

10 CENT

contains
mercury

rable to the roasted as it was stronger and
fresher. The meat he considered good and
reoeived on time except in one inThe Keason for the Crowding of a Hospi- it was
stance. Upon complaint of the seoond
tal.
New Jersey regiment, he investigated
meat which had been rejeeted by it.
InWashington, October 8.—The war
Som6 of this meat was eaten by the
vestigation commission examined two brigade oflioers and found to be wholewitnesses today. They were Dr. Griffen, some.
The next day the same regiment
who is in charge of thj Sternberg hospital
rejeoted a consignment of corned beef, but
at Camp Thomas, Chickamauga Park, this also he found to be eatable. The men
a
brigade were liberally supplied with food"and the
Ga., and Captain Baldridge,
commissary of subsistence at Camp Cuba location of the camp was good. Still there
Libre at Jacksonville.
The commission had been an increase of disease whioh he
has practically deoided to start on the attributed to the climate
and to the
night ofthe 10th on its rounds of the vari- assembling of a large body of men.
Hs
ous camps.
It will go.either to Camp also thought decaying fruit and the canAll the
Meade or to Jacksonville first.
teen beer had bad an influenoe in producbut
camps will be visited In succession
ing disease.
the understanding is that the trip to
Captain Baldridge said there had been
Camp Wikoff will not be made until some a great deal of oomplaint from the sooond
time in November. Next week will be New Jersey regiment. He attributed their
official
largely devoted to the inspection of
troubles partially to the fact that they
have
which
other
statements
and
reports
had an inexperienced man us commissary
been furnished in reply to requests by the of subsistence. Tho company had also
commission.
made a contract with an ontside baker
as
Major Hersey was quoted yesterday
which gave
each company only 41 1-3
saying that Mr. Wrenn of the Bough loaves of bread eaoh day. The full ration
Eiders as well as Mr. Tiffany, had died. would have given them more than twice
The statement was an inadvertent* and as
many. Captain Baldridge said he had
was due to the ooupling of the two names no
complaint to make of the oflioers of
and to the fact that Mr. Wrenn was ill.
this regiment, exoept that they were withDr. Griffen in his testimony said the out
He instanoad the faot
experience.
majority of patients in the division hos- that when the regiment was ordered to
and
pital were suffering from typhoid
Pablo Beach with the exception of two
venereal diseases, about twenty per oent
oompanies, the main body took all the
being of the latter class. He thought the rations, leaving nothing to eat for those
lack
of
from
of
the
was
crowding
hospital
left behind.
sufficient tentage, a fault due to the Burgeon in charge. Dr. Griffen made his visit
NO GRIT IN THE SICK.
to the division hospital to see a man of
TENTS
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OFFICE:

Sts.
Gemmercial & 70 Exchange
7b aprS
M.watrtt
CITY OF PORTLAND.
Notice to Contractors.
proposals lor constructing Tower,
Shelter and Gate-way Entrances to Deering’s Oaks on State street, will be received by
the Commissioners of Cemeteries and Public
Grounds at the office of the Commissioner of
Public Works, City Hall, until Saturday,
October stli. ISPS, at 12 o’clock m„ when they
will l>e publicly opened and read.
Blanks on willed proposals must be made
and plans, speciilcations and further Information can be obtained at the office of said Commissioner of Public Works, The Commissioners of Cemeteries and Public Grounds reserves
me right to reject any or all bids should they
deem It for the luterest o£ the city so to do.
Blits should be marked Proposals for Blinding Tower, etc.,” and addressed to
A. W. SMITH. Secretary,
Commissioners of Cemeteries and Puelio
Grounds.
octldtd
Portland, Oct, 3, 16*8.

SEALED

*his door is.

Honesty in trade, diligence
in duty, faithfulness in business, frugality
in living are the door to a higher and betwho practioe
ter commercial life. They
deceit or are dishonest, unjust, avaricious,
the door, but
intriguing, do not enter by
The
are climbing up some other way.
Lord said “I am the door." because His
the
qualities
He
lived,
character, the way
He showed, open out upon enduring and
true success.
on
After this a paper by Mr. Perkins
“The churches as a religions body,” was
folluwedJby|a general discussion. A paper

have their way not only
will the services of all the troops that
AND
have beeu retaind be needed, but there
MAINE STATE PRESS.
is a good chance it will be neoessary to
Subscription Rates.
raise more by voluntary enlistment, if
The
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; $3 tor six possible, if not by oonsoriptlon.
months; $1.60 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
cheerful assumption which some of the
The Daily is delivered every morning by
expansionists are indulging in that our
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
will be so
control of the Philippines
Voodfords without extra charge.
that they
their
to
population
agreeable
Daily (not in advance), invariably at
will submit to it peacefully, may not be
rate of $7 a year.
It is ominous of trouble that
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published realized.
every Thursday, $1.00 per year; 50 cents lor 6 Agninaldo Is keeping his army together,
mouths; 25 cents for 3 months.
and making demands incompatible apPersons wishing to leave town for long or
parently with a disposition to beoome our
short periods may have the addresses of their
ward.
desired.
as
as
often
papers changed
We get little from the peace commisAdvertising Ratos.
little is
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for on* sion, and the authenticity of that
week; $4.00 for one mon«i. Three insertions open to more or less doubt. It would
Every other day ad- seem, however, from the little that leak s
or less, $1.00 per square.
vertisements, one third less than these rates,
out that the Spanish commissioners a re
Ilalf square advertisements $1.00 for one
disposed to contest evory inch of ground,
week or $2.50 for one month,
and yield only when they are compelled
of
width
a
colthe
of
a
is
“A square"
space
to.
Evidently the tenacity of Spanish
umn and one inch long.
addi- diplomats is very much superior to that
one-third
first
on
page,
Notices,
Special
of Spanish soldiers and sailors and Spain
tional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per is Jprobably not without hope that some
Three insertions or less, of that which was lost through laok of
square each week.
$1.50 per square.
tenacity in the iield may be recovered by
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed abundance of it in the counoiljroom.
line
each
cents
15
per
notices.
with other paid
Apparently the most important question
Insertion.
in dispute—the fate of the Philippines
matter
in
reading
type,
Notices
Pure Reading
con—has not yet teen reached, yet
15 cents per line each insertion.
over minor questions
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adver- troversies enough
for have been created to keep the commissiontisements, 25 cents per week in advance,
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adver- ers busy
consulting among themselves
tisements under these headlines, and all adver- and with the government at Washington.
tisements not paid in advance, will be charged
Judging from the rate of progress a treaty
at regular rates.
net have been arranged
of peace will
square
Press—$1.00
per
In Maine State
before Congress meets, and not by that
for
cents
50
and
squire
per
lor flr3t Insertion,
time unless the American commission
eaet subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub- puts its foot down pretty hard.
scriptions and advertisements to Portland
NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH.
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

“Imperialists”
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The

Annual

Sixty-third

Session

by Mr. H. W. Hwanton, now a resident
of Elizabeth, N. J., but a member of the

the social life of the
church brought forth muoh discussion.
Mr. Debeck followed on “The ohurch that

association,

is of Divine Providence to establish.”
Mr. Schafer read extracts from his mis-

Maine

the interest of the soldiers.

opened

--—-tt-

Oregon senatorial contest has been
praoticaliy settled by'th9 nomination of
The

begun

who

read

only
—

that is

by fleshy people who
ladies who perspire excessively, and

persons who suffer with tender, aching
or

25 and 50c.

nomination
papers
and must therefore
bear a ten cent stamp. Probably Congress did not intend to tax such papers,
and yet the words -‘legal certificates”
seems to oover them.
decided

that

legal certificates,”

feet,

town, Me., and he had lived in Knightvllle for years, where he was well-known
and respected for his upright character
and Christian life; a man that was consistent in word and deed, one who would
rather suffer wrong than do wrong, and
thus carried out the golden rule by doing
He reaohed the
as he would be done by.
fullness of years beloved by all who knew

GLENWOOD
RANGES AND HEATERS
MAKE

§

g

HOUSEKEEPING

•

EASY.

BETTING ON TEDDY.

of the

& Despite the
New York, October
claims of Bichard Croker and the Tamwill
many men that their state ticket
win, agents who usually handle the Tamodds
many election money areidemanding
is sugof ten to six whenever betting
gested. These odds, almost two to one,
Roosevelt’s assuranoe of
well
—

Saturday

represent
victory, say the Republicans.
“But why don’t Tammany raise their
odds a little!” said a broker yesterday
who has some money on hand whioh his

the 92d

Roosevelt.
customers want to wager
“We are willing to bet ten to eight, and
same wagers have been made at ten to

—

Arthur

Once

Tried

A1A

$18.00 tO $50.00

Always
SatlsfLed..

B.

Swallow is conducting his camfor the governorship of Pennsylvania on the simple platform “Thou shall
Col. Koosevelt in his Satur
not steal.”
day night speech, accepted the Doctor’s
platform, for New York state, and made
Dr.

paign

“And
thou
tire important addition:
shalt not 1 e any one else steal if thou
cans’t help it.” That it should be deemed
necessary and profitable to bring the
commandment into such promitwo greatest states of the
nence in the
Union would seem to Indicate that there
was a popular suspicion abroad in both

eighth

of them that public officials too frequently
had not made it one of the rules of theii
official conduct.
difficult to see on what grounds
the Spanish commissioners can insist that
assume the
the United States should
The United States had
debt.
Cuban
nothing to do with creating it, and it does
not
propose to take possession of the
It

is

whose account it was concountry
tracted. If this debt had been created foi
the benefit of Cuba; or if the island had
received any benefit from it direct or inon

might with good reason be
treated as her obligation which JCuht
to take care of, but
was bound in equity
the fact is that most of it was contracted
island,
in wars which devastated the
and which inured only to the benefit ol
direct, It

neither Cnba noi
Spain. That being
the United States is under obligation to
care of it, but Spain and only
take
so

Spain.
The Indians’s side of the trouble in the
Northyrest is yet to he told, and the probthat whan it comes to light wt
is
blame
not
the
find that
shall
entirely on one side. The feeling is pretty
general in the border states that the only
good Indian is a dead Indian, and met
who cherish that idea naturally are not
likely to be very careful to refrain from

ability

encroaching uponjthe Red Man’B rights,
Indeed, not infrequently those rights are
deliberately infringed, for the purpose
of exasperating him to commit some over;
act that shall furnish
plausible cause
removal from territory wbioi
for his
he owns, but which his white neighbore
Our dealings with the Indians
covet.
make a pretty disgraceful page in oui

history, and if the Filipinos should get
hold of them they might be less anxious
to place themselves under our protectior
than they seem to be now.
The volunteers at Manila feel just ae
the volunteers here feel—that now thai
the war is over they ought to be musterec
out and allowed to return to their usua
But it is impossible to gar
vocations.
rison Porto Rico and Cuba and Mauili
without the assistance of some of the
volunteers. There are not enough regu
Indeed it the
task.
the
r

If

ANNA ROYD,

GILFORD

HARRY

original

and

New

t

|

Prices 25c, 50c, 7Co, $1.00.

and

EVENINGS,

SATURDAY

with popular priced matinee Saturday.

Broadliurst

j

Brothers
ANGLO-AMERICAN SUCCESS. A FARCE IN THREE ACTS.
—

By G-HOBGrH IH. BROADBUAST,
Author of ‘'Why Smith Left Honor,’’ “The La.t Chapter” etc. etc., etc.
seats on Sale Wednesday.

was

winter overcoat has

got

MANUFACTURING.
and

Congress St., Room 18.

Adnsisslon 35 cents.

Madame

PORTLAND THEATRE,
thoroughly Renovated aud Improved Will be Re-ipene 1
Monday Evening, Oct. 17, Presenting the Favorite Actress,

This Theatre

KATHERINE
ROBER,
YORK
NEW
SUCCESSES.
Supported by

a

Splendid Company In

People's Popular Prices—10, 20,

Entirely New Repertoire of

an

30 Cent*.

Reserved Seats on sale Wednesday morning at nin® o'clooW,

FINANCIAL.__

WILSON’S ACADEMY
OF

Oasco National Bank
OF

519

—

PROVIDENCE

&

TAUNTON

CAPITAL

STREET RAILWAY CO.

Capital Stock (fully paid under Massachusetts laws,)
Total First Mortgage Issued,

$175,000
$150,000

SURPLUS

ONE MILLION
DOLUtOS.

Mortgage, 5 Per Cent
20 Fear, Gold Bonds.

Interest March 1st and Sept. 1st.
Principal due Sept. 1st, 1918.

CLOTHIERS

AND

Interest Paid
TIME

:

Deportment,

CONCRESS

MnniUr
aed
Gentlemen
Thursday evening', commencing October
10th.
Terms for twelve lessons, Gentlemen
$5.00, Latlios S3.C0.
M'«es and Master**, Young Ladles and
Gentlemen Thursdays from 4.30 to 6.00 p.m.,
commencing October 13th. No pupil a dmUted
to this class under 14 years of age.
Masters and Misse* Saturdays, commencing
October 16th.
Beginners from 2.30 to 4.00 p. m.
Advance pupils from 4.30 to 6.00 p. in.
and

Terms—Twenty-four lessons,
Reduced rates for two

a.

sept21

DEPOSITS.

Drafts drawn on National Provincial
of England, London, In large or
•wall amounts, for sale at onrrent rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable

$S.

fr.^m th.e

or more

family.

same

Office hours, 10 to 11
on

ST.

CLASSES.
Lariie*

1824.

iDcorporatsd

and

Dancing

PORTLAND, MAINE,

m., 3 to 4 p. m.
d3w

auction sales.

By

F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneers.

On. .ud Ore-Hall Story Cottage House and
Stable 1(19 Fresomp.cot at., £,lt Peering, Ht Auctlou.
We shall sell at auction on Wednesday, Octoterms
ber
at 3 o’clock p. m., to be removed within
Correspondence solicited from Individ- 30 12,
days,the one and one-half story oottage bouse,
Banks and others
uals, Corporations,
ell and stable, No.lOB Presumpscot stn-et.formss
from
wsll
to
accounts,
as
desiring
open
Johu M. Irving, East Heelthose wishing to transect Banking bad- erly occupied by
of Uf description through this ing.
ness
This
is
In
house
perfect condition Inside and
Bank.
out; has seven finished rooms besides hall.
Th. stable Is about 2Sx20, Is clapbosrde i and
painted and In good condition. There are
STEPHEN & SMALL. Preside*.
many available lots for sale within a short disMARSHALL R. BODINB. Ctihler- tance of this house and stable onto which these
febTdtt
buildings could be removed at a very small
Bank

MONUMENT

SQUARE.
OCtSdtt

$80,000 of th» above loan have been sold, and

we offer tne balanoe, (*100,000), to net over 4Vk
per cent. This bond is secured by over thirteen miles of THOROUGHLY BUILT eiectrio
road, between the large cities of Providence

and Taunton.

Tbe net earnings lor the month of
July, 1898, were
The net earnings for the month of
August, 1898, were

WATCH

SALE

’

500 Waltham
and

Elgin Watches.

The Latest Productions of these
Two Leading Companies.

Thi( is by far the larret and
best line ever shown in nfis city,
and during the month of October I shall sell at prices that will
surprise you. Remember that
these watches are the latest up
to date. We have them in 14 kt.
solid gold, gold filled, silver and

BEST ON THE MARKET.

N.

M. PERKINS &
8 Free St.

CO.,'
,WJt,

silverene

cases.

Gents’ Watches from $5 to $100
“
$5 to $75
Ladies’ Watches
We would be pleased to show
and we can surely
you this line,

please you.

$7,092.01
8,774.23

$16,466.24

T'tal,

From the above, It will be seen that the road
has earned each MONTH the Interest for the
entire YEAR, (which amounts to $7,800) with a
surplus besides. The above ligures also show
net returns at the rate of $100,000 a year, or
over twelve times the total Interest charges.
We have on file tile legal opluion ot Messrs.
Storey & Thorndike, uf Boston, and the expert
report of Gilbert Ho iges. Esq., (approved by
Mass. R. R. Commissioners) showing the total
valuation of tbe properly $332,080.
These bonds are a legal investment for Maine
Savings Banks and Trustees, and we recommend them as sate beyond question, returning
wltb other
a good rate of Interest, compared
local securities.

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.
dtf

sep2$

&

WOODBURY

MOULTON,

BANKERS,
Cor. Middle &

at

your home

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,
LETTERS OF CREDIT,

Me KENNEY,

And mattresses made complete;
Also springs of the finest quality
Which make an easy seat.

X make parlor suits and couches
As good as ever was seen.
Just call and see my samples.
A E. Viniug, Fearl street, lie.

will be received at the office ot
the Mayor until Thursday, oct. 13, at 12 m.
for the tearing down and removal of the Park
All bricks and stone*
street school house.
work ~to be cleaned and piled up. under the
direction of the Committee on Public Buildinvs. The ooilers to be removed from the
cellar to a place designated by the committee
and housed over; the above to remain the
is to
property of the city. AI1 other material
be the property of the coutnctor, aud must be
taken away belore Jan. 1,1899. The right la
reserved to reject any or all bids not deemed
tor the best interests of the city.
CHARLES H. RARDALL, Mayor.
sepSO
_dtd

TO INVESTORS.

F.

AUSTIN

TENNEY,

OCULIST,
septsdlm

St.,
453 1-8 Congress
Opp. Soldier#’ Monument.
free every Saturday,
jlyidtf
Eyes examined

Bailey

93,000

PROPOSALS

GuieM liluiitii Go.
STOCK, STOCK, STOCK.
Controls the
A Gilt Edged Security.
charter of the Portland Electric Light
Co. Will light Portland, Leering and
Cape Elizabeth with Low Cost Water
Power from Great Falls, North Gorham,
14 miles from Portland.

&

Co., Auctioneers.

WORTH OF

Furnishing Goods,

Clothing

THE STOCK OF SIMON

SHINE,

N>, 288 Middle St.
To be sold at auc.Ion in lots to suit, on Thursday, Oct. 13, at 10 a. m. and 2p. m., and until
sofd. This stock of desirable Clothing has been
purchased since April 1st, 98; goods are fresh,
clean and up to date.
Mr. bnluo has decided to go out of business
and entire stock will be sold absolutely without reserve. Term Cash or satisfactory paper.
This will be the chance of the season.
.■

oct7_dlw

Write for particulars.

CUMBERLAND
Illuminating

STEPHEN BERRY,
^oc!cf Job and @aid S

:

Co.,

476 FORE, COR. CROSS ST.,
Portland, Me.
...

sep9

So. 87 Plum street.

k

Stock at Auction.
shall sell

on
m.

WE at 12 o’clock

SATURDAY. Oct.
at

our

rooms, 46

I5th,

Exchange

aireet for the benefit of whom it may concern,
thirty-nine .share, of stock of European &
Norili Amercan H. R. Co., par value of *,00
ner share, {merest 5 per cent, guaranteed by
tho Maine Central Railroad.octiodtd

fTo.

bailey & CO.

Aactioneers and CoaMissien Merchant
Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.

assured and
Large Profils
induce
popular rates that will
an immense business.

Monument Square.

DR.

street.

Down
By F. 0.
the Park School House.

the jeweler,

Coverings to match your paper
On the wall and carpels too,
From the darkest color in crimson
To thB most delicate tintof blue.

For further particulars inquire of the auctionof Clarence A. Hight, 39 Exchange
octOdtd

eers, or

Proposals for Tearing

Exchange Sts.

aug24dtf
Upholstering done

expense.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

By F. 0. BAILEY * CO., Auctioneers.

FOREIGN DRAFTS.

LATHAM TRUE,

Brown Block, 537

REHEARSAL

PUBLIC

$150,000

Furnishers,

Hotel.

|

Every concert and rehearsal presents special attractions and
different soloists.
Evening Prices—$1.00, 1.50 and 8.00.
Matinee Prices—75 cts., $1.00 and 1.50
Tickets for sale at Cressey, Jones dc Allen, Portland, Me.

—

Tailors,

CARD.

The unrest, the anxiety that character
•
•
Teacher of •
izes the times has for its end vlotory ovei
limitations and Huai peace. It seems that
PIANO
our
if wo could overcome all that opposes
(Harmony, Counterpoint,
ambition, that then we would find peace THEORY
Fugue. Analytical an<i
Yet peace does not come from outwarc
Syntactical Form, InstruIt ii
inward rest.
from
but
aud
mentation.
tranquility,
relations to ou:
not based upon our
Life may bi
estates, but to our God.
; COMPOSITION.
wasted in the endeavor to realize peaci
Special attention given to piano technic and
from worldly victories, but when lite is
interpretation. Pupils’ classes, ensemble practice and recitals.
spent, and it is realized that peace isfron
far away. i<
above, it will appear just as
1
Correspondence Lessons in Theory.
the victory that gives peace Jesus says
Manuscript Compositions Corrected.
Of every desirable attain
am the door.”
ment, of every enduring thing, the Lort
Jesus is the door.
octlGdw
Let us observe more particularly wha :

Mias Green will make her American debut.
WILLIAMS and MILES in operatic solos aud the GREAT
DUET EXCELSIOR.

_dtf

NEW LOAN.

HASKELL &7oNES,

We guarantee every bottle of Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy and will refund the money to
satisfied after using
any one who is not
It is the most successful medicine in
it.
the world for bowel complaints, both for
children and adults. For sale by D. W.
Heseltine & Co., 387 Congress St., Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St., King
S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,

ble,
door.”

OHAPMAN, Conductor.

Do not miss tho Opening Night. The most brilliant programme of tiro
Series. Full Chorus and Orchestra. Madams Gadski
in her greatest opera arias.

Portland, Me.
sept22

An

met.

First

asked

TO THE PUBLIC.
Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy to be a medecine of great worth and
merit and especially valuable for coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough, we
hereafter warrant every bottle
will
bought of us, and will refund the money
to auvone who is not satisfied after using
two-thirds of a 25 or 50 cent bottle. D.
W. Heseltine. 387 Congress St., Edward
W. Stevens. 107 Portland St., King S.
Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,
Congress Square Hotel.

to be

Coats—“VERY SWELL.”
We have the fall weights if you need
thorn.

the block extending
from Tennessee to New York avenues and
from Ooean avenue to the beach front.
The fire started in Hippies & McCann’s
bath houses, a frame structure having a
depth of 360 feet. The bath houses were
surrounded by many frame buildings, and
within twenty minutes there was a full
A breeze from
aore of seething flames
the sea drove the flames toward the city,
and it was feared that the looal fire department would not be able to get control
off he fire. A sudden change of the wind,
however, sent tin flames toward the sea,
and direotly over the board walk. The
firemen were thus enabled to oheck the
progress of the tire cityward, and confine
it to the block in whioh it had originated.
The lire was completely under control at
nine o’clook.

Congress Square

R.

W.

At 8.30 on Monday afternoon.
Maconda will sing.

SWAN & BARRETT,

inspection of our stock will be of material help in making your selection for we
are showing a strong line this season.
Black, blue and'brown Kerseys, blue
Meltons, black, brown, and drab soft finished Lamb’s Wool, the latest thing for
winter overcoats are all represented in
the line: also some choice things in unlined English Covert Cloths in Box

covers

A

Railway Ce.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

The time is rapidly approaching when
the question of What to buy for a

An
from Camden and Philadelphia.
hour later two steamers reached here from
Camden, but the request for the engines
from Philadelphia was cancelled before
The
had been placed on the train.

they
burned district

Wi: OFFER

Due May E, 1914.

OVERCOATS

business establishments, were burned,and
half a dozen families were rendered homeless. The loss is estimated at $200,000.
For a time the conflagration threatened
to
beyond the control of the local fire
assistance

Henry P. Cox, President.
Edward B, Winftlow, Vice President.
James F. Hawkei, Vice President.
Hutson H. Saunders, Treasurer,
Chester H. Pease, Secretary,
teth L. Larrabee, Attorney.
sept2i dt£

AT THE AUDITORIUM,
Portland, Oct. 10-11-12.

NOTICE:

fire early this morning. Within two hours of the time the fire broke on
twenty buildings, occupied by about fifty

and

for Court
and l'rust Funds. Transacts a
general Banking business. Fays
Interest on Dally Balances and
Reon Certificates of Deposit.
ceives all classes of accounts
terms.
favorable
upon the most
Acts ns Trustee for Railroad
Govand
other
mortgages.
municiRailroad,
ernment,
pal and other Selected Securities bought
and sold. Interviews and Correspondence Solicited.
OFFICXRS:

Ail holders of the old Omaha Horse Railway
Company First Mortgage Six Per Cent. Bonds
are hereby notified tnat it is the purpose and
intent of the Omaha Street Railway Company,
Horse Railby virtue ot the provisions ot theredeem
these
way mortgage, to pay off and
1899.
Holders
ot
January,
bonds on the first day
ot the Horse Railway Sixes who desire the
new Five Per Cent. Bonds of the Omaha Street
Railway Company can make the exchange now
the
upon favorable terms, upou application to
undersigned.

stroyed by

get
department

$100,000.00

Legal Depositary

oct8d3t

and 9tores

The poem is almost too well known to
that it describes a youth enthused
with natural ambition, sacrificing himself
to suffering and danger, forsaking the
comforts of home, turning from pleasure
and love, rejecting advice in the sole endeavor to get higher, in the effort toreaoh
t-.ho crriftl r.f natural ambition.
The spirit of the times is too much like
that of this poem, excelsior, higher, higher than those about us; regardless of the
admontions cf wisdom, or the happiness
of homes, cr the ties of love, or dangers tc
the spiritual life, only higher; no matter
how, but higher.
But the desire to be higher is not neoesProgress is the
sarily wrong in itself.
Now is the promChristiun watchword.
of His gov“The
increase
ised time when
Beoanse
ernment shall know no end.”
advancement is of God, everything speaks
of it. The seed passes from the sprout tc
The animal advances
flower and frnit.
fr.mi the helpless young to the developed
mature.
Wan, from an infant becomes an
angel. .Science, art, religion, all increase.
The world is made according to an order.
That order reaches from the dead rook tc
the living God; from the lowest natural
to the highest spiritual; from the lowest
worldlr life to the highest heavenly life.
There is a Jacob’s ladder reaching from
earth to heaven. It is of Divine purpose
But there are
and will that all ascend.
right ways and wrong ways,right- motives
sind wrong motives. To every right attainment, the Lord ssys“Iam the door.”
J,et, us observe particularly what this
How is He the door?
means.
The young man judges of success by its
He observes that
outward appearance.
Ease,
the rich are exalted and honored.
comfort and luxury are theirs to enjoy.
Outwardly such appears to constitute
successful life. But if he makes such hh
ambition, eventually he will be broughi
by some experience to see that riches dr
not make true success; that the honor o]
the world is as unsatisfying as it Is hoi
low. Success is deeper than outward attainment. One may reullze success it
business, yet be oonscious of utter failurr
In himself. It is inward, not outwarc
Tt
success fcnat shoald be our ambition.
this success the Lord said “I am th<
door."
It appear!
Likewise with happiness.
that the satisfaction of natural and world
ly desires would bring happiness. But b
is the nature of natural and worldly de
sires not to be satisfied. The feeding o:
Thej
them Increases and confirms them.
the hri
are the worm that dieth not and
that is not quenched.
The first step toward happiness is, noi
to inoreuse the love of the world, but tt
decrease it; It is not to influence desire
but to subdue it; it is not to inoreast
Not to the
seif, but to diminish it.
the rich ii
avaricious, the grasping,
worldly desire, but to the poor In spiri
So of th<
is the Kingdom of Heaven.
hum
way of happiness, of the way to a
grateful life, Jesus says, “I am thi
say

$100,000,00

Lhbllltes of Stockboldin,

FIRST MORTGAGE GOLD
FIVE PER CENT. BONDS,

CONGRESS AND PREBLE STS.

hotels
pearanoe this year last night in the
He said that he
where politicians meet.
soon to wager on
would have $20,000
He bet $2000
Roosevelt at ten to eight.

Stearns. Bath.

Capital,

Omaha Street

Mr.
Seoretary—Rev.
Corresponding
Worcester, Portland.
Kev.
Ministers of association present:
against $1500 on Roosevelt yesterday.
Bath; Rev. B. N.
George H. Dole,
Several other wagers were made yesterWorcesStone, Fryeburg; Rev. Samuel
members of the stock exbetween
Brunsday
Mr.
Schafer,
ter, Portland; Rev.
Surgeon General Sternberg’s letters to wick.
One was 'of $5000 to $3500 on
change.
to $700, and still
the surgeon in charge of Camp Wikoff
The executive committee consists of the Roosevelt, another $1000
show that as far as instructions went at
P. M. Sproule had
to $60.
above and A. B. Stearns of Bath, E. W. another $100
least he did his full duty by that camp.
end of the two smaller bets.
Larrabee of Bath, W. L Swanton of Bos- the Roosevelt
His orders were>xpliclt to provide everyGeorge C. Austin, former Republican
A. S. Lewis of Fryeburg.
ton,
has wagered even
thing that was needed and would be likeIt was voted that the present state member of assembly,
ly to be, and apparently the surgeon in missionary, Kev. Mr. Schafer, be re- money that Roosevelt will have 5,000
charge was not embarrassed by red tape. tained.
majority in the state, and he made anIt is a fact, however, that the camp was
seven on Roosevelt’s
The Sesame of the Church” was the other bet at ten to
deficitnt in many things that the soldiers
title cf the address by the president, the election.
needed. Where the responsibility lay It is
Rev. George Henry Dole, who spoke in
FIRE AT ATLANTIC CITY.
not fair to undertake to say until the
as follows:
part
but
been
has
heard,
surgeon in charge
The popularity oi Longfellow’s poem.
Atlantic City, N. J.. Ootober 8.—The
Surgeon General Sternberg’s orders seem Excelsior, is due to its faithful portrayal most oostly block of amusement buildings
of
no of the spirit of worldly ambition.
to 6how that he was guilty
on the beach front was dedereliction of duty.

FRIDAY

octSdtt

Sample box free. COMFORT POWDER CO., Hartford, Ct.

CONOR,

York Caat.
Seats now on Sale.

Trust Co.,

New York.

on

Secretaiy

A STRANGER IN NEW YORK.

MERCANTILE “WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES”

He leaves a wife, two daughter,
him.
residing In Waltham, Mass., and one in

^Treasurer—Mr.
Kecarding

FIRST MORTGAGE 0010 5's, DOE 1947

j

CHARLES H. HOYT’S Big Musical Farce

H. M. PAYSOM ft CO.,

ROBERT CAMPBELL.

Psalm,

land.

TOMORROW NIGHT and WEDNESDAY,

H ARKY

Delegates were present from Portland,
the Hon. Joseph Simon. Mr. Simon is not
Fryeburg and Waterviile, and
Bath,
much known! beyond the boundaries of visitors from these and other places.
’’
seven.
his state, but at home he bears the repuThe following officers were elected:
H. Brooks, another broker,
Frederick
tation of being an Ijonest and able man.
President—Rev. B. N. Stone, Frye- who wagered about $25,000 for customers
his first apThe internal revenue department has
B. P. Perkins, Port- in last fall’s campaign, made
are

AKRON, 0., 6AS COMPANY,
For Sale by

Please try it.

any other skin affection.

All druggists.

to

given

owdcr

Comfort

chafe

name

F»y BrM- * Hostord,
LesMes a..d Managers.

iccccocny tiicatdc

dcrrcnouif I ntM I If C.

57 Exchange St., Partland, Me.

Robert Campbell died In Knightville, October 5th, aged 78 years and nine
His birthplace was in Georgemonths.

in the society’s house of worship.
The president, Kev. George H. Dole of
Services were
Bath, was in the chair.
by the Kev. Mr. Hinckley of

Mass.,

$50,000.

Mr.

noon

Brookline,

another

__

OBITUARY.

session of the
Association of the New
was

_

Skin Comfort
is

AMtHKMErW.__AMOTMPUTO.

FINANCIAL,

MXBOIblAAJnCOirS*
__

tended.

annual

State
Jerusalem church

Hoar is as truly a victim of
the war as any of the men who fell at
Santiago. The disease of which he died
wa6 contracted undoubtedly while he was
making a tour of the Southern camps in
Sherman

I

i_^

On invitation of the hryeburg Society,
the association wos invited to meet with
them next year.
followed
A social and entertainment
Saturday evening and was largely at-

10.

sixty-third

MISC1^^.tjUOCOPS.

sionary report.

Maine Association.

The

on

\

0“

p. O.
III,

BAILEE?.
111

C.

W. ALLEN
■’

THE MUSICAL

Great Eve t

FESTIVAL.

Op 'i s at the

And torium

Today.

OUR PARLOR
STOVES

direct from the west.

-EC

The weather to-day
u likely to Os fair.
Portland, October 10, 1893,

stock this year consists
of every size, shape, and

GRAND PUBLIC REHEARSAL WILL
BE GITEN THIS AFTERNOON.

of

every
should see

our

the

over
Madame Maconda Will Slng-I,et:ar From
Daviei

Mr.

on

STAR

Eli jail—Splendid

the

Programmes to be Given Throughout
the

concerts

Maconda

was

The

flattering reoeption.

■

■

acoorded
a
Bangor audi-

■

enthusiast c and the
very
artists were oalled upon to respond to reoall after recall. Miss Rosa Green, who
bemade her American debut;' at onoo
came a favorite as is shown by the following notice taken from the Bangor Com-

.

AT

•

I

$10.00.

at

If you expect to
lot

this year call and

the

see

now.

in any way conducive to the comfort and
convenience of the coming oooupants has
been neglected. The woodwork of the inthe armory has recently been
repainted, and such general repairs as
Janitor
were necessary have been made.
Brown has everything in apple-pie order
all ready for tbe opening tonight.
Mr. Chapman has received this strong
terior of

Qon’t

MACDOWELL AND WALSH.
At

the

Jefferson

Theatre

for

three

nights beginning Monday evening, Oct.
17, that talented actor Melbourne MaoDowell accompanied by Blanrhe
Walsh,
will present Fanny Davenport’s productions of Sardou’s great plays
“Antony
and Cleopatra” and ‘‘J.a Tosca.” It is
such
that
elaborate stage pictures,
rarely
magnificent costumes, and electric effects
are seen upon the stago, and the ensemble of well known nam s In the support-

business ar.d will give
an(entire new
repertoire of great productions of New
York successes

that

hove

never

Soap

use
ing cast accentuates^ the costliness of these
EELS-NAPTHA soap unless productions. To neglect seeing “Antony
will be to close an intelyou use it right. No hot and Cleopatra”
water—and don’t boil
the clothes.
Follow
the directions
around each
wrapper when
using FELS-

NAPTHA

Saop.
Grocers sell it.

FELS & CO., Pliila.

In Brunswick, Oct. 6. George A. Dudley of
Farmington auu lliss Grace Edna Hunter of
Brunswick
In Hodgdon, Oct. 1, Martin E. Hunter and
Mrs. Irona Jackson,
In Brewer, Oct. 0, Andrew Gross and Jessie
for the
lectual and artistic treat. Seats
Robinson.
engagement on sale next Friday morning. a.}"
Hanson of Bangor and
Miss Mildred L, .V'1?8
of Glenburn.
Tyler H;
WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES.
_ln Monroe. Wilbert A. Slovens of Monroe and
Miss Clara A. toss of
Winterport.
In Madrid, Oct. 3, Charles hi Russell and
George H. Broadhurst’s farce “What
Miss
Salma
M. Garrett, both of Farmington.
Happened to Jones,” which oomes to the
1’Frank «• WrlB“
Jefferson Theatre next Friday and SaturIn Glenburn, Out. I.
day with matinee is aptly named and.
Jasper N. Wllklus of
Glenburn and Mrs. Susan Piuklmm of
Bangor.
crowded houses everywhere laughed, aplauded, and laughed again as the mad

whirlwind of amusing Incidents followed
fust upon one another. The situations in
“Jones” are
said
to be grotesquely

DEATHS.
In this city. Oct. 8, Agne3 Helen, infant child

at 10c

lot

17c.

of

29c

$1.00,
today.

to

Today and during the week we shall hold another
grand sale of fine Sheets and Pillow Cases. Those of
you who have attended these sales in the past know
well enough what to expect. We will simply say that
these goods are made from the very best cottons, have
liberal hems, top and bottom and are torn off, not cut.
Below

“

“

“

8-4,

“

72x90
“
72x90
Dwight Sheets—hemmed,
“
“
“
9-4“ 81x90 “
“
“
“
“
“
81x99
9-4,
“
“
“
“
“
10-4
90x99
New Bedford Sheets—hemmed, 9-4, or 81x99
8-4

“

“

“

“

Dwight Sheets—hemstitched,
“

“

New Bedford
“

“

“

“

“

inches,
“

90x99
10-4,
9-4, or 81x99 Inches,
“
“
10-4, 90x99

Sheets—hemstitched,

“

35c each

“

“American

9-4,

or

81x99 inches,

“

“

“

10-4, 90x99
Good quality Pillow Slips—hemmed, 42x36 inches,
Alexandria Pillow Slips—hemmed, 42x38 1-2 inches,
“
“
“
“
“
45x38 1-2
Langdon Pillow Slips—hemmed, 42x38 1-2 inches,
“
“
“
“
“
45x38 1-2
Langdon Pillow Slips—hemstitched, 42x38 1-2 inches,
“
“
“
“
“
45x38 1-2
New Bedford Pillow Slips—hemstitched, 42x38 1-2 inches,
“
“
“
“
“
“
45x38 1-2
This is a good opportunity for housekeepers to
prices than they can buy the same cottons and make

Domet

replenish
them up.

paired.

90c

“

“

70c

“

51.00
1.13

“

same

counter,

Children’s

of

toshes,

“

down from

“
“

right

“

teen.

25c
30c

“

marked down from 15e.

—special value.

14c
14c
15c
18c

at

for

Trimmings

$1.48,

a

Corsets Counter.

lot

One lot of

Mackinmarked

$2.19—sizes

girls

Buckles,

pieces White
6c yard
one

to fifteen

yard

we

can

of white Embroidered FlanThe prices are 50c, 63c, 75c,
say that we consider them the

truthfully

ever

shown.

Come in and

see

BROS, t BANCROFT.

>f Charles S. and Eleanor A. Conuer, aged
nonts 9 days.
Funeral services Monday at 2 p. m. from
parents’ residence, 21 Mechanic street.
In this city, Oct. 1). Helena G., infant child of
Mitred N. and Ellen Johnston, aged 1 year ana
) months.

Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
wasnparents’ residence, rear of No. £>J
this

„T1

In Ligonia. South Portland, Oct. 9. Mis* Mar
Jane Cameron, aged 22 years 8 months 15 aay
from
[Funeial Tuesday afternoon at 3 o’clock
No. 21 Central Avenue, Ugonlau
-Q
7J
aged
In Westport, Oct. 4, Levi 8. Heal,
rears 7 months.

In Bangor. Oct. 2. Alfred Veazle, aged 26
years —sou of the late Alfred Veazle.
In Bar- Harbor, net. 3, Eva Blake, widow of
the late Daniel Hlncklev.
In Monroe. Oet.
2, Marguerite, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. West of West ol Farm-

to

Ingta,.

I"
36 years.

In

Lewiston,

Oot. 4,, Wm. W. Robinson, aged

Lewiston,

Oot. 2. Lydia Delano, aged 89

years.

,,,,In Barkemlle,

Lewiston,

78 years.
i^n.e,r-aged
Rockland.
28.

Sept.

Oot. 4,

William

cloth

covered

colors,

wire

$1.12,
down from $1.48.

high spliced
double soles, at 39c, regularly sold at 75c,—sizes
8 and 8 1-2 only.

a

48c

to go

Swiss Embroidered Edges at 10c
and 20c.

yard,

been 18c

Laces Counter.
One lot of

children’s

Lace

cream
r

narrow

25c

a

widths

yard,

ecru

J„ widow of
months.

assorted lot of
printed Florentine fflks
at 35c a yard, marked
An

from

75c,—short lengths
mostly.

Needlework Counter.
One lot of stamped
linen
Centre
Pieces,
been 25c and 50c, to go
at

half price today.

Leather Goods Counter.
One

lot

Belts,

Leather

of

assorted

colors,
buckles,

French harness
skirt

attachbeen 50c.

supporter

ment, at

19c,

Goods Counter.

Fancy

One lot of paper Novat 5c, sold everywhere at 25c.

Jewelry

Counter.

Files, Glove
Hooks and Combs, with
sterling silver handles,
at 10c, been 25c.
One lot of Sewing Sets,
includes scissors, emery
and thimble, all sterling
A lot of

silver, in silk lined case,
at

98c,

been

$1.50.

An assorted lot of Japdecorated Gups
and Saucers, at 39c, been
48c to 98c.
One lot of Tumblers
anese

at 25c

a

dozen,

One lot of
One

been 60c.

China Plat-

table full of

soiled and damaged Dolls,

25e, been 48c
$1.50, great bargain.

dressed,
to

at

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

TAXES FOR 1898.
CITY OF PORTLAND.
1
Treasurer's Offlce, }
September it, it re.)
VOTICS la hereby given that Vie tax bills for
is the year 1898, nave been committed to me
with u warrant for the collection nt thp same.
In accordance with an ordinance of the' City, a

Discount of One Per Cent.
will ba allowed on all laid taxes paid on oi
before MONDAY, Oct 31, 1898.
GEO. H. LIBBY,
Treasurer and Ooileotor.
septSltootSl

and

Insertions,

mostly,

at

been 38c and

48c.

CROWN and BRIDOEWORK
and Irregularities a Snesaltj.

EIGHT

YEARS’

Open Evening*.

EXPERIENCE.

Price* Moderate.

DR. ELLERY P.

Charles D., son of Adel-

,■if; ftnd Lottie 8.Crockett.
R,'Inland. Sept. 28, Eliza6
simuel
Packard, aged 69 years

Silks Counter.

at

One lot of remnants of

Childrens Hosiery Counter.

good pictures, appropriately
framed, are
marked $2.00 to $7.00,
to go at halfprice todap.

of

Embroideries Counter.

and

value.

25c and

at

yard,
halfprice today.

A lot of extra fine
black Cashmere Hosiery,

black Cashmere Stockings, merino heels and
toes, at 24c, sizes 6 to

lot

silk and crepe lisle Ruchings, which have been
and 75c

heels

at

assorted

selling

framed

all

big

Neckwear Counter, Women’s.

Hosiery.

are

Pictures, Etchings, Artotypes and other prints,

down

33c, marked

An

Balcony

twenty-three

ters at 7c.

marked

at 4c

the

A lot of white Underskirts, umbrella shape,

Nightgowns

yard, been 6c.—Skirt
pattern free with the
4 1-2 yard lengths.

1-2—special

48c.

at

waifet CorAlso a lot

from 42c. And a small
lot of fancy flannelette

a

9

sets,

at

A lot of “Protector”
Bias Dress Binding, black

One lot of

long

black

Bustles,
17c, were 25c.
Underwear, Muslin.

go at half price Monday,
been 34c to $1.00.

and assorted

In

Basement.

fancy

at

Counter.

belt and hat

and red
of

five to fif-

An assorted lot of steel

“

just received our fall stock
entirely new patterns.

3

rom

Umbrellas, paragon
frames, fast black, at 50c
At

at

One lot of 27 inch cotton Moreen and Silcot,
for skirts, at He a yard,

Rain

12 1-2C

“

heavy weight, tans,
79c, been $1.00.

unim-

Linings Counter.

“

20C

One lot of Adler’s celebrated walking Gloves,

One lot of Children’s

“

Prapenes Room.

els

mens u-loves.

Umbrellas Counter.

“

4 l-2c

best value and handsomest styles we have
them before the assortment is broken.

ngton street.

at 9c

of the cot-

are

36c.

at

of Infants’

and grey.

window and are a little
faded, the wearing qual-

“

EMBROIDERED FLANNELS.

Funeral;

pair,—some

55c
60c

__

EASTMAN

a

IOC

at

We have

A broken lot of extra
heavy Cotton and Natural

Wool Half-Hose,

lot

a

Cashmere
imported
Shirts, open front, at 29c,
cost to import 50c,—white

Hosiery Counter.

“

at much lower

time we shall place on sal6 twenty-five
27 inches wide, actually worth 8c yard, for

Another bale 40 inch Lockwood Mill remnants of from

yards each,

Dressing Sacks

Notions Counter.

same

Flanel,

Mens

•45c
50c

SPECIAL VALUE
At the

Also

ities however

65c

lot

lot.

“

“

a

three years old, at $2.25,
marked down from $3.38.
One lot of Flannelette

“

51.00

section,

same

Hosiery Company” fall
weight merino Shirts and
Drawers, at 75c, marked
down from $1.00—some
extra large sizes in the

J39c

“

of

of trimmed Eider Down
Coats, white and grey,
for children two
and

ton ones have been in the

mention

kinds, sizes and prices:
Standard Sheets—hemmed, 7-4, or 64x90 inches,
we

lot

a

sizes four to eleven years,
at 69c, been $1.00.
In

One lot of

PILLOW CASE

mo-

boys’
striped Flannel Blouses,

Men's Underwear.

SHEET

been 50c.

to sell for 25c.

Also

go at

ladies’

of

for 25c.

ported

•.

*

and

and wool Frenoh Flannel, at 12 l-2c yard, im-

men's

lot

Handkerchiefs, slightlysoiled, pure linen, at 3

white

A dozen different colfine striped cotton

^Neckties, Imperials,
Four-in-hands
Tecks,

50c to

One

Pantalettes,
grey, at 33c,

ors

lot

five inch

fancy silk .Ribbons, with
plaid basket edge, at 29c
a yard, was 45c.

hemstitched embroidered

Infants Outfits Counter.

Haberdashery.
One

One lot of

One lot
of
Jersey
ribbed merino Tests and

Skirts, assorted col$4.69, been $6.00.
Also a lot
of
fancy
Sateen Skirts, with two
ruffles, umbrella shape,
at $1.36, been $1.75.

of

a

down

Handkerchiefs.

ors, at

Celluloid
Trays, assorted colors,
marked down
at 49c,
from 79c.
One

good

Ribbons.

reen

of

(two

box

a

$1.00.

One lot fine silk

and Puffs, all fine goods
which have been from

been

MARRIAGES,

One lot

50c,

at

Skirts.

regular

cakes) regular price

SQUARE.

played at popular prices, and notwith- nels which contains some
the
expense
standing this enormous
prices will remain popular, viz, 10, SO, $1.00 and 1.25 yard and
SO cents.

bottle,

a

color,

at

“Colonial Dame” Toilet

MOKTUMENT

proud in having secured one of tbe strongest Attractions on the road, having been
playing all the large cities to Immense

polishing metals,

10c

price 15c.

Furnishing Company,

UUV

5c,

for

packs

dozen, marked
from $2.75.

white

of

$1.98

at

$1.50.

Childrens Underzvear.

been 10c and 17c.

for

Pants,

and natural

been 75c and

One lot of “Brilliant”

ATKINSON
221

at two

size,

Tests and

27 inches square, all

patterns,

One lot of women’s
Jersey ribbed merino

on

lot

Damask Dinner Napkins,

$1.12,

Underwear, Knitted.

Toilet Goods.

$15.00 up.
buy

Maine
Rosa Green, who is attached
through her 6ister, Mrs. E. L. Dyer of
Portland, made her Amerioan debut on
Thursday after some years of olrse study
in London.
Though sho has been suffering with a severe cold sines coming to
Bangor, Miss Green appeared to be in fine
Toloe and sang her number exceedingly
well.
She did not create the enthusiasm
accorded to Gadskl, but her friends have
She ,oerno reason to complain of that.
tainly did sing very well indeed, with a
certain
and
a
tone
moulded
beautifully
powerful efleot, while it was marked,
seemed to be natural and stamped her
work with signs of genius. Miss Green's
contralto is tetter than any that has been
There
heard In Bangor In recent years.
have been bigger voices, but none of its
quality more winning. It is invested with
a peouliar liquid melody which its owner
very well understands the value of, while
it showed a surprising range on Thursday
Miss Green must be heard again.
night.
The writer predicts tbat before the festival
is over her voice will have won the audlShe came almost unenoe to her feet.
heralded and was met on Thursday night
of the festival from Mr. humorous,and the lines witty and bright.
with that trying aspect of careful inspec- endorsement
In the cast
will
be found: Bert U.
tion
which is inevitably assumed by Ffrangoon Davies, the great baritone:
audiences before
Maine
they acccord
Thayer, K. Soldene Powell, Bernard MoOotober 9, 1898.
'<
praise.
Frank Hope, Philip
Calvert,
My dear Mr. Chapman—The contents Ponougb,
three
For the first
days of this
Blanche
cause you some surprise, Chas. Greene, Cora Williams,
at the of this note may
week the festival will be given
doubtless wonder why I Johnson, Eleanor Broadhay, Helen Harand you will
Auditorium here and the sale of seats has
to express my senti- oourt, Kate Weston, Francis Loft Clarke.
take
myself
upon
been large. The programmes are the same
work.
ments
your
concerning
A STRANGER IN NEW YORK.
the
and
as those rendered at Bangor
sole excuse must be the absolute
My
to
all
the
better
will
be
prepared
singers
oould te
As
merry an attraction as
an
as
and
feel as a man
the enthusiasm I
full justice after
themselves
do
of the work you are seleoted by a manager will be that which
for
the
artist
nobility
praotioe they have had with the orchestra
Tuesin Maine for humanity nnd for will come to the Jefferson theatre
in the Bangor festival. People are coming doing
and Wednesday evenings, opening for
day
musio.
by the hundred from all parts of southern
there. The play is
The devotion, the grit, and tbe solf a limited engagement
and central Maine but the Auditorium is
and your charming lieuten- no stranger to Portland theatre-goers alsacrifice
you
a big place and there are still plenty of
manifested at Ban- though its title is “A Stranger in New
The sale of ant, Mrs. Chapman
good seats to be obtained.
HrRt seen
keenest
As I York.” Sinoe the pieoe was
tbe
me
; joy.
gave
seats will be transferred today to the au- gor,
here it has been greatly
changed, and
looked at the faces in your chorus—one of
ditorium.
those who recall its original presentation
the very best—I saw there something that
XXUUtkUXXUlUj
AOBVCiUH/
in this city will find in it so much that
and
as
be
cannot
money,
by
Mrs.
W.’R.
were
bought
and
Mr.
Chapman
presis new that it will be practically a nsw
ent, having come throngh from Bangor. I listened to their voices 1 heard that
production.
Mr. Kotzschmar, Hiss Henrietta Kioejand which is beybhd,price.
It will be remembered as one of the jolliIf Maine is wise, Maine;will remember
others of the soloists, who took part in
est successes of that clever and versatile
the Bangor performances. Mr. Chapman Buskin’s opinion, that music is one of
The leadCharles H. Hoyt
and the others were all extremely entnu- the greatest factors in the education of dramatist,
be remembered,
ing character, it will
the concerts given in that people. Churches, lawmakers,^reformers,
siastlo over
poses on the programme and in the play
city. It was pointed out5 and emphasized all who wish to see man triumph over
Hie home is
as a stranger in Nsw York.
that there was not a musical festival the forces of evil, should hasten to the
and it is not mentioned in the
unknown,
and
of
those
Mr.
of
assistance
in
these
later
Chapman
yoars
given in this country
course of the entire performance, but he
with so large and superbly drilled chorus, who are with him, seeking to do a] great
his manners that
h.e is no
possessing such a delightful quality and and noble work. Believe me to be yours proves byto the
ways of the world, and
stranger
or
with
of
Very
Sinoerely,
volume
principals
voice,
grand
the laughable complications in which he
D. Ffrangcon Davies,
The expense is treof such reputation,
finds himself are prononneed by many the
M. A., Oxford, England.
mendous and in order to give even a
seen
P. S. —I have learned with much satis- best thing of the sort that has been
margin of profit every seat should be sold
in farce comedy. Hoyt and McKee have
faction that your orchestra is mainly
for each entertainment.
In order that the public may have a composed of Maine players.
especially strong company
This la as seleoted an
The same neighborhood for the produotion this season.
good Idea of what a splendid oolorateur it should be.
Harry ConDOr is a host in himself, and
singer Mma Maconda is, Mr. Chapman which provides the chorus should also
in the
has decided to have a public rehearsal give us the orchestra.
I must confess I the songs which he introduces
of the programme to be given tonight. did not expect to have such a perform- course of the comedy are pronounoed even
which were such
The rehearsal will .begin at 2 o’clock, and ance
of ’’Elijah,” with greater hits than those
as you gave
A Trip to
well-remembered features of
fee of 25 cents will be
an admission
purely local foroes. There were moments
Anna Boyd will bIbo be
This sum is a mere bagatelle when the effect was overpowering at Ban- Chinatown.”
obarged.
theatre goers for
when one considers what will be prolast nigbt, and I am glad to have remembered by Portland
gor,
as the
widow in. “A Trip to
vided in the way of a musical feast.
taken part in so thrilling a performance. her work
Chinatown. In the leading female characMr. George K Brown, the well-known
in New York” she has
decorator, has decorated the Auditorium
Tbe great artists of tue festival are in ter in “A Stranger
unlimited opportunities. Harry Gilfoll,
most attractively for the festival. All the
are
hotel.
Falmouth
at
tbe
They
town,
bunting and the other decorations are in excellent health and spirits ready to George A. Beane, Arthur Paoie, and all
entirely fresh and new. Hundreds of ad- give the grand opening concert tonight. the other favorites will be seen in their
ditional electric lights
have been put Madamo Gadski is delighted to bo back original characters, which have been amsince the pieoe was seen in
Portinto the building.
in Portland again, for she recalls with plified
Back ot the stage are five handsomely
her reoeptlon here last winter. land while one of the novelties will be the
pleasure
famished dressing rooms which have been
of the cast of Florence Lillian
She is delighted with the chorus of the presence
fitted up for the artists who are to take
Chioago Society beauty,
and
division
expects great Wickes, the
Eastern
part in the great festival. Each room is
whose adoption of the stage made snch
from the great Portland division.
things
• model of comfort and taste. Furniture
a sensation in the western metropolis.
The opening oonoert this evening will
A)1 the scenery and costumes for the
of mahogany finish, furnished by Walter
be very brilliant.
production this season will be found to
Corey & Co., real Turkish rugs and carMadame Maoonda, will sing the great be entirey new and of that same elegance
pets from the store of H. J. Bailey & Co.,
has ebarao erized previous producoperatic aria which created a furore in which
mirrors and other conveniences combine
tions by Hoyt and MoKee.
on Frid ay evening.
Bangor
to make these rooms as attractive as
Be sure and bear in mind that there THE GREATEST COMEDY EVENT OF
could be desired. In the basement of the
ire still excellent seats to be had, that
THE SEASON,
are
two
rooms
for
large dressing
bnilding
is both Portland night and Wag- hended
tonight
the
by
pretty and favorite Katherand female members of the
the
male
ner night, and that tomorrow the crowds
ine Rober and supported by the strongest
The latter of these
choros respectively.
from out of town will probably make it
company that has ever surrounded tbis
rooms is
60 feet long by 25 feet wide,
difficult to get good seats.
popular little lady and the management
and
its floor is covered by handsome
of the Portland theatre
can feel justly
and rugs, while a liberal
MUSIC AND DRAMA
Turkish
to

oarpets
number of looking glasses hang along its
walls. Adjoining it are fine, newly fitted
toilet rooms, and nothing that could be

save

One lot of white linen
Bond Envelopes, business

Car load will be hauled from C. T. R. R. on
the
Monday, and WEDNESDAY offered to

■

public

mercial:

UV

chance to

Stationery Counter.

ences were

UXIJIWU1I

grey and white,
marked down from

desirable merchandise—and it’s for the

CRESCENT

The
Maine.
Bangor
given [in
papers were loud in their praise of the
Mme. Qadskl
soloists and the chorus.
was heard with delight in all her numbers
Mme.

one

Gloves, tan,

assorted

An

two

button
at

day only.

closed
festival
Bangor
series
of
after a
night
as any ever
successful
as

The

store, each

genuine

money

Week.

Saturday

and

a

Suede Kid

Culled from all

carefully

of

four

and

clasp

list of October Bargains

lot

odd

An

another

HERE’S

Linens Counter.

Gloves.

big

You

price.

MOORE & CO.

SIDEBOARDS OWEN,

BLANCHARD,

DUNTilST.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Room 2».2«.27. V. M. t;.
aujix

A., Centre** v«|.
Mia

A Bill To Be

Presented

to

tlio

PORTLAND.

SOUTH

annexation
nrgislatui

RELEASED ON THE ARSON CHARGEBoil

on

Charged

With

SelliDg

Mortgaged Property.
Last evening at the Union Opera house
was a
o?
Cumberland
the
meeting
Friday afternoon Leslie R. Bunker,
for the asAs the season draws near
association of the Young People’s Christhe
formerly of Freeport and proprietor of the
legislature,
Maino
of
the
tian Union, held at the Invitation of the
sembling
Harraseeket house of that plaoe, was
the state will be
Union of the South Portland Universalist
people of this section of
arrested in Gardiner by W. J. Dyer on a
the
probable
in
more or less interested
society.
warrant sworn out against him before
annexation of
outcome of the issue of the
Key. S. F. Pearson of the city, oocupied Trial
Justice Enoch C. Townsend, chargIt will
Portland.
to
of
Deering
at
the
the city
the pulpit
yesterday morning
ing Bunker with haying set fire to his
election
the
at
spring
that
be remembered
Bethany Congregational church.
hotel and also with selling mortgaged
the voters of Porton the enabling act
The Sunday evening meeting of the
property.
their
recorded
Metholand by a handsome vote
Hill
at Brown’s
Last winter the Harraseeket house took
of Epworth league
a
become
part
have
Deering
to
Nordic
desire
dist churoh, was full of interest.
fire end was badly ™corched and Mr.
let proThe
enabling
Greater Portland.
Kunulett was the teacher and the special Bunker collected his insurance.
This
a majorivided that each city should givo
topic wus “Victory of Israel.”
summer there was another lire onej night
aot
the
have
to
order
At the Spur wink churoh
ty vote in favor in
yesterday in the Harraseeket house which was
the fpropobecome effective. In Deering
there was a convention of the Sunday
Au hour or so later
easily extinguished.
a majority of 36.
by
defeated
Eition was
schools, both afternoon and evening.
house
a second lire was discovered in the
best
the
of
many
Since the election
Alfred Littlejohn is working as conduc- and this time the firemen had a hard
voted
who
against
citizens of Deering
tor on the Lowell, Lawrence and Haver- time to
In the morning a
extinguish it.
themselves as
annexation have expressed
hill street railway.
third fire, which had evidently been set,
The election of
j
annexation,
of
in favor
Mr. Matthews of Deering is to occupy was found in a closet, and this was also
to
Judge Hopkins as the representative
part of Mrs. C. ff. Sawyer’s house on extinguished.
annexathe
on
the legislature was purely
Maple street, at the Heights.
It was generally believed that the fires
were made to
tion lines although efforts
Daniel Haokett and family are occupywere incendiary and while Mr. Bunker
lines.
Judge
on
It
political
conduot
ing one of the tenements in the Burgess was sojourning in Hancock county some
as yet
a bill
at
Hopkins has not drawn up
Fellows’s store,
house,
opposite
two
of
tho
people began to say that ho was responsiunion
looking toward the
Ligonia.
ble for these fires.
the
with
cities as he desires to confer
Waltor J. Maxwell of Cape Elizabeth
Mr. Bunker heard of this talk and came
first
delegation
Portland
of
the
members
has been drawn as traverse juror for the
back home and for a time made things
desire to
their
is
it
if
and ascertain
term of the Supreme Judicial
coming
The result
very lively around Freeport.
to the legislature or to
court at Portland.
of
present the matter
defamation
for
Suits
three
was
Judge Hophave it oorae from Deering.
Conductor George Cushing of the Cape
instituted
against
were
character
which
event a
kins is of the opinion that in any
Electrics has been passing his vacation in
three persons and whioh will be tried befirst week or
bill will be introduced the
Boston.
fore the Ootober term of the Superior
and
of
the
legislature,
60 of the session
Tonight there will bo meetings of the court in Portland.
the bill
secret societies: Ocean View
judging from present Indications
following
Friday, as has been said, Mr. Bunker
become
will receive an early passage and
U. O. G. C. of South PortCommandery,
was arrested in Gardiner on the charge of
cities
two
the
have
to
season
enacted in
land, and Masconomo tribe, I. O.jB. M., arson and of mortgaging property not his
united at the next spring election. Judge of Knightville.
He was brought to Portland and
own.
that
Mr.
Hopkins is personally of the opinion
New houses are being built by
in jail here and Saturday was
be "subplaced
the terms of annexation should
Abner Lowell on Grant street, §and Kentaken to Freeport and given a hearing
in the
as
outlined
same
the
stantially
neth McDonald on Pickett street, corner
commissioners
before Justice Townsend.
Lawyer Harry
report of the annexation
of the fort road.
last spring as that seems to be generally
R. Rnss of Freeport
represented Mr.
seems
There
entered
the
M.
concerned.
has
Charles
Harford
favorable to all
Bunker, while Assistant County Attorney
immeto be no hindrance toward the
Boston University Law school.
Allan appeared for the state. After a long
two cities
upon
diate nnion of the
Washington Libby of the city is build- hearing it was deoided by the judge that
to the
the passage of the bill, contrary
would ing a summer residence on the Scott Dyer
idea that many have had that it
there was not sufficient evidence to hold
not go into effect for a year afterwards. farm at Pond Cove.
Mr. Bunker for th9 grand jury on the
of
In the event of the passage the people
Edwin B. Dickinson of Willard^ia re9 of
charge of arson and he was discharged.
Deering in the proposed wards 8 and
would doubtless covering from his recent severe illness.
On the charge of mortgaging property not
the Greater Portland
The first danoe of the series by the Jolly bis
vote at the next spring election under the
own, Mr. Bunker was bound over to
new municipality.
Six will be given at the Union Opera the
Bail
grand jury in the sum of $500.
house. Thursday evening, October 13th.
obtained he was released from cusbeing
DEEKING.
The People.’s Ferry company has temtody and returned to Portland, Saturday
This

Winter.

there

porarily

The work of

Forest

avenue

paving the easterly side of
is progressing rapidly and

closed

side
short time the entire easterly
will be paved as far as the Deering line
There remains to be
at Portland bridge.
containing 180C
about 750 feet
in

a

paved

square yards of the street ;
bear
The appropriation of ®lfi, COO has
nearly expended, but at a recent meeting
of the aldermen an additional appropria
tion of 1*1000 was mane to complete the
thus fai
work. The job has been done
under the direction of the contractors, D.
F. Griffin & Bro. of Portland, in

a

highlj

satisfactory manner.
The regular monthly meeting of t he
Deering oity government will be held next
Friday evening at 7.3U o’olook.
The committee of the city government
on laying out new streets will give, hearings as follows: On Saturday, Octobei
22, at 1 p. m., at the corner of Cl ff anc
Charles streets, at the junction of Bong
fallow and Grant streets at_2 p. in, anc
at the
junction of Sorest avenue ant
Dartmouth street at 3.30 p. m. On Oc
tober 30 the hearings will be as follows
the junction of Maplewood avenut
At
and Knight street at 1 p. m.; and at the
junotion of Frost and Dyer streets a*
£.30 p. m. The matters [petitioned foi
are the location of Dartmouth from For
to the Portland and Roches
ter;
Dyer street, from Water street tc
street from Water,
Main street ; Front
westerly to the shore; Maplewood ave
nue, Knight and Summer streets; Gran*

est avenue

street extension to High>treet; acceptance
Charles street;
of
acceptance of Cliff
street.
A woman giving the name of Petersor
3 and 3 o’clock
arrested between
Sunday morning on the old Deering base
The woball grounds by Officer Bioby.
man was badly intoxicated and offered
was

resistance when arrested.
considerable
She claims to belong in Portland and says
on
Fore street. The
lives
that she
woman admits having appeared before
the Portland court on several occasions
for intoxication.

YARMOUTH.
The Taker & Mayer Co. are now
very
pleasantly and comfortably situated in
their new quarters over the electric light
station at the Falls. They have resumed
arc
the manufacture of telephones and
turning out a considerable number eacb
dar.

'g'ine ladies cirole of the Central society
met at the parsonage on Thursday afterThe following officers
noon and evening.
were elected:
President, Miss Lucy Cut
vice
presidents, Mrs. VV. B. Allen
ter;
and Mrs. Woodbury Skillings; secretary,
Miss Hattie Bates; treasurer, Miss Alice
committee on entertainment,
Crosby;
In the evening i:
Mrs. Charles Barbour.
supper was served to which the gentlemen
of the society were invited. This was
followed by a' very pleasant social hour in
which the time honored game of riumt
amusecrambo furnished the principal
ment. The circle propose to give a harvest
weeks.
two
in
about
supper
THE KAPPA OF P3I UPSILON.
The annual Initiation ceremony of the
Kappa chapter of Psi Upsilon was held
in the halle of the fraternity at Bowdoir

Among
college last Friday evening.
those present of the gratuate members
William A.
Prof.
were the following:
Hongbton of the Yale chapter; Kben VW.
Freeman, ’85; Prof. George T. Files, ’89;
Ur. C. S. F. Linooln, ’91, of Louisville,
Ky.; Prof. Henry C. Emery, ’92; Dr.
William B. Kenniston, '92; Dr. Kiohards
of Yale, ’95, who is coaching the Bowdoir
football team; Philip W, Davis, ’97; F.
E. Drake, ’98.
Thomas Herberl
George Edwin Fogg,
Blake, Bangor;
Portland; Charles Henry Hunt, PortThe initiates

were:

of Its exits for passenafternoon.
side and is replanking
It is charged that Mr. Bunker gave a
mortgage on the hotel furniture whioh
was really owned by the proprietor of the
hotel building, Mr. Fred Nichols, to J.
T. Oxnard, and it was on complaint of

one

gers on the city
the walk.

WESTBliOOK.

Hr. C. F. Waterman and Mr. Henry
Anderson have returned from their gunning trip in the Moosahead lake regions.
They brought with them four deer. Mr.
W. B. Boothby and Mr. Ernest Gerhardt
eaoh shot one. The latter named gentlemen are to remain a few days longer.
Commencing Saturday the electric cars
on the Westbrook division to Portland re-

the 20 Westbrook shareholders of
There were in the same
that oompany.
company six withdrawal certificates holders and 13 borrowing holders, whose loans
remain
Among the heaviest
unpaid.
losers are Geo. T. Springer, I. F. Quinby,
Mrs. Mary P. Lane, Mrs. Susan Poole.
Lyman Guptill, Marie Labbie and Win.
Posen berg.
CAUSED BY BLAZING LAMP.
o’clock
Saturday afternoon
an alarm of fire
was rung in from box
28, wliioh is located at the hook and ladder house on India street.
The department’s services were not required as the
At

5.40

blaze iu the house of George Wilcox at
91 India street, was extinguished by one
of
the firemen from next door with a
Mr. Wilcox was trying
pony chemical.
to light a gasoline lamp when the burner
in a moment the whole
took fire and

is liable to itching piles.
Rich and poor, old and young—terrible
the torture they suffer.
Only one sure
Doan’s Ointment.
sure.
Absolutely

mfe; can’t fail.

TWO WEEKS IN THE MUD.
A

Portland

Experience

Sian’s

on

the

Ynkon River.

ablaze.
The man was in the
lamp
dining room at the time and when the
lamp began to burn he threw it through
an open door into the kitchen adjoining
where the lamp was broken by the fall

Sexton, Billerica, Mass.;
Stanwood, Wellesley, Mass.; Ralph Bushnell Stone, Otter River, Mass.; Harold
Randall Webb, Brunswick.
'1’he following alumni were present at the exeroises:
Gen. Joshua Chamberlain, '62; Edward
Stanwood, ’61; Prof. H. L. Chapman,
’66; Prof. F'. C. Robinson, ’73; T. H.
Riley, ’80; H. W. Chamberlain. ’81;
Prof. I. C. Hutohins, ’83; K. W. Leighton, ’96; C. A. Knight, ’96; E. H. Lyford, ’96; F\ V. Gummer, ’92; A. L.
Hunt, ’98; D. R. Pennell, '98.
WIT

and distributed burning gasoline all over
The woodwork in this room
the room.

burned about the hands and his
and mustache were badly singed.

hair

Hull’s Cough
Dr.
Syrup is tho best
One bottle
iuciliaine for pulmonary troubles.
-wilf convince you of Its excellence. Try ix.

AND WS1DUM.
CASTORIA

Bears the
In

use

signature

for

more

The Kind

of

than

Chas. H. Fletcher.

thirty

years, and

You Have Always Bought.
CASTORIA

Bears the
In

was

land; George Blair Kenniston, Boothbay was Eomewhat uharred, but the fire was
Harbor; Sidney Webb Noyes, Portland; so quiokly extinguished that little damwas badly
John Hudson Sinkinson, Portland.
ugo was done. Mr, Wilcox

Everybody

Mr. Niohols that Mr. Bunker was arrested.
The cases have created considerable excitement in Freeport and the town is very
much excited over them.

sumed their former running time leaving
half.
Westbrook on the even hour and
Sir. Klias Williams, a Portland man
The crossings are now made at Lamb’s
now in the Klondike, has sent home this
instead of the West End crossing.
aooonnt of his trip up the Yukon river.
A hearing is to be given October 12 at 2
“We were for 200 miles continually runPark
road
of
p. m. ot the intersection
once for
into the mud flats, and
ning
and Cumberland street for all persons intwo and a half weeks were stuck fast in
terested in the acceptance of the Park
the mud where the water in the river was
road as a public way.
four feet deep. At this point the
only
of
an
to
be
Thero is
adjourned meeting
us that the river was 15
told
captain
the Westbrook city government, Monday
miles wide, and was filled up the whole
Mr. Edward B. Phinney died Friday
width with these little islands and mud
night at his home on Spring street from
flats into which it was impossible to cut
in
of
a
diseases, resulting
complication
He had been on the river ten
a channel.
Mr. Phinney was the son
heart failure.
in that time he had never
and
of the late Edmund Phinney, and was years
been up the stream in the same channel.
about 70 years of age. He located in Westwas
that it
He thought
continually
brook, then Saccarappa, many years ago
On the night of July 18th, we
changing.
and for a number of years worked in the
heard the
engines working again and
cloth room of the Westbrook Manufacturrushed on deck to find that we were free,
In
his
later
when
years,
ing company.
and had floated off. In half an hour we
he has worked in the
heath permitted,
were again fast on a mud flat, and the
insurance business. Mr. Phinney served
told us that if we did not get
Civil war, enlisting in the 5th captain
in the
the time the water began to go
off by
His health was greatly
Maine regiment.
as well get out and
we might
down
his
He
was
shattered by
military service.
for it would leave us high and dry
swim,
an active member of Cloudman Post,No.
for eight months, and the,ohances were
100, Temple lodge of Masons, Eagle Royal
we should not see another steamer
that
Arch chapter, and a social or honorary
in the river for a jear, though they were
of
D.
Warren
O.
U.
S.
member
council,
up and down all the time. A
A. M. For many years he was a member going
of
gun powder exploded in the
charge
of the choir of the West End Congregamud started us,and we got off that night.
on
of
account
tional
church, retiring
The run from there to Camp McQuestion
failing health. His wife was Miss Anna
where I am writing was 800 miles, and
Marriner of
Brunswiok, who with an
we are now getting on rapidly and hope
adopted daughter, Miss Carrie M. Phingold in a month
to be scratching for
are
Three,
brothers
him.
survive
ney,
more.
Janies
and
also living,
Joseph Phinney
ALPHA DELTA PHI.
of Boston, and Mr. William C. Phinney
The family[bave the symof this city.
The annual initiation of the Alpha
pathy of a wide circle of friends in their Delta Phi fraternity at Bowdoio was hed
funeral services are
bereavement, The
at the new chapter house Friday evening,
to be held Tuesday forenoon at 11 o’olock. Ootoher 7. These members of the FreshMr. W. S.
McLeilan is able to bo out
Ben Barker,
man class were initiated:
again after his illness.
Portland; Edmund Hayes, Farmington;
Ex-Gov. Cleaves, the receiver of the
Harry Joseph Hunt, Bangor; Charles
State Provident assodefunct Granite
Edgar Rolfe, 2d, Unity; Walter Howard
ciation. has just paid a 20 per cent diviFrederic Arthur
dend to

WANT

|

MISCELLANEOUS. -e- MISCELLANEOUS._

FREEDOM.

-——

FOK

TO LET.
—

■■ ■

w
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—

■■■--"■

■

■

signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

more than thirty years, and
The Kind You Have Always Bought.
use

for

CASTORIA
signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
for more than thirty years, and

Bears the
In

use

The Kind

You Have Always Bought.

Educated Porto Ricans Fear
\
Kale.

(Correspondence of the Associated PressCopyright 1898 hy the Associated Press.)
San Juan, Island of Porta Rico, September 30.—The leading politicians of the
island are very much concerned about the
After
of Porto Rico.
future

A

Trait.

wisdom.
“There isn’t any proof of that assertion.”
“Yes, there is. Nobody ever stops to
talk about the weather except when it’s

disagreeable.”—Washington Star.

R

inserted tinder this head
week for 38 cents, cash in advance.

from Spain the outward semblance

of

In

Ask to

style, fit, finish

the

see

new

and

If your dealer can't
the nearest dealer.

the war, the transfer of
sovereignty to the United States, acceptable as it was to all classes generally, of
course upset the plans of many of the

style, 545, French model, short hip, low bust.
Best fitting and most comfortable corset for ONE DOLLAR.

supply

you, write us and we will furnish you

elated Press had an interview with Luis
Munoz
Riviera, the president of the
insular government under the autonomistic regime,and a remarkably strong figure
in polities, in whioh he made it plain
tnat the people of the island would not
take kindly to a system which destroyed
their individuality.
of the opinion,” said he, “that
my country is able to govern and administer itself and that this is the anticipation of the great body of the natives.
“I

am

MISCELLANEOUS.
one

desires of the country and wholly identify
This would
us with a new fatherland.
implost method of
be the easiest and
Amerioanizing Porto Rico. Let the people
be satisfied; let them iearn the institutions of the great republic; let them find
under them honorable life and secure well
being; let not their participation in the
government be limited by restriction of
suffrage, let enoouragement be offered to
their habits of industry; let them be free

prosperous and I guarantee that
whoever shall realize this will be rewarded with the solid loyalty and deep gratitude of our people
and

EVACUATION

DELAYED.

San Joan de Porto Rico, October 8.—
The American forces ocoupied the towns
of Carolina and Canovanos on October 5
and Caguas was taken possession of by
them the following day.
The U. S. S. Cincinnati returned here
last night. The Spanish steamer Alicante
It is said
sailed for Spain yesterday.
that by Ootober 10 San Juan de Porto

Inserted under this heed
week for 3ft cents, cash la advance.

or store fixCHEAP SUNDAY EXCURSION WE WILL BUY household goodswill
receive
tures of auy description,
or

UN 9th. 16th, S8ril, 30th, OCT.

the same at our auction rooms for sale on commission. GOSS & WILSON, Auctioneers, 18
8-1
Free St.

FKOM
1

TO

GORHAM and BERLIN, N. H„

I

and Intermediate Stations.

T0 LOAN on mortgages of real estate, houses, and house lots at 3 and 6 per
cent For sale, real estate,
farms, timber
collected
lands and suburban
and care of property. Thorough acquaintance
of the
value
of property having had 26
N. S. GARyears’ experience In the business.
DINER. 176 1-2 Middle

1W0NEY
BJL

property.flRents

street_7-1

desire
friends,
CARD—We
ladies of Portland apd yiclnlty, that
to

inform

our

the

we are

MURDER, WHAT’S THAT?

-*

y
"~

L.

W

PS

gl

j

;

The best
.
wearing are the
Will not rip,
JOHNSON PANTS.
shrink or fade. $2.50 and $2,70.

M

WM. M. MARKS,

Book, CardI
AND-

PRINTER,

JOB

|

EXCHANGE,

FBINTEBS’

97 1-2 Exchange St.,

sep38dtf

V
B

him

oct5

95c to
One of McKenney’s Alarm Clocks.
$3.00. Warranted to wake the dead. More
clock than all the other dealers combined.
MeKEN NEY, the Jeweler, Monument Squaro.

WEDDING RINGS.
One hundred of them to select from. All
styles, all weights, all prices In 10, 14 and 18
Kt. Gold.
Largest and best stock cf rings
In the city. A thousand of them. MoKENNEY,
the Jeweler. Monument Square.
june7dtf
F-T0-DATE Astrologer and Seer—Life’s
mysteries, business prospects, personal,
love and all the affairs of life truthfully revealed, only 20o.; one auestion answer for 10c:
3 for 26c; horoscope $1.00. Send birth date and
sex.
PROF. C. MAC. Danby, N. Y. B. 102.
seplS-4
am ndw ready to buy all kinds
WANTED—I
"»
of cast off ladies’, gents’ and children’s
clothing. I pay more than any purchaser lu
the city, Send letters to MR. or MRS. De
GRQOT. 76 Middle

Sr._2a-5

WANTED—All persons in want of trunks
*
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
568 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery Store, as we manufacture our goods
and can therefore
give bottom prices.
Trunks repaired. Open evenings. We frame
pictures.11-3

LOANED on first and second mortPortland>l iTONEY
ill gages, real estate, life insurance policies,

notes, bonds and good collateral seourtty.
Notes discounted; rate of Interest 6 per cent a

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail
attended to.

or

telephone

promptly

sept22eodtf

■

WANTED.

J

under this head
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

Forty words Inserted
one

WANTED-Thebest
Burnham Brand,

Liebig’s Beef Extract,

is one of best. Burnham’s Beef, Wine and Iron, none better. Jellycon for a desert is flne; for sale by druggistsa
and grocers. Trade suppUed by jobbers in

Portland, Bangor and Rockland.6-1

want a stenoa few hours3
some
one let me ofor
would
each day or week,
:
fice room for working for them and let me take9
in work? Have a typewriter. Address, M. S.,>
6-1
care Portland Dally Press.
some

year and upwards, according to
P. CARR, foom 5, second floor,
ing, 185 Middle street.

13-4

MAINSPRINGS, 75c.
The

best American

Mainsprings,

Elgin and Waltham companies.

for one year.
McKKNNEY,
Monument Square.
MALE

one

for
ANTED—Furnished room
Gentlewinter in western part, of city.
Box
6-1
one
child.
937, city,
man, wife and

W.

1MTONEY TO LOAN on first and second mortHI gages on real estate, life Insurance poliReal escies and notes or any good security,
481-2 Extate bought, sold and exchanged.
oct8-4B
change street, I. P. BUTLER.

WANTED—Don’t
grapher and typewriter for

WANTED—Plain sewing or aDy kind of fancyl
v?
work io do at home by an experienced1
Address, B.’■
seamtress who has all her time.
6-1
A. M„ care Portland Press.
:.
and board

security.

Oxford Build-

made by the
Warranted
the Jeweler
marl9dtf

Spanish possession

who ocoupy the other nine-tenths,
as San Juan is of great value as a main
point of distribution. If the Spanish do
not take effective steps to remove the
gnrrison now remaining the formal delivery of the island to the Americans and
cans

the raising of the stars and stripes will
these
cerebe indefinitely postponed,
monies being dependent upon the Spanish
evacuation. It is believed that the American commissioners are making a strong
effort to bring about the completion of
the transfer of the island to the United
States, apprehending that acts of violence
may be committed by the islanders if the
formal delivery does not take place soon.
There are rumors of destruction of property in the interior, but few of th3 reports
are warranted.
The condition of Senor Arlegui, oaptain
of the civil guard at Bayamona, who was
stabbed on the night of October 5, is improving. All the persons arrested on suspicion of being implicated in the affair,
with the exception of Dr. St. Ball and
one other, have been set at
liberty. Dr.
St. Hall and the other prisoner retained
in custody, declare that they are atsolutely innocent of any connection with the
crime.
hour more American regiments and
four batteries of artillery will be sent
home, being replaced by newly arrived

“Big money” made, manufacturing and selling onr Inventions on Royalty. “Inventors’ Pxchange,” 1626 O’Farrell St. San Francisco, Cal.
octiodlw

’’li'ALE HELP WANTED—Government posiJ1 tions. Don’t prepare for any civil service
examination without seeing our illustrated
catalogue of information. Sent free. Colurnbian Correspondence College, Washington, D.
8-1
C.
class wireman

:

EOST AND FOUND.

inside

on

habits and who expects to obey orders.
MANF.CO., 148 Middle St.

JACK'IN JACKSON.

Jackson, Miss., October 8.—In Jaokson
the area of infection is increasing. There
is now one oase within one bundrod yards
The state board of
of the state oapitol.
health today issued an appeal for aid from

general government, the governor
telephoning his approval from Brandon,
Where he Is transacting public business.

the

KING
7-1

WANTED--FEMALE HELP.
Maltese cat with

white)

28,
LOST—September
breast and paws. Return to 116 WINTER
reward.7-1
*

Forty words

Inserted under this heud
week for 35 cent*, cub io advance.

ST. and receive

one

Sunday, Sept. 26. a gold stick pin
with blue enamel forget-me-notj finder will!
confer a lavor by returning the same to 611
3-1
Spruce St.

agreeable middle aged
WANTED—An
*»

LOST—On

besides

apartments

have the

largest

list of

any real estate office.

is collecting rents
property for estates and
For particulars apply Real Estate
others.
Office, First National Bank Building, FRED10-1
ERICK S. VAILL. Agent.

In Portland.
and general

Our

care

specialty

of

o LET—Up stairs rent No. 10 May street,
corner of Taylor. Apply at No. 264 Spring
street.10-1
LET—At Woodfords. 14 Clifton street, 6
on first story, 2 on third story,
W. C., $12; 6 rooms down stall's. 29 Mechanic
No.
64 Main street, East Deering,
street, $12;
S. GARDINER,
upstairs, 5 rooms $9. N,
Middle
street,10-1
176 1-2
mQ LET—A pleasant upstairs tenement of 6
A rooms, all on one flat, at 19 Grove St., near
Congress, set tubs; 2 minutes’ walk from elec8-1
tric ears.

TO rooms, 4

HELP WANTED.
and tininess(
OR WOMAN of
firm.
$50
month and all expenses. P. W. ZIEGLER &
Pa.
Locust
street. Philadelphia,
CO.. 225

energy
MANability to iravel for established

a

aug30Tu&F8t-thenW&S18t

or

CTITCHERS WANTED—Experienced work13 ers on wrappers, waists and muslin underwear can obtain good wages and steady employment till next August by applying at THE
CHENERY MFG. CO- 236-238 Middle SL

'4-2

BAILEY-CHANDLER.
interest to Portland andl
A
wedding
Cambridge people was solemnized Thursday afternoon, October 6th, at the beautiful
ohapel of St. John, Brattle street,
Cambridge, Mass. The contracting parties
:
were Mr. James W. Bailey, one of Portland’s most honored and successful young!
and
Miss Jennie C. Chandbusiness men,
ler, the accomplished daughter of Mr. S.
B. Chandler of Huron avenue,Cambridge.
In the absence of Dean Hodges, the oerenionv was performed by Rev. Edward1
It5
Drown, assistant rector of the church.
the beautiwas made more impressive by
ful music played during the entire service by the organist, Mr. Ernest Douglas*. After the ceremony a wedding supat the home of the bride,
per was served
Huron avenue.—Cambridge Tribune.
of

■

■

Girls to run power maclunet. Apply to Mr. Kelly at manufactory. 168 Middle street, fourth floor, HILL1KEN. COUSENS & SHORT.
sep7-4

WANTED—Fifty
»“

IN THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

\

was

oontinued

for sentence.

SL7-2

rooms. $9.
Inquire!
IlO F.LET—Flat
DRESSER, to Exchange streeL
of 5

of W.
7-1

TORE TO LET—In Freeport, Me., store
suitable for. millinery and fancy goods or
barber shop in Warren block, second door
JOHN
from post office, plate glass window.
5-1
T. OXNARD. Freeport, Me.
LET—Down
TO street,
8 rooms, first

stairs rent
class

at

15

repair,

Beckett
furnace

beat, newly painted, pleasant and sunny;
also home by itself of 6 rooms, newly painted,
the
out over
sun all day, looks
harbor,
L. H. TOBIE, Portland,
very convenienL
Pier.5-1
mo LET—A sunny down stairs iem, 6 rooms,
A all In
good repair; large pantry, good yard,
ample shed room; just suitable for small famlty; terms reasonable to right party. For particulars inquire of N. WATERHOUSE, at Eastman Bros., or at house No. 7 Russell street,

FOB

building lots, 100 feet
SALE—Nine
located within 2 minutes’ walk of
in
Woodfords.
good neighborhood;
postoffice,
must be sold immediately. Price for all 2 1-2
cents per square ft.; electric cars pass the premises. W. II. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle
St.

Is OKfront,

_81

POR SALE—Our "Made Strong" trousers we
sell for Sl.oo, $1.25, $1.50. $2.00 and $2.50
per pair that wifi not rip in seam or buttons
If not satisfactory on examination
come off.
Hie purchasers can have their money back by
returning trousers to us before having been
worn.
HASKELL & JONES, Monument Sq.
A

oct84

Wc3t, first

SALE—Carieton street,
class detached house for two families,
good yard room, will be sold at a great bargain
W. H. WALDRON &
by order of mortgagee.
7-1
CO., 180 Middle St.
near

FOR

SALE—At Willard, near
pOR
A
desirable 12 room

the

seashore,

a

Doarding house and

very

1-2 acre of laud, F’urniture can be bought very
low on account of sickness. Ten boarders now
in bouse. W. P. CAltR, room 5, Oxford Budding.
7-1

pOR SALE
a

OR

investments

story

TO LET—One of the best small
offered, three new one

ever

and a half houses in western part of city;
will pay 17 per cent on the investment.
Terms
easy. One tenement to let.
W, P. CAKE,
room 5, 185 Middle.
7-1

bred and elegantly marked
pORSt.SALE—FineBull
A
Terriers and Pug pupBernards,
pies. For further information enquire of J. A.
CLARITY, U. S. Hotel
7-1

SALE—Emery street, 2 storied hous«, »
pOR
*
rooms and bath, in perfect repair, ample
heat, hot and cold water, with ail modern conveniences) a good bargain. W. H. WALDRON
& CO., 180 Middle St.
7-1

WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.

store known
as
Pearl
Pharmacy, opposite Custom House.
class location and doing a good busiApply to D. F. MURDOCK, Frauklin
street.7-1

SALE—Drug
pORStreet
Is

a first
ness.

SALE—House 39 William St., Deering
containing 8 finished rooms with front
back halls,
papered and painted all
through, cemented cellar and a furnace, largo
garden with assorted fruit trees; to be sold
cheap, if application is made soon.6-2

pOR

A:
and

sets second hand team harharnesses. JAMES

HARNESSES—3
nesses, 2 seta barge
G. McG LAU ELI
Portland street.

a

reliable

regulating medicine.
DR. PEAL'S

J PENNYROYAL

Deering

ever
over

you

We

want.

have

lots

all

desire.

TO

FOR

TO

Rents

FOR

HOUSES

FOR

HOUSES

FOR

FOR

8-1

LET—A furnished house in the western
Apply at
part of the city for the winter.
room 23, Y. M. C. A. building.sep28if

iflO
A

WANTED—SITU A

mis i.

tinder this head
week fvr 25 cents, cash in sdvaser.

Forty worrti Iraerted
ene

elderly widow lady
WANTED—An
engagement
housekeeper to

(48) wishes
as
a gentleman
delicate lady, where the work is light, small
salary accepted, country preferred, good referMRS. HOPE, 1 Elmwood Place, Elm
ences.
or

St.,iPortlaad,

6-1

a
a

by an experienced cook
WANTED—Situation
also good waitress. Call at 100 Newbury

St.6-1

QITUATION WANTED by a young man who
KJ understands the care of horses and can
drive. Would like a job driving team. A ddress
S-l
B. A., Box 477, Cumberland Mills.

SALE—All the popular sheet music,
FORSousa’s
marches, etc, at one-half discount;

music

books, instruction books, and

hegan,

!P.ei,Ur-, Teal’s)

C. H. GUPPY & CO., Agts., Portland, Me.

Maine.__°c»cl2w»

ANTED-Sltuation as nurse, by a young
lady with good references; contagious
144 Brackett
cases not accepted. Inquire at
St„ cor. Spruce._4-1
a middle-aged woman, a position to do family sewing and assist in
take charge of small family,
or
light house-work
widower’s preferred. Address S. E. M., Box
1666, city.4-i

WANTED—By

A THOUSAND RINGS
To select from.
a young woman, starch work
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls
Rubys and all other precious stones. Bngage- WANTED—By
in laundry, has had experience, or kitchen
ment and Wedding Rings a specialty.
Largest work; would prefer washing and iroDing at her
stook In the city.
McKENlLEY, the Jeweler. home. Apply MRS. L., 100 Washington St,
mariadtf

a

great

va-

riety of 10 centfsheet music just received; superior strings for all instruments of ever} description for sale by HaWES’, 414 Congress St.
1-2

Fairbanks mandolins and
Examine them at HAWES*
mu9ic store, 414 Congress St.; a large number
of music books just received: also a fine Boston
musical alto and CIoos flute for
sale.1-2^
SALE—The
FORguitars
excel.

SALE OR LEASE-A
I?ORWest
End, corner Forest

lot of land at the

and Congress
4,224 feet Apply to
E. HARLOW. 919 Congress street.
jan25dtf

streets, containing

about

SALIC AT A BARGAIN.
of about 200 acres, one of the best
equipped in York Co., cuts 50 tons hay; pasturing for 30 cows; good market for milk; about
1,000 cords of wood standing, 4 miles from
Saco and Biddeford. Address J. F. GOOGINS,
FOR

Farm

Biddeford, Maine.oct4dlw*

FOR aALc.
Horse weighing: about 1100;
sound and kind. Inquire at
WILSON’S STABLE,
Federal street.
sep2Sdtf
WANTED—AGENTS.

Situation by a young man who understands
Two
bookkeeping and is willing to work.s PortGraduate of Gray
years experience.
land Business College. Good
nished.
Address CHAS. i. ALLEN. Skow-

PILLS, W

Are prompt, safe and certain in result. The genv<
never disappoint. Sent
anywhere,
$1.00. Peal Medicine Co„ Cleveland, O.

Monument So mire.

home in
from $200 to $600

by buying this fall, call and see what we can
offer you. We have every deseribable kind of
suburban property end
give you what-

WANTED.

needs

6-1

SALE—If you want a beautiful
pOR
A
and warn to save

FOR

WOOD farm by the year; a thoroughly competent man
to take charge of a stable, large or small, is
now ready for an engagement.
Inquire at room
2, No. 93 Exchange St„ Portland, Mo.
6-1

The Annual Meeting of the Portland Widow’s
Wood Society for the choice of officers for the
ensuing year and the transaction of such other
business as may legally come before said meeting, will be held at their office, City Building,
Wednesday evening, October 26th, A. D. 1898,
at 7,30 o'clock.
K. C. BRADFORD, Secretary.
oct8dtd
Portland. Me., Oct. 7, 1898.

monthly

N, 55 Preble street, head of

Deering and can give you any location you
Our houses are uew and modern and
our prices are richt and terms to suit you.
I.et
us snow you what we
have, it will cost you
_6-1
DALTON 6i CO., 53 Exchange St.
nothiug.
furnished
front
mO LET—Two pleasantly
K 1
A rooms with gas. hot wafer heat and hath
room privileges, at 95 PARK ST., opposite the
SALE—Handsome Queen Anne cottage
Sherwood.5-1
at Woodfords, on high land, best locality,
LET—Whole house, 7 rooms, rear 66 Que- near street cars, church and school, cemente l
rebec St., rent $9.00.
Apply A. C. LIBBY & cellar, sewer, Sebago. large rooms, perfect
pair, very central, only $2300; good lot of land;
6-1
CO., 42 1-2 Exchange SL
balance
rare
chance.
easy;
only $300 down,
mO LET—A very desirable flat of seven rooms; DALTON & CO., 63 Exchange St.
5-1
A hot water, bath and steam beat.
Inquire
924 Congress SL, cor. Gilman, or of SOUTHSALE—New house of 9 rooms, directly
4-1
WORTH BROS., 105 Middle SL
on electric car line in
Deering, only one
minute from three different electric lines, faces
LET—Store corner Congress and Gilman
land, bath, plumbing, two bay winwest,
high
in
new
block
lilted
price moderate;
Sts.,
dows, very sunny, a superb home; will be paintwith all modern conveniences.
Inquire on ed and paoered to suit purchaser. Price $280o,
prendses. or of SOUTHWORTH BROS., 1U6 only $ 800 down, balance easy; ideal home.
4-1
Middle SL
DALTON & CO., 53 Exchange St.5-1
to let—190 uign » rooms, 230
SALE—Elegant new bouse of 9 rooms on
Brackett 6 rooms, 40 Wilmot 6 rooms. 114
Deering Highlands, (Glenwood Ave.)near
Oxford 6 rooms, 13 Bramhall 7 rooms, 171 Clark streetcars; house is finely finished in cypress
8 rooms, and many others,
Particulars Heal and hard pine.papered throughout.open plumbEstate office,
First National Bank Building, ing, electric lights and bells, fireplace, heated
FREDERICK S. VAILL.4-1
throughout, laundry, cement walk, in fact a
at a reasonable price and
mO LET—At Woodlords, corner of Forest model, modern home
on
1
easy terms. DALTON & CO„ 53 Exchange
Aye. and Clifton St., lower rent of 8 rooms
with bath room, pantry and shed; furnace St.24-tf
heat, electric lights, hot water in pantry and
SALE—New house, corner of Deering
bath room; on electric carline.4-1
Avenue and William St., opposite FessenLET—Rooms, furnished or unfurnished den Park. 9 rooms, finely arranged, architect's
r|',0
-1
single or en suite; steam heat, gas and use plans, built by the day and modern in every
4-1
of hath. No. 776 CONGRESS ST.
way: has conveniences such a3 laundry,
hot water heat, hard wood floors,
FOR RENT—26 Arsenal street 11 fireplace,
electric lights and bells, open plumbing, etc; lot
Lewis
near
10
steam
heat;
rooms, bath,
is 75 ft. wide on Deering Ave. Price and terms
Pine 10 rooms, large sunny yard; also 219 to suit
purchaser. JDALTON & CO., 58 ExBrackett 11 rooms, bath, steam heat: special
inducements to desirable tenants. Particulars change St.___24-tf
real estate office, First National Bank Building, XiGR SALE—At Deering Center a very fpleasFREDERICK S. VAILL.4-1
antly situated house with stable, nearly
mO LET—Rooms with or without board. A new, hot and cold water, bath, cemented cellar,
A widow having a few vacancies in her excellent heater, ready for occupancv; extra
pleasant and conveniently situated private lot with this place: price $2800. AUSTIN'S
5-1
boarding house, will make moderate terms, AGENCY, Deering Center.
location near Monument Sq., house heated by
SALE—Carriage
established
factory,
furnace. MRS. A. H W. MELVILLE, 1 ElmQjl872. Wish to retire from business; a good
wood Place, off Elm St., near Cumberland.
ohance here for a live man. There is no mis’4-i
take about this as there is a good business here
AND RENTS-Frederiek S. Vaill all the year round in all its branches.
A. B.
has the largest list of desirable houses and
4-1
PaLMER, Malden, Mass.
ents foi sale and to let of any real estate office
In Portland. His specialty Is negotiating mortSALE—Stoves and Carpets. Twentyc&re
of
gages, collecting rents and general
five good coal and wood stoves from $1.00
property. Particulars Heal Estate Office, to $io ana flftv carpets at ten cents a yard to
4-1
First National Bank Building.
fifty cents a yard at urivate sales at rooms of
RENT—A small house with stable at- F. O. BAILEY & CO., 46 Exchange Street.
tached pleasantly located iu Western part _3-1
of the city, will be let furnished or unfurnished;
SALE OR TO LET—Two story house and
T^OR
the owner desires to retain one room and board A
lot of 5000 feet of land. Inquire at 210 B
with the family. Address B„ Press office.
STREET. Citv.3-2

a

PORTLAND WIDOW’S
SOCIETY.

Sometimes

McEvoy assault case, oontinued[
was before the Municipal[
from Thursday,
Witnesses•
court again Saturday morning.
testified that Mr. Fink, the oomplainant.
on
the ankle>
had struck young McEvoy
stone was thrown
with a stick, before the
and that severalI
that struck Mr. Fink,
Fink seized McEvoy aDd
afterwards
days
choked him. MoEvoy admitted that he
found guilty off
threw the stone, and was
to the extenuattechnical assault. Owing
in the case, howevsr, it*
ing circumstances

10 Avon

mo LET—Pleasantly furnished front rooms at
A No. 2 Deering Place.
Inquire between
7-1
nine and eleven o’clock in the forenoon.

first class teamster wants
WANTED—A
job; reliable party, will take charge of

EVERY WOMAN

The

TO Fernery for sale,

elderly lady to run a sma i select boarding
LET—At 163 Cumberland street, a first
house well located and established in Portland, rgio
A
class upper rent of eight rooms, with bath
owner being out of health; small premium; adtub
hot water connections, also hot water
aud
dress “FAITH”, office of tills paper.
u-l
heat.
Everything in fine condition and up to
date.
V*rANTED—A good cook and second girl,
Apply to TRUE BROS., 394 Fore street,
»»
aug2dtf
references required. Apply in the evening foot of Exchange street.
at 1 Thomas St.4-1

troops.

It is stated officially that there is no
yellow fever in Porto Rico.
Mrs. Gordon, wife of General \V. W.
Gordon of tho American military commission, Is here with her husband.

respectively,

SALE—Well established grocery store
on Congress street, doing a good business,
including stock and fixtures; an excellent opportunity for a smart person with small capital
For particulars applj
sold to close an estate.
lieal Estate Office. First National Bank Buildlug, FREDERICK S. VAli.l..10-1

FOR

HELP WANTED.

WANTED—First
work. W. A. DERRAH, 213 Forest Ave„
Rioo, Rio Pedras and Bayamon will be
8-1
State Registers for 1826, Woodfords.
the only plaoes remaining in the posses- WANTED—Maine
’27. ’30; Portland City Directories forr--sion of the Spaniards but no information 1841 .’44; Maine schoolbooks printed prior to> WANTED—Reliable man here and another
f*
cash. H. W. BRYANT, BuokWill
outside to open small office and handle
is obtainable regarding the arrival of the 1800. and pay
seller
Antiquary, 2J3 Middle St., Portland. my goods. Position permanent to honest work4-1
ers.
neoessary transports to remove the reStamp and references. A. T. MORRIS,
care this paper.
7-1
maining 500 persons—troops and their
WASTED—Case of bad health that R-I-P-A-N-S
will not benefit. Send 5 cents to Ripans Chemical1 VI ANTED—A young man, strong and of good
families—who are to be sent to Spain.
**
York, for 10samples and 1,000 testimonials.
size, about 18 years old. One Having good
of one-tenth of Co.,Mew
The
the island—including the capital—which
can be indefinitely prolonged by Spain's
failure to furnish transports, manifestly
causes much inconvenience to the Ameri-

rooms

from $10.07 to $21.00.
On Bracket streetjwe
offer several ranging from $11.00 to $35.00 per
month, No. 219, No. 164, No. 236 and No. 295
deserving special mention.
On High street,
house No. 196 containing eight rooms
with
bath, steam heat, open fireplaces, etc.; is considered very desirable; can be seen by permit
only; possession November 1st.
Lower rent
No, 194 having seDarate steam heat, and upper
rent No. 190, at the prices asked are both good
rents. House No. 26 Arsenal street with all
modern improvements, including steam heat, is
well adapted for renting rooms, if
particularlyWe
would also call attention to the
desiied.
No. 13 Bramhall street, and
apartment
pleasaut
tne many others on State, Deering, Park, winter, Mellon, Clark, Spruce, Pine, Brackett,
Lewis,! Taylor. Spring, Danforth, Congress,
Arsenal, Forest. Thomas. Grant, Grove. Gilman, Crescent, “B.” Washburn. Portland, Cumberland. Oxford. Alder. Green, Stone, Lincoln,
Myrtle, Wilmot, Pearl, Franklin, Snutli, North.
Atlantic, Howard, Beckett, Warren. Lafayette,
Melbourne,
Monument.
India,
Sheridan,
Cleaves, Madison, Vesper, Eastern Promenade
and other streets, besides many in Oakdale,
Westbrook,
Woodfords,
Deering Centre,
Stroudwater. South Portland, Pleasautdale,
Kniglitvillo. etc., etc. We have nearly two
hundred and fifty vacant bouses and rents to
let ranging from $4 00 on Madison street to
$100 per month on State street, and claim to

Forty wolds Inserted under this head
one week for 25 cent*, cash in advance.

prepared to do children’s dressmaking, also
Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
plain sewing. We solicit your patronage and
O LET—2 furnished rooms on High St., oue of new model Watches will be sold on easy paywill endeavor to please.
MRS. EDWARDS,
ments
from
at reasonable prices.
All Styles.
hot
and
All
minute
Congress, steam heat,
7-1
MRS. SMITH, 119 Pearl street.
cold water and bath, hi private family, board If Prices. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
will
marl9dtf
Square.
MONEY TO LOAN ou first and second mort- desired, apply immediately; references;
ilx gages on real estate at as low rate of in- furnish to suit. First National Bank Building,
acre3 of land in Deering on
Also FREDERICK. S. VAILL.8-1
terest as can be obtained in Portland.
FORlineSALE—Nine
of electric cars, one mile from Monuloans made on stocks, bonds, personal property
run for Lewiston and Auburn 8.10 a. m., 1.30,
TO LET—Rent of eight rooms, mod- ment Square. In full view of Portland; a large
4.oo and 6.00 p. m. For Gorham. Berlin and1 or any other good securities. Inquire of A. C.
HOUSE
Inern conveniences. 611 Cumberland SL
00t5-4
part of it is first class for buildiug lots and will
Island Pond 8.10 a. m., 1.30 and 6.00 p. m. Forr LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St.
quire of F. A. KIMBALL at Kendall and Whit- bear examination. W. H. WALDRON & CO.,
Montreal and Chicago, 8.10 a. m., and 6.00 p. m.
oct8dtf
ney’s.
180 Middle St.
7-1
have
NEGOTIATED-We
ORTGAGE8
For Quebec, 6.00 p. m.
funds of clients to invest in first mortRENT—Near Longfellow Square, No.
POR
and
shoeing
inJobbi
g
at
6
cent
real
estate
security
par
gages on
r
657 Congress street, consisting of store BLACKSMITH—Horse
Sunday Trains leave
business for sale, doing good business, 2
Parties desiring loans can obtain with tenement
terest.
above. Would rent one or both. men and helper. Good reasons for
will
Estate
selling;
the
Real
Office
at
same by applying
lor Montreal, Quebeo, Toronto and Chicago,
BENJAMIN SHAW, 61 1-2 Exchange SL 7-1
sell cheap lor cash. Apply
to
J.
H.
6 00 p. m. Lewiston. Auburn, Gorham aud Ber- First National Bank building, FREDERICK
MACDONALD. 10 Stone St. Beverly, Mass. 7-1
w
VAII.I,
4-1
LET—Three furnished rooms for ladles.
in, 8.30 a m. and 6.00 p. m.

There are in the country very competent
directing elements with a dooile and sensible people behind them. I believe, first
that the military occupation should be
brief, very brief, not to be prolonged beyond the next session of Congress. During the military occupation existing laws
and civil administration should be continued. Congress should grant ns then a
territorial government compatible with
the laws of the United States but it
should not be less autonomio nor liberal
than the plan we are giving up. Later,
after a short period, our recognition as a
state would completely gratify the ardent

I

^

lorty words

word, it is “carpet-hag” Leave 8.80 a. m.
Beturn 4.00 p. m.
They believe they are
Round Trip Fare $1.00.
ready now for a system of borne rule and
Bates to and from intermediate points at corthey will resent any undue prolongation
low rates.
They responding
of military control of the island.
think Congress at the coming session
Regular trains
and grant
the people
rnlers.
the Asso

through I

lorscis

a

should determine their status
them a government in which
of the island could suleot their
The correspondent here for

<

i

Worcester Corset Co.,

possibilities

oonquerors. In
rule, they fear.

and VI

Great variety of styles, lengths, colors and sizes.

leading natives

for progress and prosperity
but they fear that the aggressive spirit of
the Anglo-Saxon will crowd them into
the background and leave the reins of the
government entirely in the hands of the

equal.

have no

dealers.

The result of

Naturally these men, many of them really
of fine ability and unselfish patriotism,
dread the issues. They do not want to be
obliterated.
They welcome the advent of
union with the United States with its

durability they

Sold by all
first-class

a

complete autonomistio regime. Although
it never received a fair trial, the grant of
autonomy, with its promise of home rule
for the island, was hailed as a great victory and much was expected of it in time.

who had ambitiously
striven to rise to eminence in the land of
Their dreams of power
their nativity.
and prominence were, they believed,about
to be realized.
Suddenly the old government is swept away and another country,
alien in tongue, race and oustoms, is to
determine the future status of the island.

RENT- Houses anti parts of houses as
■pOR
A
follows: Pine street, a substantial brick
residence containing twelve rooms, wltn bath,
steam heat, stable, etc., near Western Promenade, rent reasonable.
Also two houses of 11

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST!
Superiority Unquestioned.

government
a prolonged struggle they succeeded
just
before the opening of the war, in securing

YELLOW
“Human nature is inherently peeshnis
tic, remarked the man who assumes great

one

Carpet Bag

SAUK.

"■■■—

■■'■

Forty words
But Held

o

THEY

3-1

ANTED—Agents and

street men all over
Maine to sell the match lighter button.
ICO per cent profit; llie New Idea garter and
sleeve holder; no rubber yet perleelly elastic;
wears for years.
PORTLAND INTRODUCTION CO., Mo. 92 Exchange St.
8-1

tosell our cut-price Xmas books;
60c book, 15e; $1 book, 25c; sl.50 books,
50C; $2.50 book, 75; credit given, freight paid,
outfit free FERGUSON PUB. CO., 325 Vine
3-1
St., Ciueinnati, O.

AGENTS

MARRY
And

I will

W1E, NELLIE,

buy you

such a pretty Kmg at
McKenney's. A thousand solid gold Rings,
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
all other precious stones. Engagement and
Wedding Rings a specially- Largest stock in
city. McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument
mariidtl
Square.

——————'"*'

1

Barry Tolls His Experiences

J.t. John G.

3Ir.

la the Arctic Ocean.

G. Berry of the United
States revenue marine servioe is visiting
his father,Mr.
Berry of this city.
Lieut.

Berry

well-earned

is enjoying
of
rest after a long cruise in the waters
the North, for he was a member of the
expedition sent out to resoue the whalers
J-0 a
Point Barrow.
off
a

imprisoned

PRESS man, Lieut. Berry last evening
told many interesting things about his

long

voyage.
“We arrived

Point Barrow July
for
£9tb,” he said, “and hud clear water
after which the ioe
two or three days,
in, and in about 24 hours
came
at

sifting

We were
solid.
banked in
the outside of the heavy
on
anchored
ioe with clear water between the
wa

mCIAL AMD COMMERCIAL

Goudy Talks of His Plans for Trade
With Our Hew Possessions.

John

Stephen

Lieut.

AND CUBA.

PORTLAND

FROM BEHRING SEA.

were

ground

ice and the shore. The ice stretched along
the coast for about ten miles and was
about half a mile broad and from £0 to
60 feet tliiok. As we lay there wa realized
that it the ice pack of the Arctio ocean
to
set in, the old Bear would be crushed

Portland intends to take advantage of
the revival of shipping business to be derived from the acquisition of Cuba and
Porto Rico.
The war was hardly under
way when Counoilman Lewis A. Goudy,
anticipating the outcome, began to lay
his plans for the organization of a new

shipping scheme. Re interested several
prominent Portland business men in it,
with the result that a few days ago the
incorporation of a company to engage in
the South American shipping trade was
reoorded. Mr. Goudy is its president.
The company has purchased the bark
Ceiina, engaged the servioes cf Capt. L.
W. Tibbetts, a Portland skipper familiar
with the West India trade, anrt.will establish a regular carrying trade between
Portland and Cuba.

The Ceiina will not
but passengers, her

.-Ely carry freight,
cabin having accommodations for twelve

besides the officers and crew.
Mr. Goudy is enthusiastic over the outWe had the provisions on look. He says there is no reason why
an egg shell.
deok all ready to shove on the ice. There Portland should not capture a liberal
was probably no danger of being killed share of the trade that., the reopening of
The the islands will be sure to
even if the vessel had been crushed.
briDg to the
Ioe
pack broke but once and we were United States.
crushed slightly. No serious damage was
done, but all the time we had the feeling
that tbe vessel was going out from under
Wo were in the Ice for 16 days and
ns.
finally came away with 100 shipwrecked
sailors of the whaling fleet- One interestfeature of the whaling industry is the

ing

fact that It depends almost entirely upon
milliners and dressmakers, as whalebone
is used so extensively in their business.
The whalers keep very little of the oil,
everything being sacrificed for the

nearly

bone.
splendid imitation of whaleis made out of gooso quills. A
bone
whaling captain, who has been dealing
in whalebone all his life, was shown two
line pieces, one the real whalebone and
tbe other the imitation, and he could not
A

tell the difference.
“I
met
Capt. George Leavitt cf the
Newport, who is a Portland boy, at Point
vessel was saved, and he
Barrow. His
bad

Steamship company Portland shippers can
send goods to New York just as cheaply
Boston can. Heretofore Boston merchants have had an advantage over Maine
as

in exports, but we can get just as good
rates now as they.
The plans of Mr. Goudy’3 Portland
syndicate contemplate the opening of tig
warehouses at Matanzas or Cardenas in
Cuba, and at Mayaguez or Ponce in Porto
Years ago, when shook constituted
chief export, and sugar and molasses
were brought here in suoh
great quantiRico.
a

ties, Portland dealt extensively with these
tour West India ports.
Councilman Goudy will shortly pack

good judgment in all his grip and go to Cuba and Porto Rico

such

shown

“We expect to make regular shipments
of Maine potatoes, iish, canned goods and
some baled hay,“said he, “handling those
goods on commission, and devote the rest
of our cargo to general merchandise. Under the new sohedule adopted by the Maine

his dealings up there that as soon as he
got his ship down to Port Clarence,about
August 19th, he was given command of
the Thrasher, the best steamer of the entire whaling fleet,and started to the westCapt.
ward on another whaling voyage.

He had the privifew weeks ago, of going out in one
of the government food supply transports,
and assisting the Red Cross in the distribon a

prospecting trip.

lege,

a

ution of supplies, but he deollned it. The
invitation came from Chairman Barton of
the National Cuban Relief society, with
whom Mr. Goudy became acquainted when
Portland was raisiug funds to belp feed
the starving Cubans.
In addition to building up a carrying
of
this month or the beginning of Notrade, and putting on a steamer line
We left Point Barrow August
vember.
whenever the business warrants, the Port-

Leavitt is very well liked in the Arctic
ooean, and the Newport, under his command, has been very successful as compared with the others. He may be expected to reach San Francisoo toward the end

18th

for

St. Michaels.

We left the latter

land syndicate contemplates
having a
of August and
place about the last
It has seoured an
hand in raising sugar.
stopped over in Eunalaska to get coal. option on 6CI.GOO acres of virgin soil in
The distanoe across is about 1600 miles,
Santa Clara county.
an almost due east cpurse, and we hud
head wind all the time.
Wo reached Seattle, September loth,
and the Pacific Steam Whaling company
sent a few of their best men down to San
Francisco, but the rest were put ashore

in

ONE WILL DIE.

a

at Seattle,
Bear untii
way down
themselves
us
we had

Four

Persons

Earned

by

a

Lamp Explo-

We kept most of them on the
they could get work. On the

Falls, Me., October 8.—By the
several of them considered explosion of a kerosence lamp last night
was fatally injured
guests of the government, and Mrs. Nellie Jones
Mis.
assigned them to watohes, as and four other persons burned.
and quite feeble.
Is
customary with shipwrecked sailors, Jones is 60 years old
walking about the house with a
their ideas couid not be aequiesoed in by While
the officers of the Bear.
They refused to lighted lamp she fell, the lamp explodwork and we had to punish them mildly ed, and soattered|the Jbiazingoil over the
before they could be bronghtto a realiz- old lady and about the room.
Mrs. Almira
Smith, an old lady, and
ing sense of- their duty. When we got
down to Seattle two or three of them told her two married daughters, Mrs. Alice
the reporters of the Seattle Times tales Kinsley and Mrs. Lillian Howe of BrockMass., and Kendall Smith, heard
of great hardships and cruelty, nut, as a ton,
matter of fact, nothing was done to them the old lady's cries for help and tried to
but what was permitted by the regula- assist her. The three women were badly,
not seriously burned. Mr. Smith
tions in tiie (United States revenue ser- but
vice, and really,their punishment depend- was slightly burned.
The doctor says Mre. Jones oan live only
ed entirely upon themselves, for all they
had to do to be released from punishment was to express their willingness
to do their share of work.
‘Jack is every inch a
“In the song.
tailor, five and twenty years a whaler,’
On
there is more euphony than truth.
when it came to work
the way down,
aloft in heavy weather, and we had heavy
weather all the way down, our own men
had to do the heavy work beoause the
wbalers were not good enough seamen to
dc it.
"We reached Seattle September 13tb,
and I had not heard from my family
■ince July 17th. We had not heard a word
of the Santiago fight and the subsequent
viotory until August 17th, when we were

at Sea Horse islands, and met the whaling fleet coming up. We were literally
of the war, but we were not
frozen out
because the army officers
nlone in that,
at St. Michaels, who hart volunteered for
that duty long before there was a shadow
of war, were with us, also the officers of
the W heeling, who were sent on patrol
duty in the Behring sea after war was
declared.
'■Behring sea to say nothing of the
Arctic ocean, is farther away from civiother spot on the
lization
than
any

globe.’’
VACCINATION IN THE
This has

been

a

SCHOOLS.

busy week for two

prominent members of the medioal proMerrill and Cummings
fession.
Drs.
have been hard at it vaccinating the
pupils of the public schools in the primary
and up to Friday night five
grades,
hundred and thirty pupils had been inoculated with the virus.
The greatest number of pupiis that required vaccination
found in the North school, some 150,
•wing to the fact that there was an unusually large number there who had never
before attended school. For the next four
weeks all children who have not yet been
treated should assemble in Hoorn 8 at the
was

city building

on

Tuesdays

at

four o’clock.

The last ravages of small pox In this city
•scarred In the early seventies, and Ur.
Merrill believes that it is due to the
stringent measures now in vogue that it
has never reappeared to any extent
THE HEATH KATE.
There

18 deaths in Portland during the week which ended Saturday noon.
The deaths were due to drowning, brain
were

Edes

a

few hours.

POSTMASTER SHAW’S SHORTAGE.

Weymouth Centre, Mass.,

Ootober 10.—

PoBtmaster Robert F. Shaw, of.the Weymouth Centre postoflice, has been removed
of an alleged shortage in his
on account
acoounts of $2,400. Col. B. S. Lovell, S.
B. Totman and J. A. Cashing, his bondsmen. have made the amonnt of the shortage good and J. A. Cushing is now in
The
of the offioe.
temporary charge
the part of the postoflice officials
was a great surprise to the community as
Mr. Shaw was very well known here,
having held the office since it was estabaction

on

lished in 1890, President Harrison raaaing
The first intimation
the appointment.
that all was not right at the postoflice
was disclosed yesterday when Mr. Cushing was found in charge but the facts of

(2),

acute

Products in the

Leading Markets.
Money Market.
-By Toiairaou.
SEW YCRK. Oct. S.
Money on call steady at 2Vs@3 per cent; last
loan 2Va: prinio mercantile paper at 3VS@4
percent. Sterling Exchange steady, with actual
justness in
bankers bills at 4 84*4 84V* lor
demand and 4 81% o■! 82 lor sixty days; posted rales
2V4
86,
Commercial bills are
* 80V%.
Silver certificates 80a61 Vi.
Bar

Sliver.60%.

Mexican dollars i7
i' overiiment Bonds

strong.

Retail t.rocor.

sacr

n.r.c

I'crtland market—cut loaf 7: cenfetloners
ptUWrised 6o: powered, 6cj grauuu.ua
eelfee crushed br-

yellow 4..

aides.

The following quotations represent the paying prices In this market:
Cow and steers...7 c 1? lb
Bulls and stag?.6 0
Skins—No 1 quality .lie
■*
No

2

...9

No 3
Dulls

...

Wholesale Market.
POETLAN.t. Oct. 8.
The following are tolys wholesale once) of
ProvtiSlon, Groceries; c;c.
Portland

Float.
Su. erOnt 6.
low gradea.3 00*3 15
Spring W neat baners.ei ana st336®3 50
Patent Spring
wnsat... 4 65g4 85
*iicn. sir’s..
roller.... 3 76213 86
clear do.. .3 60&3 60
tLouis si’ii
3 7o34 80
roller...
clear lao. .3 50*3 66
nt’r wliea.
patents.. 4 00&4 16
Plan.

Oral.

Corn oar

® 39
lots.... 41
Meal Day Ion
*39
Oats, ear iocs
30*31
Oave. bag lots
1034
Gotten Seco.
ear lots.00 00*28 00
bag low 0000*24 00
backed Bi'r
ear low. 14 '10015 00
bag lots 15 00017 no
Middling 10000a 17 to
bag ots. .200® 17 CO
Mixed feed.... J7 00
do bag

Coffee.

iEuying& selling price) Rlo.roasted

Cod—Large
Snore ....4
small do. .2
Pollook ... .2
Haddock.. .1
ak*.2
'-erring, box

...

Amoys.23®t!0

Congous.. »#...25<aEu

Japan.80*35

Formoso... 86*65
barer.

Eos

608
Capa cranberries
4il
Extrac....*> crate.. 00 0s»2 00 Yellow Extra C....i4*e
do Ip bbl
5 00®6 00
Seed
Pea Beans.l 45®i 60 Timothy.
3 6fi®3 75
Red Kidney 2 26*2 85 Clover,West.
9®»w
Yellow jtves.1 70*1 76 do
N. T. 8V4«lo
Cal Pea.... 1 9002 00 Alslke,
UssioVa
Potare. bus
45®56 Red Ton.
15® 17
PravUlen.
Sweets. Jrsv2 00®2 25 Fork—
Eastu Snore 1 50 .176 heavy
13 25
mediuml2 00® 12 26
unions. uatv2 00*2 25
short cut aoa
clear
L'hlctena..,.
12® 14
Turitcvs. Wes, 13®x5 Beel—light 10 2501076
Northern do.. ..16® 17
heavy... 11 60012 uO
Fowls...
10*12 Bniestt Vh OS 4 76®
hard, tes ana
apples
Eatingapui’s* 60@3 00 W bbl.uure 6 ®6Vi
do common
8*2 00 doeom’na. t‘zi»4%
Baldwins 0 00*0 00 eaiu.compd 5 v«
'/»
pails, pure 7%ia7?/S
trap* R>
tu#nvsc
Lenepa
pnreilf
8V*a»8%
6 2687 60 Rams....
Messina
9
JtUVa
aogev’rd
California
OIL
orsskea
0 U0®0 00 Kerosenel20 is
Florida
8%
Cahtorma, 0 0000 00 Llgonia. 8%
do Seedmgs 3 00*3 60 Centennial. 8%
Pratt's Astral ..10%
jaggs.
©20 In hall bills le extra
Eastsru extra..
rroauce

..

Raisin*.
MusctL&O lb bxs&©6Vi
London lay’rll 760SOC
Coed.
Ra tall—delivered.
Cumberland 000®a 00
Choice.
Chestnut...
Cheese.
06 00
800
N..Y. tot’ry i0®10Va Franklin...
6600
Ysrmont... 10*10Vi Lehigh....
FreshWestern..®19
Held.

10?/*

Postmaster Shaw is an
third class.
active Republican and well known in this
vicinity. He has a wife and family.
Just what has been
done with
the
money remains to be explained as all Mr.
Shaw will say is: “I have spent It.”
When Mr. Shaw’s term expiied two
years ago, President Cleveland appointed
J. W. Whelan to the office, but his nomination was not conllrmed by the Senate
so Mr. Sh .w held over until the next administration when he received a re-apMr.
pointment by President McKinley.
Shaw owns a grocery and let a part of it
to the government for the postoflice.

as

Quotation*.

C1IIOA.OO
ibursday’s quotation*.
BOAlii) OF Tft

Sept.

t

*

Dee

May.
04V.
61%

C08.N

Opening.
Cfjsmg........ ..e.

Dec.

May

29%
29%

»2

Dee.
31%
21%

May.

31%

OATS.

ipenlng....I
..I

C'osm*..

23

22%

POKE,

Ramsdell while the regiment
furlough. This death is tha thirty-first

Ontario &

Western.
New York Central.
Northern Pacific pfd.75%
American Tobacco.122%
U. S. Leather pfd. 64%
Cheapeake & Ohio.21%
Southern Ry pfd. 33%
Louis & Nash. 64%
Union Pacific. 33
Atcliinson. 12%
Pacific Mall. 33
Western Union. 91%
Manhattan. 93%
Sugar.114%
bid.
Government Bonds, 4s....
127

75%
121%
64%
21%
33%
64%
32%
12%
32%
91%
94%
11*

asked.
127%

Boston Prodnoe Market.

BOSTON. Oct 7. 1898—The lollowlng
to-day’s quotations of Provleioas, etc.:

are

FLOUR.

Sorlngpstents, new 3 80.
Spring dear ann straights —.
W :!hi patents. 3 lit 3 10
Winter, clear and stralgut, 3 So;; 3 60.
extra and Seconds uu.
Fine and Supers —.
Live

Chicago

Mock Market.

(By Telegrapn.1
CHICAGO. OcL K. 1898.—Cattle—receipts
SOO; nominal: few offerings, unchanged rices:
native beef steers at 4 C0S5 85: stockers and
feeders 3 26*4 7 ; cows and heifers —.
Hogs—receipts 14,000; ranging from 330®
3 85.
3 GOO; sheep ranging from $3
ranging from 4 Za*»6 20.

Sueep—receipts

i<S4 50:

lambs

Marcea.

Domestic
my

Telegraph

Oct 8, 1898.
NEW Y OR K Wheat closed at 71% @72c for
cash: 69%c asked Dec; 68% c asked May.
Corn closed at 8o%ccash; 3*Ysc Dec; SOks
asked for

May.

CHICAGO—Wheat closed rathoroasy at 63%
cash and for Oc:: 62% c bid for Dec; 04% asked May.
Cora closed rather ea-y at 29%c for cash
and uct; zy%c bid for Dec; 3l%c asked May.
Oats closed rather easy at 21 %e asked cash
and ior Oct; 21% Dec.
Pork closed easy at 7 7 for cash, and Oct;
7 67*77 7o Dec; 8 82*8 86 for Jan.
Lard closed easylat 4 66 for cash, and Oct.
4 7d for Dec.
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—Oct at 61c; Dec
5a%.ift6 >VsC; May ai 6i%&61’/sc; No 1 barn
62% c; No 1 Nortuern at 61% c; No 2 Northern
69 Vs c.
MIN NEAPOLIS—Flour—first uaienti at 3 90
44 00; second patents 3 90; first clears 2 70
g£2 SO.
DETROIT—Wheat quoted 66%c for ca li
Whtie; cash Red 6tc; Oct—c; Dec at 65%c;
May at 66%.
ST.LoUIS—Wheat closed rath r easy at 67c
bid cash; 65 uiu ami 67% asked Ooi; 66%*,
65% blj tfor Dec e6%«66'/a bid tor .nay.
Cotton Markets.

OCT. 8. 1878.
NK'V VORii-The
closed quiet; middling
lauils at 5 7-16C; sales

Cotton

to-uai

mar not

gulf at 5 lt-16; do up—

f.nropean

bales.
>larn«i».

thy
t
LONDON. Oct. 8, 1898.—Consols closed
1091* tor money ami J09*& for account
market
LIVERPOOL, OcL 8, 1898—Cotton
lower—American mulling b 3-32cl; sales 8,000
bales, Including 5oO bales speculation ana exuorL
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
tO is

G New York. .Bremen.Oct 11
.New York. .Tampico ....Oct 11
.Oct 12
Yucatan.New York. .Havana
Majestic.New York. Liverpool.Oct 12
Laurentian —Montreal... .Liverpool....Oct 13
Southwark.New York. Antwerp. ....Oct 14
.Oct 14
Mongolian.New York. .Glasgow.
Benedict.New York. .Marauham ..Oct 15
St Louis.New York. .So’amptou. .Oct 12
Champagne —New York. .Havre.Oct 15
Stateudam-New York. .Rotterdam:. .Oct 15
Alter.New York. .Genoa.Octlo
.New York. .Antwerp... .Oct 15
Rhynlaud
Campania.... New York.. Liverpool_Oct 16
Stateudam.New York. .Rotterdam ..OctlB
Trave.New York. .Bremen.Oct 18
Uller.New York.. Demerara ...Oct 18
Grenada.New York. .Trinidad —Oct >9
Germanic
.New,York. .Liverpool.Oct 19
St.Paul.New York. .So’anmton...Oct 19
Westernland .New York. .Antwerp_Octl9
F Bismarck.. .New York..Hamburg.. :Oct 20
Phoenicia.New York. .Hamburg—Oet 22
Werra.New York. .Genoa.Oct 22

Opening. 7 77

Closing.785

Friday’s quotations.;
Wlieat
Dee.
Oct
OS
Opening.
63
Closing.......... 63%
Corn.
Deo.
Opening—*.
29%
Closing.
Oats.
Orcning.
Closing..

May.

?1%
*il7/8

Dec

May.

2lVa
21%

?£¥*
-2%
Dec.
7 86
7 80

Opening...
Jiosmg..

Saturday’s quotations.
WHUI

Oct.
s

...

Dec.
62%
62%

May.
64%

22
22

Tartar Prince..New York.. Naples. &c..0et 22
Umbria.New York..Liverpool.. .Oat 22
Anehoria.New York. .Glasgow —Oct 22
.New York. .Antwerp
Oct 22
Belgenland
Arkadia.New York.. Porto Rico ..Oet 22
Caracas.New York. .Laguayra .Oct 22
Atho3.New York. .Jamaica —Octlo
Santos .Oct 26
Asti.New York
Newlyn.New York.. Montevideo.Oct 26
Teutonic.New York.. Liverpool.. .Oct 20
Paris.New York. .S’thampton.Oct 26
Kensington_New York.. Antwerp;-Oct 26
Amsterdam.. .New York.. Amsterdam..Oet 27
State Nebraska New York.. Glasgow —Oct 28
Pennsylvania..New York..Hamburg... .Oct 29
Etns.New York. .Genoa.Oct 29
Pennland.New York.. S’tliampton. Oct 29
Oct29
Lueanla.New York. .Liverpool
Normandie... .New York. .Havre.Oct 29
Moll ''gall.New York. .Louuon.Oct 29
.New York..Rotterdaml..Oct 29
Maasdam
—

..

..

...

...

corn.

Dec.

May
31%
31%

Openiuz....29%

jfoSUg.Sees*..

Oct
Navarre.New;York..Havre
Sparndam.New York.. Rotterda.Oct
....

May
64%
64%

POBK,

Open n«r......
Closm % • •. ..

..

29%

OATS.

May.

Dec.

22%

MINIATURE ALMANAC .OCTOBER 10.
Sunrises.... 5 611 M,gn
High waler
water I- S
Sunsets.
Moou rises.

j

6 10
0 40lHeight.0

7 U>
00
0—

...

fOKA

Dec.
•

..

•

J

M ARI1NK

Portland Daily Press Stock floatation*.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Corrected by Swan Si Barrett. Bankers, 1S6
Middle street.
STOC IvS.
Bid. Asked
Bar Value.
Description.
110
3OS
DaualNational Bank...100
ioj
100
Bauk..loo
National
Dasco
o*
30
Dumber land National Bank.. .40
Bank.
National
Dhapmau
JJJi.
»*
First National Bank.100
](’t
111
109
Merchants’National Bank-75
9J
»/
National Traders’Bank.1O0
104
.02
Bank.100
National
Portland
13o
iso
Portland Trust Co.100
Portland Gas

Company.j>0

Portland Water Co.100
Portland St. Railroad Co. .100
Maine Cemfal lt’y.••••100
Portland & Ogdensburg It.K. 100

»o
102
130
128
43

IN’ISW &

80

104
13o
130
oo

BONUS.
12<
103

SATURDAY, Oct 8.
Arrived.

Steamship St Croix, Pike, St John, NB via
Eastport for Boston.
Sen Gold Hunter. Candidge, Boston.
Sell Herald, Veazie, Boston.
Sch Kate L Pray, Pray, Boston.
Sch Geo H Mills, Lunt, Hillsboro for Boston.
Sch Cora B. St John, NB. for Now York.
Sch W H Waters. St John. NB. for New York.
Sch Annie A Booth, St John, NB. for New
York.
Sch Lucy Hammond, Calais for New York.
Soil Oiozimbo, Britt, Calais for Providence.
„r

Cleared.

Steamship Manhattan, Bennett,

New York—

F Llscomh.
Steamer Salacla, Oliver. Bangor via Camden
and Bucksport—C K Lewis.
tdeainer Merryconeag. Archibald. Rockland.
Steamer Enterprise, Race. South Brl tol and
J

..

_

Boothbav—Allred Race.
,__
Steamer Ardaitcorrali, (Br) Miller. Ardtossan.
Chase, Leavett & Co.
sell Chis P Nottnian, Jewett, Newport News.
J S Winslow & Co.
Sch C A Wliue. Connor, Kennebec and Philadelphia—Merrill & Guptlll.
T H Rl.bo
H Blake.
Sch Kate L Pray, Pray, Mt Desert—J
SUNDAY. Oct 9.
—

Arrived.
to

A

Returned Traveller Says He Saw
livtrjwhere Displayed.

BOSTON & MAINE jR. R.

ALLAN LINE

It

In Effect October

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.

WESTERN

MemoranJ**
Blake, from
Savannah, Oct 7—Sch Edward H with loss of

Montreal and Quebec to Liverpool.
Mr. Holland Loveitt of this city, who
i.mm
From
went on a visit to his old home in Leeke, Liverpool Steamship_Montreal
New York, arrived here to-day
mainsail and inalugsff.
2* May
California.
last June, arrived in Boston 12—May!
sell Isalali Hart, from Norfolk for KIngston, England,
4 Juno
Numhlian.
19 May.
Ja, has arrived at Brunswick with loss ot rud- Friday on the Cunard steamer Catolina. 26 May.
H June
Laureutian.
der head and main and inizzen sails.
18
June
Portland
in
Parisian.
Mr. Loveitt arrived
Saturday 2 June.
26 June
Farnandlna, Oct 6—Sch Laura L Anderson,
Carthaginian.
u June.
Potter, before reported In collision with schr evening and states that his trip was very 16 June.
June
Camorman,__HO
Mary E H G Dow, lost foretopmast. jlbboom,
enjoyable. On the way over, he eays,
Steamers salftrom Montreal at9a. m., conand cathead. The Dow was uninjured
talk
about
tha
Grand Trunk trains leaving Portwith
deserted
considerable
sailors
from
there
was
necting
ltookland. Oct 7— Four
schr Isaiah lv Stetson last night. The Stetson
war and Englishmen land the previous evening.
Spanish-American
carries cabin passengers only.
York.
Laureutian
New
to
tsfrom Bangor bouud
carries second cabin passengers
suit
took sides with the United
brought by generally
Buenos Ayres. Aug 30-The
captain of sell Addie Charlson, of Portland, States.
against Hr steamer Kepton, for damages susMr. Loveitt’b home Is some one hundred
tained by the schooner, when off Point Indio,
was concluded in LaPlata yesterday, the Court
miles from London and he saw the Stars
orueriug the steamer to pay $23,000for damage
and Stripes floating from many residences
to the schooner.
on the route, but not a Spanish flag was
Domestic Forte.
visible. The bands on the steamers, both
the

NEW YORK—Ar 7th, sell C J Wlh"d, DrinkVirginia; Silver Bpray, IV,.-e. Ah me
Rivvr. NS; Bianihau, Warren, Newiiorti
Small. Thompson, Windsor, NS; 1)1) Uas„,!'
1‘aton. Greens Lauding; Druid Hutchins011’
Thotuaston.
v
Ar 8th, schs Edna, DoDova
Virginia; Ma”
E Lynch, Merry, Bath; Win Todd. Camp0®1’Calais: .las A Parsons, Bowker, Gardiner;
G Dean, Snow, and J F Seavey. Kennebec;
Leon, Tracy, iMillhridge; Judge Low, Smith,
Pembroke ; Jessie Barlow, Greens Landing:
Maggie G Hart, Carlisle, Kennebec; G M Bramaid-Beal, and Lena White, Ott, Rockland; Geo
Bird, G.ay. do: Chase, Farr. do.
Ar 8th, schs N B Hanes.Newport for Boston;
Carrie L Hix, Amboy lor Rockland; Janies A
Brown. New York fur Belfast: Thos Hix, Hoboken for Round Pond; Commerce,do for Rockport; IdaC Southard, Richmond for Portland;
EllaFCronel, Elizahethport for do; Horteusia
Sand Rivet New York; Mabel Hall, ana Jordan
L Mott. Rockland for do; Levi Hart, Baugor
for do; Eila Pressey, Tliomastou for do: Fred C
Holden, Gardiner lor —; Edith L Allen, Bangor
w-ater.

?r„n

Philadelphia.

Hell Gate—Passed east 7th. sells Grace Webster, New York for Portsmouth; Golden Sheaf,
Hoboken for Portland.
Passed east Sin, sells Sarah I. Davis, NYork
for Belfast; Clara, Amboy for Rockland; FH
Odiorne, C hiton Point for Portsmouth: Modoc.
Hoboken lor Salem; Hyena, do for Red Beach;
C li Wood, Weehatvkeu for Boston; Hyena,
Hoboken lor Red Beach.
Passed sin, schs John J Hanson. Philadelphia
for Boston; Geo P Davenport, Newport News
lor do; Lizzie C Dennison, Portland lor Philadelphia; Henrietta A Whitney. Ellsworth for
Rondont; Spartan, Portland lor Philadelphia;
Harrv Messer, do lor do.
BOSTON —Ar 7th, schs Pearl, Mt Desert;
Eastern <Jueen, Bangor: Ellis P Rogers, ltmght,
Kennebec, Edward Lameyer. Beal, Rockland;
H S Boynton, Coojjer. Rockport: Diadern.Thhrs
Gloucester: Medford. Bates, and Susan Stetson, Heath. Bangor; Chas McDonald, Decrow.
Iteckport; Lucy May, Wilson, iromClierryfleld;
Catharine, Coggins, stuntngton.
ArStu, sells Gamma, Grant. Port Walton.NS;
Wm T Emerson, Perkins, Bangor; Miantonomah, MorrlP, Rockport; Watchman, Murphy,
Calais: Ifaska, Pinknam Clierryfleld; Stephen
J Watts, Kelley. Calais; W D Mangan, Strout.
Rockland, Elhel F Merrlnm, Newman, Rockport.
Cld 3th, sch Win F Campbell, Strout, Boothbav.
Sid

8tl), schs Morning Star, Bangor; Helen G
King, Eastport.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 8th, sch Mary E Morse,
Newbury, Gibara.
Sin Stli, sell Charlotte T Sibley, Coombs, for
Gibara.
BALTIMORE—Cld 7th, schs James W Fitch.
Wade, Galveston; Jennie S Butler, Butler, for
Norfolk.
Ar bth. sch S PBiackburn, Ross. Kennebec.
CAPE HENRY—Passed in 7th. schSP Blackburn. ltnss, Kennebec for Baltimore.
Passed out 8th, tug Cumberland, towing three
barges for Boston and Portland.
CtlaTHA-M—Passed 8t». tug City of Everett,
towing barge Lltchenfels Bros, from Baltimore
lor Portland.
FKltNANDlNA—Sid 6th, 'schs Mary E H G
Dow, Wilson, New York: Laura C Anderson,
Potter, do: Lina C Kaminski, New Haven.
HYANNIS—Sid 7th, sch Break of Day, for

going and ooming, alternately discoursed
the “Star Spangled Banner," and “God
Save the Queen."
Mr. Loveitt thinks that the two nations
are destined to be united.
After the victories of Dewey and Schley,
says Mr. Loveitt, the enthusiasm of the
English people was something wonderful.
American flags were seen floating from
almost every residence and he never felt
prouder in his life than when he could
face an acquaintance and say “I am an
American.”

REPORT WILL BE READYIt Is

Said Committee Will Not Favor the

Lighting Proposition.
committee of tha board of
aldermen, chosen two weeks ago to make
inquiry into the financial baoklng and
intentions of the Portland Elootrio Light
company, with reference to its petition
The

special

for the privilege of erecting poles, stringing wires and laying conduits in the
city streets, willibe ready to report at a

speciul meeting. Tuesday evening.
several

The committee has had

confer-

Carthaginian

'llie Saloons and

Staterooms are in the cenpart, where least motion is lelt. Elecfor
liglitiug the ships throughtricity ia used
out. the lights being at the command of the
Music
passengers at any hour of the night.
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and StaUrooms are heated
by atoam.
A reRates of passage *52.60 to;$7U.OO.
duction is made od Round Trip xlckets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry, *34.uO and $86.26; return,
*66.75 and *69.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry. Including every requisite for the voyage *22.50 and *23.60.
For tickets or further information apply to
T. p. McGOWAN, 420 Congress Sc, J. B.
KEATING. 611* Kxohaage 8t„ ASHTON’S
TICKET AGKFCY. 931 1-2 Congress St. IL
& A. ALLAN, Montreal, 92 Stalest. Boston,
and 1 India St, Portland.
]ly31dp
tral

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

the Associated Press.)

the British association and caused a sensation. The Chronicle claims that Rougemont’s real name ts Grien and that he
was not born in Paris but in the Canton
de Vaud, Switzerland, whioh he left as a
oourler for a well known aotress with

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Old
For Scarboro Beach, Fine Point,
Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, North Berwick, Dover, Exeter,
Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 12.55,
4.30 p. m. Arrive Boston 5.18, 8.22 p. m.
Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay 4.30
p.

m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
For
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newboryporr, A ine-burv, >aleiw, Lynu, Boston, 2.00,
9.00 a. ni.. 12.45. 6.00 p. m. Arrive Boston, 5.50
Leave Boston for
a. in., 12.40, 4.00. 9.05 p. m.
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. in.. 12.30, 7.00, 7.45 p. m.
A rive Portland, 11.45 a. m., 12.00, 4.30, 10.15,
10.45 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

CHANGE OF TIME.

MAINE CENTRAL E li.

For

£.

D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. & T. A. Boston.
dtf

oct3

__

On

and after September 28, ITHAKKB
PHANTOM will leave Portland Pier

Falmouth, Cousins, Ohebeauue. Bustin's
Island, So, Freeport and For er’sILandiug at 2

For
p.

m.

Returning leave Porter's Landing at 7.00 a.
m„ Ho. Freeport at 7.15 a. m.. Bustin’s Island
at 7.30 a. m., Chebeague at 8 a. m., Falmouth at
8.30 a. m.

Port anb & Boothbay Steamboat Co.

London, October 8—The Dally Chronicle
published an alleged exposure of Louis
Rougemont, whose marvellous adventures
during thirty years among the Australian
oannibals were related by himself before

leave

Blddefo d, Portsmouth, Newbnrrport, Salem. Lvnn, Boston,2.00 a. m.. 12.45
Arrive Boston 5.57 a. m., 4.00 p. m.
m.
eave Boston for Portland. 9.00 a. in., 7.00 p. in.
Arrive Portland, 12.1«, 10.20 p. m.
a.
Daily except Monday and stops at North
Berwick and Exeter only.

repreB.M. SEABORY, Manager.
sep28df
of the
olty government are authority for the
statement, lreeiy circulated about the city
building, Saturday, that unless something
After
and
new comes up to ohange their minds, the Summe r Arrangements—On
June 18ih, 1898.
committee will report adversely on the
GOING
WEST.
matter.
A lively discussion over the committee’s CJTR. ENTERPRISE leaves East Boothbay
ij for Portland Mondays at 7.15 a. in., touchreport is likely to take place, whatever ing at So.
Bristol anu Boothuay Harbor.
the matter is made by
recommendation
Wednesday, leave Damarisco; ta at 6 a. m. for
the committee.
Portland, touching at aoore landings.

(Copyright, lays,

Portland, Union 8:atlon. for
Croftfting, 10.00 a.m.. G.?0, p. ID.;
in« Point, 7.00. 10.00 a in.,
l»e«€’.h,
Orclia •*,
III., Old
6.20,
p.
3.30, 5.25,
7.00,
8.40, 10.00 a. ni., 12.3;.,
Saco, Biddeford,
K»*u.iebu»k, 7.0o» 8.40,
3.30, 5.25, C.20 p. ni;
U»*niiebniik
a. m., 12.30, 3.30. 5.25. 6.20 p. ni.;
port, 7.00, 8.40, a. m.. 12.3% 3.39, 5.25, p. ill.;
VVeilH Bench, 7.00. 8.40 a. m., 3.30, 5. 5 p. 111.;
Dover, Someravroi th, 7.00, 8.40 a. ni., 12.31
Roche** or. Farmluxlon,
3.30, 6.25 n. 111.:
8.40 a.m., 12.3% 3.30 p. in.; l.akeAlton Bay,
pori, Laconia, WeiiK, Piymouth. 8.40 a. m..
12.35 p. m.; Worce«t«r (via Somers worth ami
Rochester), 7.00 a. m.; Manchesior, €«»nwtrd
and N«*rjh, 7.00 a. ni., 3.30 p. m.; North Berwick, Dover, Exeter, liaverh' i, Lawrence,
Lowell, Boston, a 4.05, 7.00. 8.40 a. m.. 12.35,
3.30, p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.2.3, 10.15 a. m..
Leave Boston tor
12.50. 4.10, 7.15, p. m.
Portland, 5.59, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.15, 4.15. p. in.
Arrive Portland, 10.10, 11.50, a. m„ *2.10, 5.00,
7.50 p. m.
Trains

Scarboro
ScAvboro

Beginning Oct. 3. 1838. steamer Aucoelsco
will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, Sundays excspteu, at 2.3tT p. m. tor Long Island.
Little and Great Chebeague. Cuff Island, South
Harpswell, ealley sand Orr’s Island.
Return for Portland, leave Orr’s Island, 7.00
a. in. via above landings.
Arrive Portland 9.33
ISA I AH 1) AN IE LS, Gen. Man.
a. m.
sepHOdtf

ences with Manager Brown, who
Members
sents the petitioners.

HE FOOLED THE WORLD.

3rd, 1808.

DIVISION.

Friday,

leave Pemaquid tor Portland at 6 a.
at a^ove landings except Damaris-

m.,touching
cotta.

GOING EAST.
Tuesdays and Saturdays, leave Portland at 7
lor Damariscotta,
touching Boothbay
Harbor, So. Bristol and East Boothbay.
Thursdays, leave Portland at 7 a. m. tor Pemaquid, touching at above jandings except
Damariscotta.
On Saturday will return from Damariscotta
to East Boothbay.
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
sep’Judtl
A m.

MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO,
PORTLAND and BANGOR

Jr. effect Oct. 3 isis.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
100 a. ni. For Brim.wick, Bath, Rockland
Augusta, Watervllle, Skowhegau, Lisbon Fall,
Lewiston via Brunswick.
Belfast,
Bangor
aod St
Boulton, Woodstock
Bucksport,
Stephen via Vanceboro and St. Jobu.
8.30 a, in. For Danville Jc., Mechanic Falls,
itumford Falls. Lewiston, Wlnthrop, Oakland,
lteadtield, Watervllle. Livermore Falls, Farmington and Phillips.
10.;5a.in. For B unswlck. Eatb, Augusta
Watervllle and Lewiston via Brunswick.
12.30 p. m.
Express for Brunswick, Bath,
Bar Harbor.
Augusta, Watervllle, Bangor,
Houlton
and an points in AroosGreenville,
lO'ik county via B. & A. il K.
1 10 p m..
For Mechanic Falls.
Rumford
Falls, Bemls, Danville Jc.. Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Farmington. Kinglleld. Carrabasset Phillips and Kangeley. Wlnthrop. Oakland,
Bingham. Watervllle and Skowheuan.
1.15 p.m.
For tree port, Brunswick, Augusta. Bath, Boot hbay. Hock land and all stations
on the Knox! and Lincoln uivlsion, Watervllle.
Skowhegan, Belfast. Hartland, Dover and Foxcroft. Greenville. Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
5.10 p. m.
For Brunswick. Bath. Lisbon
Falls. Gardiner, Augusta and Waterville.
6.15 p.m.
tor Now Gloucester.
Danville
Junct, Mechanic Falls. Auburn and Lewiston.
11.CO p m. Might I'.xprcss, every nigh', lor
Brunswick. Bail), Lewision, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor. iVloosei ead Lake, Aroostook
county via Oldtown, Bar Harbor, Bucksport.
St. Stephens, st. Andrews, St. John and Aroostook county via Vanceboro. Halifax and tbe
Provinces. The Saturday night train does not
run to Belfast, nexier. Dover anil Foxcrolt, or
beyond Bi.ngor exce timr Bar Harbor Oct 2d,
9th and lGlh only,
sleeping cars to St John.
ltri,i*_

rt• _i.■

__

For Bridgton, Fabvans, Burlingwhom he travelled In England, Italy and
Commencing Tuesday, June 28, 1898,
ton, Lancaster, Quebec. St. Jolmsbury, Sherbrooke. Montreal, Chicago. St. Faul ana Minn*
America. Instead of reaohlng civilization
apoiis amt at' muots west.
the
in 1S95 after thirty years’ absenoe,
3.45 p. in.
For sebago Lake. Cornish FryeNew York.
Chronicle says he has been living at Sydburg. Bri.igton. North Conway. Fabvans. Lan
HYANNIS—Passed 8th, sch Lester A Lewis,
S'. Jolmsbury, Newport,
caster,
Lunenburg,
ney, N. S. W., under the name of Henri leaves Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesdays Sherbrooke, Montreal anil Toronto.
New York bound east.
Saturdays at 6 a. m.
Touching at
Passed west 8th. tug Jss Smith, with barge Grelen, intermittently, for the past seven- and
Catmleu,
Belfast,
Kookland,
Buck**
SUNDAY THAI.NS.
Delaware, anil Western Belle.
teen years and that he has a wife and
Arriving at i angor
port and Winterport.
JacKSONVIeLE—Ar 7th, sch Flora Morang,
a m.
7.20
about
7
m.
Paper train for Brunswick Aup.
obild.
Mora g. New York.
Retu ning—leave Bangor Mondays and gusta. AVaterville and Bangor.
NEWPORT NEVVN-Sld 8th, sch Edward E
12.30
Train tor Brunswick. Lewiston,
m.
at
5
a.
above
p.
m.,
Thursdays
making
landings
Briery, Ross, and Katharine D Perry, Garfield,
Touching at Northport and Sandy Point for Bath. Augusta, AVaterville „nd Bangor.
Boston; John Twoliv, do.
STEAMERS.
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeping ears
or passengers on signal.
at
Arriving
vfreight
Heroin
NORFOLK—Ar 8th, barque Antioch,
for all points.
Portland about 6 p. m.
way, New York; sells Fred Jackson, Weldon,
Connecting at Rockland for Vinalaliven,
Arrlva's in Portland.
New Haven; Abbte Ingalls. New York.
North Haven and Stomngton.
Cld 7th, sch Alice E Clark, Clark, Portland.
From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans, 8.23 a. to. ;
Stbt.
Co
and
Machias
FJtOtt
tor
FAltES
PORTLAND
lO
Cld 8th, sch Frank T Stinson, Hodgdon,
Lewiston an 1 Mechanic Falls, 8.30 a. m.;
Boston.
Rockland or Camden. .81.26,
2.25 AVaterville and Augu ta, 8.35 a. m.; Baugor,
8tr. “Frank. Jones.”
NEW HAVEN—Sid 7th, sch WmT Donnell,
Belfast. 2.00,
3.60
Augusta and Rockland. 12.15 p in.; iilngEelil,
"
Beginning Friday. July 29th. 1898, will leave
Norton. Nortolk.
3.60 PhllliDS, Farmington, Bends, Kumford Falls,
Bangor. 2.oo
NOBSKA—Anchored 8th. sch Chas Daven- Portland Tuesdays and Fridays at 11.00 p. m„
Weather
permitting.
Lewiston, 12.20 p. ni.; Skowuegiin. AValsivtlle,
on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p m., for
port. from Norfalk for Boston.
O. C. OLIVER. President
Augusta, Rockland and Bath, 5.20 p. m.; St.
Sid 8th, sch Nellie T Rockland, Bar Harbor. Machlasport and InterNKWbUKYPORT
Bar Harbor, Aroostook County, Moosedtf
CHAS.
R.
Treasurer.
John,
LEWIS.
1e25
mediate landings. Returning leave MachlasMorse, Kennebee: Everett Webster, do.
head Lake and Bangor. 5.35 p. m.; Kangeley,
Ar 7th, schs Albert T
port on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m., arPHILADELPHIA
Rumford Falls, Lewiston, 5.45p.
Farmington.
riving In Portland about 11.00 p. m.
Stearns, Allen. New York.
White
in.; Chicago and Montreal and alt
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, serCld 7ili. schs Augustus Welt, Elliot, Portland;
irom
Bar
8.10
Mountain
points.
p. in.;
GEO. F. EVANS,
vice the best.
Annie M Allen, Barnes. Calais.
Harbor. Bangor, Bath and Lewiston 1.30 a m.
marlfldtf
Manager.
Ar 8th. schs Kostina, Philbrook, Hillsboro;
_General
St.John. Bar Harbor, AVaterHalltax,
daily;
P T Barnum. Blake, Bath; Elvira J French,
an)
I)
ville and Augusta, 3.50 a. m, except Mondays.
Kendrick, Salem; Annie F Kimball. Kimball,
GEO. F EVANS, A'. P. & G. M.
Newporl.
From
Steamer
From
Montreal
Quebec.
F. E. BOOTHBV, G. P. & T. A.
Cld btii, sell Jeremiah Smith, Parsons, Bldde,
octldtf
Portland, Sepi. 27, 18J8.
ford.
Scotsman
Oct. 15, daylight Oot. 15.2.30 p. m.
'•
Reertv
Island—Passed
sch Fostlna.
Passed lin
Fostiua,
7th, sch
Vancouver
22.
up 7th.
22,
Reedy Islaud—
"
'•
Hillsboro.
Ottoman
29,
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LISE.
29,
Passed down 7th, sch Gertrude Abbott, for
liomiuion
Nov. 5,
Nov. 5,
““
Gardiner.
Labrador
12,
12,
and
Sid 1m Delaware Breakwater 7th. brig Henry From
every
B ( lea ves, from Philadelphia tor Pouce.
In Effect Oct. 3, l»*J8.
and
Ar 7U). scbs Herman F From
PERTH AMBOY
every
DEPART Uu
Kimball, Kimball, New York: Mildred A Pope,
TO LI VICK FOOI. VIA. QUEENSTOWN.
From Union station
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. SI.
irons, do; Henry .1 Smith. Carteret.
From
From
lor Poland, Mechanic Falls. liuckCeld. CanPORT REA UIN'U-Ar 8th, sch Win Slater,
From Central Wharf. Boston. 3 p. m. From
Steamer.
Rumford
and
Fails.
Liverpool.
Dixheld
ton.
_Boston.
Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
InDodg-, New York.
Thurs Sep. 22. t.S.Newi England, Oct. 6 l.So n.m. 8.30 a. m. 1.10 and 5.15 n. m.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 8th, scbs Charlotte L surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
F'rom
Union
••-o. 12 30 j>.
Morgan, Penobscut for Boston: Charleston, fm
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. R. and Ximrs.’Oct. 6. s. S. Canana,
Station for Mechanic Falls and Intermediate
Bangor tor do: Harvest Home, St John, NB. for South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
stations.
KATES OF PASSAGE.
Beverly; Jennio Howard. Bangor for Boston: commission.
Connections at Rumford Falls lor all points
Flr.t Cabin. $60.03 and upwards.
Return on the It. F\ & R. L. R. H. including Beaus and
Round Trip $18,001
Selio, do for Salem.
Passage $19.00.
Sid 8th. sob Ellen M Mitchell. Jonesport.
$114 and upwards according to steamer and ac- tlia ltangeley Lakes.
Meals and room Included.
For freight or passage apply to V. P. WING, commodation.
SAVANNAH- r 7th. sch Edward H Blake.
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, LonSmith. Brunswick, (see Mem;) Isaiah Hart, Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
R. C. BRADFORD. Imtt Manager.
ReMR. R. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General donderry and Queenstown, $35 to $40.60.
Queen, Norfolk for Kingston, (see Mem.)
Portland. Main*.
for
turn
$86.50 to
$7B.oo. according to steamer E. L. LOVEJOY, Bepenntendent
SALEM—Ar 7th, sch Rlghtaway. Bangor
Manager, 89 State St, Flake Building, Boston,
and accommodation.
ocmdtf
ass.
Norwich.
Falls. Main*
dtlRumford
je!8
Steerage, to Liverpool. London. London
Below, sch Carrie E Pickering.
Sid 7th, sch Donna T Blags, lnr Sullivan.
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown ana Belfusb
$22,50 to $25.50 according to steamer.
Ar 8ch, sells L D Remick. fui Ellsworth; Ida,
Apply to J. B. KEATING, T. F. McGOWAN,
Cherrygeld for Westerly; J D Ingraham, KenPorUand. or
J. J. .IENSKN. 0. ASHTON.
nebec for New York; Ripley, Boston for RockDAVID TORKANCK & CO., Gen. Aeents,
land. !
FOK..
Montreal.jeisdti
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 7th, sch Hamburg,
Weehawken for Boston.
Lubas. Calais, Si Jo''n,N.B.,Hal!tax. N.SSid 7th, sens Lucy, |Ella May. Marion Draper, Eastport.
Station Foot of Preble St.
Laura Robinson. H 11 Chamberlain. Abenaki, and all parts of New Brunswick. Nova Scotia
Prince
Edward
Island and Cape Breton. The
II
On anil after Monday. Oct. 3, 1888, Passenger
SawDamtetta & Joanna, Annie & Reuben, S
St
Andrews,
favorite route to Campobello and
trains will Leave Portland!
yer, and Lady Antrim.
N.B.
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.
Windham and Epplng at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
Summer Arrangement.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Foreign Forts.
p. m.
steamer
On and after Monday. May 9th.
For Manchester, Concord and points North at
Ar at Yokohama Sept 2, ship Geo R Skolfield, will leave Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays
Commencing Monday, Sept. 26, 1998.
7 AO a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
and Fridays at 6.30 p. m.
Dunning. New York.
For
Rochester, Sprlngvale, Alfred, WaterSki ftn Yokohama Sept 4, ship Manuel LiaguReturning leave St.John and Eastport same
and Saco River at 7.30 a. m.. 12.30 and
boro
For Fore t CD v Landing, Peak* Island, 5.30,
no. Small, Now York via Kobe.
days.
BAu p. m.
P.
M.
6.15
7.15, 8, 10.30 A. M.t 2.15, 4.21).
At Shanghai Sept 5, ship Paul Revere, Mulat 7A0 and 8.45 a. mM 12.30, 3.00,
Gorham
For
checked
tickets
Issued
and
baggage
Through
For Tvefethen’* GLai ding. Peak* Island,
len, ior Hong Kong and New York.
BA0 and 0.20 p. m.
to destination. KF“Frelght received up to 4.00
Little amt Great Diamond I»l«nd*,at 5.30, For
Ar at Nanaimo Sept 28, ship Occidental, BenCumberland Mills, Westbrook
UL
Westbrook,
p.
6.40, 8.00, 10.30 A. M., 2.15, 4.20. 6.15 P. M.
nett. San Francisco, to load for Honolulu.
Junction and Woedfords at 7A0, 9.46 a. m,
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
At Rosario Sept 1, barque J H Bowers, Ma- Pine Tree Ticket, Office, Monument Square or For Ponce’s l anding, Long Island, 8.00. 10.30
12.30,3.00, 5.30 and 6.20 p. m.
A. M. 2.15 P. M.
The 12.30 p. ra. train irom Portland connects
tune, for New York or Boston.
lor other information, at Company’s Offlci,
For Cushing’s Island, 7.15, 10.30 A, M„ 4.40 at
At Port Spain Sdpt 15, barque Kremlin, Bray, Railroad Wharf, foot oi State street.
Ayer Junction with "lloosac Tunnel Monte”
P. M.
for New York; sobs YVm J Lermond, Hupper,
lor
the West and at Union Station, Woroester,
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
lor Providence and New York, via Providence
-RETURNdo; Hattie Dunn, Poland, do.
marlUdtf
H. P.C. HERSEY Agent
for Norwich and New York, via "NorAr at Cheverle. NS, Oct G, sch S M Bird, MerLine”
Leave Fores-t City l.andincr. 6.20, 7.35. 9.15,
wich Lino" with Boston and Albany R. R. tor
rill. Rockland, to load for Phil delpbla.
11.45, A. M., 3.30. 5.00, 6.25 P. M.
the
Sid fm Walton, NS. Oct 1, soli Mary E PenWest, and with the New York all rail via
Leave iret'cth i»’.s, 6.00 7.20 #.00, 11.30, A. M.,
“Sprlnglield.”
nell, Frye, New York.
3.15. 4.45, 6.45 P. M.
BAY
Worcester
arrive at Portland from
Trains
Leave Lilt e Diamond, 6.10. 7.30, 9.10, 11.40 A.
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rocnester at 8.30 a. m., 1.30
CUSTOMHOUSE WHARF,
M., 3.25, 4.35, 6.35 P. M.
from Gorham at u.40, 8A0 and
Spoken.
and
5.48
m.;
p.
Leave «>reat Diamond, 6.05, 7.25, 9.05. 11.35 A.
10.50 a. m., 1.30, 4.15, 5.18 p. m.
Oct 4. Iat42 ION, Ion C3 24 W, barque A R
MAINE.
M., 3.20. 4.40, 6.40 P. M.
For hroueli tickets tor all points West and
Leave Pence's Landing, Long Island, 8.45,
Tucker, Nichols, from Hudson Bay for —,
South apply to H. c. PALMER, Ticket Agent,
11.15 a. m.t 3.oo p. m.
Commencing Monday, Sept. 26, 1808. Leave
Cushing's island, 7.25, 11.50 A. M.t 5,05 Portland, Me.
J. W. PETERS. Supt.
JeSBdtf
P. M.
Sunday 1 lm, Table.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
For Forest City and Xrafethen’s Landing, For Forest City and Trefetlieo's Landing.
Peaks Island, Little and Great Diamond IsLeaks Island, Little and Great Diamond
lands. 9.00, 10.30 A. 31.. 2.15, 4.20 P. M.
Island, 9.03, 10.30A. M., 2.15. 4.20 P. M.
Fur Ponce's Landing, Long Island, 10.CO A. M., For Ponce’s Lanumg, Loug Is and, 10.30 A.
STEAMBOAT CO.
2.15, 4.20 r. M.
2.15, 4.20 P. M.
M.,
For Cushing,s Island, 10.30 A. M, 4.20p. m.
For Cuslnns’it island, 10.30 A. M., 4.20 P# M.
BAY.
RETURN
C. W. T. GOD IN G, General Manager.
dif
sept23
9.40
Peaks
Leave Forest
8.40

a. m.

STEAMER SALACIA

Portland, Mt. Desert

—

DOMINION LINE.

MONTREAL

QUEBEC

BOSTON and

LIVERPOOL.
••

••

Portland & Rumford Falls

Boston

Wednesday
Saturday.
Wednesday
PhiladelplHi

—

R'y.

BOSTON

Saturday.

■

International

Portland & Worcester Line.

Steamship Co.
—

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER H R.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

CASCO

PORTLAND,

PORTLAND AND SMALL POINT
SCENIC ROUTE OF CASCO

City Landing,

11.46 A. 31., 3.20. 6.30 P. 31.
Leave Xrefethen’s, 9 25, 11.30 A.
1

Daily Dine, Sundays Excepted.

THE NKW AND l»ALATLAL STEAMERS
Hall. Bragg, N?w York—
J F Ltseonib.
Below—Sclis Myronus, and Lady Antrim.
Wm II ClifSAILED—Sells Chas P Nottnian,
kosroa stool Hsrsa
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portford, CA White, and others.
land. every Evening at 7 o'clock arriving in
The fallowing were the
closras
.toii.season for connection with earliest trains for
tlons of stocks atBoston:
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT8'
points
beyond.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Oct 8-Ar.sohsTW
Meneau Central 4s. 63
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Allen Pottle, fm Calais lor StomiigWU',
Atchison. Tup. ot SantatFe. R. new. 12Vt
leave India’ Wharf, Boston, every
Boston & Maine.163 0s Gay. Portland tor Millbridge; Jn'««f
J»rcrarJasper, do tor Manillas; Lena Maud.
166
doofd
Evening at 7 o'clock.
shore
fishing.
COyle, Manager.
laud,
^
Maine Central.131
E « W L
J.F. LISCOMB, Gen. AgL
Onion Pacific. 32Xfe
WISCASSET, Oct 8—Ar, sch W
65
Onion Pacific pid..
Tuck, Boston.

Steamship Horatio
passengers and mdse

RAILROADS-

STEAMERS.

OUR FLAG IN ENGLAND-

dispatches.

Cardenas Oct 8. brig Sullivan, Mahone
Bay, NS.
Ar at Maranham Oct C, brig Telos, Heagan.

for

...

Dee.

•'

a

13u

...

Closing6238
Opening.... ....... 02% 62%

•'

on

Northwestern.130%

...

Portland 6s. 1907.118
Portland 4s! 1902-1912 Funding.. 103
108
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.r..106
102
Bangor 6s. 1899. it. R. aid.........101
Water.114
116
1905.
Bangor 6s.
103
Bath 4‘/ss, 1907, Municipal.101
A NATIVE OF PORTLAND.
10,
Bath 4s. 1921, Refunding.100
105
Belfast 4s. Municipal.102
102
Concord, N. H., October S.—William R. Calais 4s 1901—1911 Refunding....loO
107
Lewiston Os/ 1901. Municipal .10S
Bradbury of Keene, a private in Co. A, Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.103
105
102
first New Hampshire volunteers, died at Maco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
Maine Central KK 7s,1912,cons.nitgl33
1S >
••
the Margaret Pillsbury hospital today of
4Vas
105
107
7
months,
48
21
cons.
.103
lot
years,
mtg...
typhoid fever, aged
104
gks,19oo,exten’sn.l03
lie was a native of Portland, Me., and Portland & Ogd’g g6s,'.900, 1st mtgl04
105
while ucting as Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927 _103 104H
was stricken with fever
one of
the detail left to guard Camp
was

/a

Kaiser W de
Matanzas

gening..
Dl0S.au..

secret

/e

17

105%
100%
114%
101%

FROM

Grain

64
0*

07

4 60

Fea..

1Gt

.JerseyCentral.
Delaware & Hudson.105%
St. Paul.
C„ B. & ..11*%
Rock Island.101%

11®15

o.1.....
60*'475
0008 26 Porto Kloo.28 880
25
2503
llarbadeea.
.28*23
76*2 00 Eaney.32*36
Tea.
00*2 25

Standardly ran
Ex cllue duality

Closing

Booklyn Rapid Transit.
Philadelphia & Reading. 17%

Jaya&Mocha 6026*23

Scaled....
2®l4o
Maokereubi
Snore is »00 00®*00
Snore ZS S (.,000**0
Large! 3> 813*16 00

bag*.....

York Stock Market.
NEW YORK. Oct 8.
and closThe following aro to-day’s opening
ln3 quotations of stocks.
Now

Metropolitan.•*•••.16*%
65

exchange

Ar at

Newport News,

■

0

.7@8c
65»17c

n

last Tuesday and it was then they found
he alleged shortage. The bondsmen were
at once notified but Mr. Shaw was alThe
lowed to remain until yesterday.
office pays a salary of $1,600^ being rated

kept

..108

Opening.

New York Stock and

Opening. 21%
Jlos.itfc,. 21%

case were

bronchitis, cancer, dia- in the regiment.
betes, entero-colitis (2),
indigestion,
’Tisn’t safe to be a day without Dr.
nephritis, pertussis, phthisis (2), pneu- Thomas’ Electric Oil in the
house.
monia (3), strangulated hernia, typhoid Never can tell what moment au accident
is going to happen,
lever (3).

disease

Quotations of Staple

until this mornIt is understood that the postoflice
ing.
officials made an examination of the office
the

American

Con Mass. ..
.■••••
a* common

isuttoi.
Uroamerv.lncy.. 21823
Gilt hugs vr'mt. 18*20

sion at Edes Falls.

Bell.???.
Saiar. common.lli’/a

American

BAY STATE AND

*MeFa?- ^Returning

PORTLAND,

Leave

Island,

M., 3.15. 6.16

Little Diamond, 915,11.40 A. m., 3.25, 6.25

1

Leave Groat Diamond, 9.20, 11.35 A. M., 3,20.
5.20 p. 31.
Leave Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 11.15 A.
3 ou, 5.00 p. 31.
31
Leave Cushing’s Island, 11.50 A. M., 5.35 p. M.

For

Week Day l ime I able.
City and Treletliens Landing,

Forest

Peaks Island, Little and Great Diamond Islands, at 5.30, 0.40, 8.00, 10.20 A. 31., 2.15, 4.20.
4.20, 0.10 P. Jl.
For Ponce's Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30
A. M.. 2.15 p. 31.
For Cushing’s Island, 0.40, 10.30 A. 31., 4.20 p.
31.

C. W. T, GODING, General Mamger.

HEW VORK DIRECT I.INE,

Maine

Steamship Co.

Lons Island Sound By Daylight.
3 TRIPS PER WEEK.
The steamships Uo ntio Mull and ManFranklin Wharf,
hattan alteniatlvely leave
Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and (Saturdays
at 8 p. m. for New York direct. Returning, leave
Pier 38, K, R., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur-

days at a

p. in.
These steamers

are

superbly

fitted

and fur-

nished for passenger travel and anord the most
between
convent-lit and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
round
$8.00.
trip,
one
way.
$5.00;
Fare:
1. F. LiscOMB.tieneral Agent,
OCltdtl
THOS. M. BARTLETT. Agt

Steamer Purer

Ca|»t. Clias.

Will I

av?

II.

How,

V
tHF

P

PORTLAND PIER, PORTLAND,

u.ily at 3.00p, iu.
For err'
island. Card’s Cove. Quohog Bay
East liarpswell, Ashdale, Horse Island riar
bor, Water Cove. Small Point, West Phtppsburg and Cindy’s Harbor.
RETURNING —Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
G.oo a. m.; Ashdale, 6.30 a. m.; Water Cove, 6.45
a. m.; Card’s Cove. 7.15 a. m. I Orr’s Island, 6.00
a. in.

Arrive in Portland at 10.09 A

j. ii. McDonald,
office. 108

Telephone 46J.

m.

Man,,

Commercial St,

aug3d(

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

PBE55,

THE

Blanchard’s

Dr.
NKW

AJJTERTISKilKWXS TODAY.

J. K. Libby Co.—2.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Owen. Moore & Co.
W. S. Parker Co.
\V. E. Plummer.
Franks. Tibbetts &
K. M. Lewseu & Co.

Co.

Atkinson Furnishing Co.—2.
Stockbridge’s Music Store. J

City

of

_

—

—-*i

Deering.

Annual Meeting.
Commissioners' Notice.
AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre.
AUCTIONS.
F. 0. Bailey & Co.
New Wants. To Let, For Sale, Lost.
and similar advertisements will be foun
their appropriate heads on page 6.
“Mr*. Winslows eootnias
Has

been used

over

Found
under

eyrap,

Fifty Years oy millions of

mothers for their chlldreu while Teething
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
best
CoUo, regulates the bowels, and is the
from
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising
For sale by Drugteething or other eauses.
Be sure and
in every Dart of the world.

gists

ask for Mrs. Winelow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts
A bottle
__

CASTORIA

signature

Bears the

In

use

for

more

of Cbas. H. Fletcher.

than

thirty years, and

The Kind You Have Always Bought.

A

ELIJAH.
Sermon

at

Congress

Square Church,

OUTRAGE.

BOLD

John E. McCloud Held Up end Sobbed in
Frosl's Woods.

word legend we mean to say that a large
Is not historically
part of the account
true. This must be said of the story of
Elijah. We are to see,' however, how important is the legend. It is only concern-

ing great men, generally, that legends are
Moreover we must see that
composed.
in ancient days could easily believe
what men ip modern days cannot possibly
accept. In the past, men seemed to seek
God chiefly in the extraordinary. To them

men

gThe-Knights"

On account of the unfavorable weather
gaturday the fair of the Scarboro and
Cape Elizabeth Farmers’ association was
brought to a close Friday evening and all
the events scheduled for Saturday were
declared ofi. For all this, two good days
of fun were had during the meeting which
should be recorded

as a

success.

Star Course tickets for sale at M. Steinerts & Sons Co., 517 Congress street.
A RALLY ALL THE TIME.
Push and progress seem to be watchwords with Chestnut street church workers.
Yesterday the Sunday school rallied
5C0 of its scholars and friends
nearly

together and when the departments of the
assembled in
the closing exercises

school

the main room for
the capacity of the
thorougiliy tested. The ex-

vestry
ercises were admirably arranged, liev.
is accomplishing an
Luther Freeman
amount of energetic pastoral work that
was

Hood’s

Phonographic

Mandolin Duet,

Pres. D. E. Kerr
Bernadette Moreau
Lillian Bowen

Joseph Douglass

Henry

bourdiars
Fred L. Dunn
Exhibition." | .a-gjj

Misses Malta and Coughlin
Fred Dunn
Vocal Solo,
There will be a social dance after the

programme.
FIRST MAINE VOLUNTEERS.
The captains of tho different oompanies
of the
First Maine Regiment have received orders from the war department
commanding them with a corps of clerks
to repair to Augusta this week.
The troops have been .ordered to bo in

Augusta by tho ildth of this month. A
makes its results felt in every branch of large number of promotions have been
made in tho regiment.
{be church.

Sarsaparilla,
absolutely

Which

SARY.

Opening Remarks,
Piano Solo,
Vocal Solo,
Recitation,
Piano Solo,
Vocal SoJo,

dfe OO.

are

-o--

TODAY

tiful Portland.
It is
tion of

We shall put
lot of
•

than

more

twenty-six

Department Store;

a

it is

an

served by courteous,

g
g
|

$10.00

I

This price is good for today
and tomorrow only.

|

floor to the other

one

Another lot of

If you will come and see us we will guarantee you a
pleasant visit. Your welcome will have no reference to
and desks
your purchasing. Here are resting places,
%ith free Stationery to do your correspondence.

ladies' and Misses'

JACKETS

Impure
The

Cures every form of
blood, from

pimple

on

your

Face to the great
Scrofula sore which
Drains your system.
Thousands of people

Testify that Hood’s
Sarsaparilla cures
Scrofula, Salt Rheum,
Dyspepsia, Malaria,
Catarrh, Rheumatism,
And That Tired

Feeling. Remember this
And get Hood’s

And only Hood’s.

few of our seasonable attractions; the store abounds in others not mentioned.
We mention below

a

will be offered at

$15.00
These

KID CLOVES
For Women.

ceptionand

This witching
fabric
leads

Street

The

Gloves; the

re-

and most

newest
a

p p roved

tints

CREPONS.

rnn

Gloves.
The

rnn

Cl OK

rUll wliJ-Ui

finest

HAIR.

bayadere
styles.

have

we
ever

seen.

rnn

Thin elastic skin, two clasps,
black, self and white Silk stitchThe colors are
ing on back.
white, black, red, brown, tan,
green. A $1.25 Glove for
$1.00

“BERTHOLD”,

This
G1 o

e1

rUn
rnn

run

Wavelet

7c

the crests

France,
fine, elastic skin, Chenille Silk stitching on back in
black and self color; two clasps,
black bandalette. Colors white,

“CENTEMERI”.

$1.25
We

Cre-

pons; also traverse

blisters.

Other Crepons,

new

and beau-

tiful, $2.25, $2.50,. $3.00, $3.50,
$4.00.

ty
Always

a

$1.50
buttons,
Glace embroidered, button or
$1.'75
clasp,
Our expert glove fitter will fit
Price for 5

them to your hand,
“This is a Black
BLACK
Goods Season"
DRESS
You’ll see the
GOODS.
above phrase in
every Fashion book and Modiste’s reports that you take up.
Oar Stook of New Black
Stuffs is superb. Every best
thiDg that Fashion dictates is
here.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

glossy

kittenish

to

|i

are

populariPoplins.

Our stock of Poplins is

ally

Sfl

l<uU:

46
inch Camel’s
Hair. Also figured
new
Camel’s Hair,
$1.50
designs,

AT C1 Kfl

A splendid line
of Fancy Rib-

Buckles

AT Cl OK

HI $l,£Ja
JIT C1 fin

HI wl'UU*

They are going fast,
day they shall go still

sell at 60o,

when

money, he had

Price

plenty

cash what-

unusu-

Ladies’ Jackets and Cap es.

ever

the

loss.”

We

bought

bengafiner,

them at

grain

cu r

a

i o u s

price, and

heavy,

above, not quite as
(1.25.

shall offer

Still another, almost
as good,
$1.00

them

as

you on ec-

Others at 621c and 75c

POPLIN-CORD.

c e n

These
have

They are Black
Duchess.

pipe stem
size Vs inch apart, very glossy.
Price
$1.25

You’ll find here

largest

one

$1.00
Another at

$1.25

Eastern New England.

Still other

Prunellas, $1.50,

J. R. LIBBY CO.

of the

and richest collections of

Women’s Outside
The styles

year at $1.25 and 1.50.

Garments in

Price

now

SI.OO and 1.25

I

Cloth Capes, $1.98 and upwards.

FOR

COLLARETTES.

Don’t buy a Collarette beWe are
fore yon see ours.
sure t«£please you.
of Children’s
A full line
Cloaks and Keefers.

UNDERSKIRT DEPT,

|
*

We have nice Satteen Underskirts with double rutile,
89c
liued throughout, at
from
Underskirts
8ilk

$4.95

to

$15.00.

A full line of Cotton, Wool,
and Silk Jloreen Petticoats,
$1.39 to $5.00
All the latest novelties in
dress skirts and wool Waists
Fall Suits nt $10, $19.50,

$15. $18 and upwards.

r.

rsfiico,
538 Congress St.

This is such an uncommon bargain thar. no discounts will be given,

the newest that

are

Satin

Over six hundred yards of
them, Pure dye, soft as suede
kid, polished like ebony, all silk,
every yard warranted for wear.
We sold the same quality last

PRUNELLA.

$1.75, $2.00.

t r io

terms.

traverse cords almost

Heavily
weighted
with pure stock, 46 inches wide,
$1.25 kind at
a glossy black.

to

put them at

8.50 and $11.00.

of Silks:

“I’ll turn the silks into

he said

we

but tofaster

$4.50, 5.98, 6.S8, 7.50,

ed

the

finish

CAPES.

need-

Black German Armure Serge,

silk, tight audsuug;
both are
$1.53
Same

Golf and Shawl

He

A SILK DEALER
PINCHED.

29c

line, the other
much like gros

crush

for

60c to $5.00

Two size cords, one
large, round, plump,

resembling

j

INFANTS’ BONNETS,

English Storm Serge, 50c, 75c,

to

shall

we

our usually low prices on
any Silk Waist in the store.
What is the need of looking
for bargains in old sample
waists 'when you can
get
new fresh goods at such inducements.

75c.

imported

forenoon

discount of

10 PERCENT

Belts. Made up Belts and the
Ribbons and Buckles separately.

Broad Cloth, U.00,1.25,
1.50, 2.00.
Satin Brocade, so inch,

attractive.

HI $I.iJUi

and

bons

run W

best

every

at our kind of

a

off

RIBBONS.

the

touch.
rnn

This

give

prices.

The finish

one.

favorite weave.

sole

7 medium shades.
12 dark colors.

Capes and Jackets,
Fur and Shapes,

$1.00.
Next in

POPLIN.

are

agents in Portland for this far
the best in
moss Kid Glove;
quality of skin, shape and
stitching that we know of.
8 evening tints.

a

soft and

is

Crepons,
beautiful-

Boaoh-ripple

CO fin

w£,UUi

very

black, red, tan, brown.
This $1.50 Glove at

black is

ly polished.

v e

is made of real kid from
a

Cl Kfl
r Un O I ■ JUi

WAISTS.

GARMENTS,

FUR

worth from $18

SILK

price from

The

people.

New Chevron Crepons, traverse inclielegant
nation,
stuff.

rnn

in

$4.49 up past $50.00.

In high favor
with
dressy

CAMEL’S

44 inch Black Crepon, blister weaves.
effecis. 4

like
$0.89

Others ranging

finish,
$1.00

satiny,

Dollar
Glove

Leutina

SOLEIL.

styles.

mont” Kid

$1.39

spaced,
$1.25
Another, 45 inch, at
75o
A good 46 inch Whip cord,

Black Crepon, havlugb&rre. traverse
Inclination; soveral

ff 1 fin

rUn dliUUi

“Chau-

the above cut at

Germany.
One is medium

popular procession.
blister and puff effects are unlike
any of previous years.
the

Garments of tan Kersey

in

Hade

WHIP CORD.

are

$23.

to

Festival

•

in Ladies’ and Misses’ sizes,
tan, black, green, brown,
red and three
of
shades
blue, garments worth from H
$13.50 to $14.50, at only

intelligent salespeople.

Easy elevators take you from
without effort on your part.

one

•

•

Kersey Jackets

spacious,
are

sale

on

aggrega-

separate stores in one combination.

is here for the dress
About every kind of merchandise
and adornment of the person or the home. All exhibited
convenient, welMishted salesrooms, and
in
you

---■

j1 R. B. LEWSEN

show places of beauSTORE. It is considered one of the

Mr. H. H. Hildreth of f Auburn,’;Mr. E.
A. Walz of New York, president fof the
Hotel Men’s Protective association, and
Hon. O. H. Hersey of Buckfleld, are at

ANNIVER-

The following is tho programme to be
presented at tho celebration of Father
Matthews’s annivsrsaryjsto be given under
the auspices of the P. C. T. A.:

■■■■**■■■■

in

Congress Square hotel.

The

FATHER MATTHEWS’S

City.

attending the Musical Festival: We are
a pleasant hour-bequite certain that you can spend
this IDEAL DEPARTMENT
tween concerts—visiting
You who

Miss
Misses Mary J. E. Clapp and
the j.. Congress
Octavia Carroll are at
Square hotel.
Mrs. E. S. Richards, J. S. Richards and
L. B. Richards of Reading, Pa.; Mr.
of Minneapolis, a
Washburn
Stanley
prominent flour manufacturer, are at the

a^

not faith in God.”

in the

p

PERSONAL.

The modern man
God was in disorder.
sees” God in order.
tells us that Elijah conThe legend
Templar from the local fronted
the king, and told him
Ahab,
commanderies left Saturday noon at 13.45 that no rain would fall till he, the pro- the Falmouth.
for Pittsburg. They were joined at the
The engagement is announced of|Miss
phet, should command it to come. What
Union station by some 45 members of should we think of a man who should Grace Ruiten Seiders, daughter of Hon.
Trinity oommandery of Augusta.
George M. Seiders, to Mr. Philip Webb
use such words today? We should think
Judge Webb heard four bankruptcy cases it wise to hand him over to the physi- Davis, son of Abner H. Davis, Esq., clerk
Saturday morning and all cases were re- cians. The legend tells of the prophet of the United States courts in thl6 city.
October 18, at
Starred to the referee.
On Tuesday evening,
the widow’s meal alfed by ravens, of
secreThe three remaining soldiers in Ward
In time, of the waters of Rochester, N. Y., Henry Guy Holt,
renewed
ways
G, at the Maine General hospital have Jordan parting because Elijah smote tary of the railroad branch of the Y. M.
into Ward C, and the
The charming
will be married.
been transferred
them with his mantle, of his passing to C. A.,
former ward has been closed, most of the heaven in a chariot of fire drawn by brids-elejt is’MissJAlioe CarolynJ.Glass of
other occupants haring been sent to their horses of fira All this is beautiful. The Rochester.! They will reside in this city.
homes.
Right Reverend Bishop Healy left for
underlying conception of God’s help to
A number of local Italians are mournManchester Saturday to assist in the celeHis prophet is impressive, but we cannot
ing-the departurejof a padrone whojcol- recei ve the details as facts. The pulpit bration of the 50th anniversary of the
of St. Anna
lacrted sums aggregating $45 from seven
should speak for the truth. Dr. Talmadge Churoh
of them with the understanding that he and Mr.
Dr. George S. Pitcher of Portland, now
call those infidels who do
Moody
then
United States infantry at
should seoure them work, and
not accept all the ‘.Scriptm-es as literally with the l7th
decamped. Ex-Alderman John B. Kehoe true. But they will make thoughtful Columbus barracks, Ohio, has received a
Is acting as legal advisor of the sufferers.
such declarations. permanent commission from the war demen turn away from
as lientenant.
The orator for the M. C. M. A. trien- In the new
knowledge of the new day, partment and will rank
nal festival, October 36, will be Mr. Fred- the
scholars of the church are show- The commission will date from May 3d,
great
erick H. Tompson, the architect. Among
and the reason given for the promotion
ing that much of the Scriptures Is lethe alter dinner speakers who have acis “for excellent services rendered.” This
gendary
about
cepted invitations to be present are Col.
The life of Elijah was one steadfast regiment expects to leave for Cuba
Dow, Hon. Seth L. Larrabee, Franklin and brave declaration of the great truths the 21st of this month.
M. Lawrence, Dr. Fenn, Capt. John W. that God loves
Mr. H. W. Bryant, the antiquarian, has
righteousness more than
to his collection of rare old books,
added
Deerlng and others.
to
is
not
be
that
power
worshipped
ritual;
None of the stockholders of the Electro- unless it is
a small volume, “Judas the Traitor,” by
righteous.
in 1714,
lytic Salts company turned up Saturday,
Ahab had introduced the worship of Ba3l. Rev. Samuel Moody, published
Mr. Levi Turner, adHuman
and the clerk.
He was a god of power, but not of right- and an essay on “The Variety of
in London in 1666,
jonrnod the meeting to November 5th.
eousness.
Elijah wished to destroy that Invention,” published
of Rev. Samuel
The Saturday night club suppers comThe story of Mount Carmel is bearing the autograph
worship.
menced at the Portland Athletic olub the story of this attempt. The stories of Moody, showing that it evidently once
well-known
Saturday.
the man killed so that the King might belonged to the library of this
There are 246 pupils registered in the have his vineyard, and of the vision on divine of the 18th oentury. Both books
of perservatlon,
eveDing school.
Mount Horeb, both show how Elijah was are in an excellent state
The Emerson school was open again the
He did due, Mr. Bryant thinks, to the fact that
of righteousness.
prophet
Saturday for the inspection of the publio. not fear, therefore, to denounce king they were on themes that did not awaken
clubs.
part of the genSpecial invitations were sent to
He passed from much interest on the
and queen and priests.
Many availed themselves of this oppor- place to place; he sought to arouse the eral reader.
Mr. Philip Q. Lorlng arrived home Sattunity to see a thoroughly artistic and people; he tried to overawe the king.
in
up-to-date school.
And all the while the secret of his oour- urday evening from a week’s hunting
The regular weekly sooial at the rooms
He be- the forests in the vicinity of Flagstaff,
was this:
age and persistance
he shot two fine deer and a goodly
of the Young Women’s Christian Associa- lieved that he
stoo^ always in the pres- where
tion will be omitted this week since the ence of God.
number of partridges.
a lewmer,
oamuei
rooms are being cleaned.
air.
representing
His legacy is the example of one who
Jones oompany,”
The Venerable Cunner and Propsller believeth all was right
much •‘What Happened to
when
Club passed a delightful day at their cot- seemed most wrong, because he believed and Mr. Frank W. Martineau, representtage “by the sad sea waves” Saturday, God was ruling righteously. He is the ing Melbourne MoDowell, are in town.
the wet,
depressing
Gov. and Mrs. Powers will arrive at
notwithstanding
inspire!' of the doubting heart. He is the
A splendid dinner was served
this morning, aooompanied
weather.
helper of those who cannot understand the Falmouth
for which Mr. J. J. Pooler catered.
God’s ways. When men are overwhelmed by Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Engel of Bangor.
Mr. Evap Williams, Mr. D. Ffranco n
The-regular meeting of Elizabeth Wads by what perplexes their minds and
D. A. K., will bo held
worth chapter,
he is the one who Davies, Mr. W. R. Chapman and wife,
breaks their hearts,
H.
Tausoher,£ Mme. J. Gadflkltoday at>3 p. m., in the Ladies’ Auxiliary cries: “Lose not faith in God.” We need M.
zoom, Y. M. C. A. building.
that legacy of Elijah. In England, last Tauscber, Homer N. Chase, Harriett A.
Forest City lodge, No. 16, A. O. U. W., summer, the drought was so severe that
Shaw, Charlotte Maconda, V. F. Beader,
will bold Its next regular meeting Thurs- it seemed as if God had forgtten his chil- S. Faulkner, Gwilym Miles arrived SunWhen the tidal wave submerged day at thejialmouth.
day, October 18th.
dren.
Windsor Castle, No. 1, K. G. E., will men, women and children and homes and
LAW COURT.
entertain the officers of the Grand Castle orops, it seemed as if God could not be
The following rescript from the law
and will work the first degree tonight. controlling events. When great dynasties
court was received Saturday:
The regular meeting of the Ladies’ Vet- or
great churches live for power and
held
Androsooggln, ss.
eran Firemen’s Aid society will be
seem to care for
not
does
God
splendor,
vs.
William W.
William E. Alden
at Orient hall this evening.
the
the
the Moravian,
Methodist,
Quaker.
Sealed proposals for constructing tower, Then does Elijah come to our help.
He Thompson.
Rescript, Savage, J.—The Jurisdiction
shelter and gateway entrances to Deering bids
God
will overule
believe
us
of registers of probate to act in disclosState street, were to have been
Oaks on
drought and flood and heirarohy tand
ure proceedings was not taken
away by
received at the office of the commissioner dynasty.
330 of the Public Laws of 1897.
ohapter
of publio works up to 13 o’clock Satursome
sorrows
life
iso in tne individual
Judgment for the defendant.
day. At noon, however, no bids bad been are so awful that God seems to be unlovreoeived by contractors and the park com- ing.
Men are discouraged.
They lose
ST. LUKE’S CATHEDRAL.
missioners will piobabiy hold,a meeting faith in God.
In those hours Elijah can
Ketchum
Canon
preached a finely
in the near future to decide what further
Like Paul, like Jesus, his secret
help.
discourse at even song at St.
prepared
matter.
the
in
to
take
action
He bewas within him.
was that God
Canon
Luke’s cathedral yestedray. The
A special meeting of the P. M. B. Vet- lieved in Him, though he could not undefined heaven ns a place, but not a state
be held on Tuesday evening
erans will
derstand Him.
of dreamy inactivity. Some very excellent
in their rooms over Locke & Locke’s
As the music shall sound on Wednesday music was rendered! under the direction
old
members
All
street.
Middle
on
effloe
night let us see this great prophet—believe of Mr. Carter yesterday.
of the old company are invited.
Let us hear his voice sounding
in God.
fast.
minutes
1b
15
The Park street clock
Above the playing of
the ages.
through
Yesterday was a fine day after the th6 orchestra, the voices of the soloists,
World’s Great
damp, rainy weather, and it was quite the singing of the chorus, let us hear his
■harp at night.
Blood Purifier is
message: “Lose not faith in God. Lose

FAIR.

Strangers

Mr. John E. McCloud is a young man
The"pastor of Congress Square churoh,
about 21 years of age, who has been emRev. Dr. Blanchard, preached a sermon
for a y ear past in the ladder facyesterday morning on Elijah. The text ployed
About a week ago he went
York.
at
tory
“As
was taken from I Kings XVIII-15:
on his wheel to visit
Fond
to
Bryant’s
the Lord of hosts liveth before whom I
his relatives.
Yesterday he was on his
stand."
and when he
baok to
Portland,
When the great composer Felix Mendels- way
on the Gray road,
reached
Frost’s
woods,
book of
sohn read of Elijah in the first
he dismouted from his wheel and walked
Kings, he had a passionate desire to tell
a little way
intending to sit down and
tho story musically in the noblest way.
rest.
dramatic
His
His desire was gratified.
All at once a man darted out of the
instinct enabled him to see thejposslbiliwoods and seized McCloud by the throat,
ties of the story. His genius enabled him
and threw
The while another came up behind
to tell the story in noble music.
him to the gronnd.
He was told that if
of
the
is
one
greatest
oratorio of Elijah
he gave a sound they would split his
It has been given
musical compositions.
weazen and he prudently kept
quiet
It was sung in
reoently in Worcester.
The men went through him, secured seven
in
be
heard
It
will
week.
last
Bangor
dollars and a half in money and then
The
Portland on Wednesday evening.
went back into the woods. As soon as
occasion, therefore, is a fitting one for
he recovereu from the shook McCloud rethe consideration of the great
prophet.
mounted his wheel and oame to Portland,
The sermon would be an expository one
reported the allair to Deputy Sterling,
of
The
Testament
Old
of the
Elijah.
story
was strapped
was
and as he
given
theme, then, would be Elijah—his legend,
at the station.
When we use the quarters
his life, his legacy.

.BRIEF JOTTINQ8.

SCARBORO AND CAPE ELIZABETH

■

Fashion dictates.

no

samples cut.

J. B. LIBBY CO.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

PIANOS.
STECK,

overboard from the sohooner William H.
HARBOR
Cliflord Friday to escape the wrath of
the
the alleged drunken mate, went baok to
Items Of Interest Picked Up Atone
Capt.
Water Front.
vessel Saturday morning.
the
returning aboard the
upon
Harding,
facts which corroborated
Quite extensive repairs are being made sohooner, found
A row Johnson’s story, and the mate of the
on Merrill’s wharf by Bennett.
|
of spiling has been driven and new ballast Cliflord was forthwith discharged.
The end of the .wharf
The Horatio Hall arrived at 2 p. m.
is being put in.
will be newly planked.
yestedray, with a large passenger list and
The Manhattan brought the biggest a good cargo.
The sohooner Lady Antrim, and British
freight of the season from New York Friand
When the Horatio Hall schooner Frank and Ira, arrived,
day afternoon.
went out Thursday she was full for the also the schooner Oracle, with fish,
iirst time In her history.
a The Charles S. Notman, Frank and Ira,
British and a large fleet of coasters, sailed.
Saturday’s] arrivals were:
Mr. Gould of the firelboat, killed a
schooner Cora B., Myronus, Annie A.
Booth, lumber; W. H. Waters, lumber. brown snake on Portland Pier yesterday.

JflcPHAIL,

NOTES.

The bark James A. Wright arrived during The snake was about 18 inohes long and
No one seems to have ever
the night with a cargo of coal from Phila- of good size.
on the water front befors.
after
lumber
will
load
disand
snake
a
seen
delphia,
charging for the River Platte.
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
The two-masted schooner William Legof real estate
a
Th8 following transfers
load of
gett, bound to New York, with
recorded:
granite from some port down east, put have been
Oetavia W. Berry,
Oliver Anderson to
into this harbor Friday night, leaking
land at Oakdale.
Peering,
of
blown
both
sails
her
away
very badly and with
to Mary J. MoCormiok,
Mary O’Donnell
or torn by a fierce squall she encountered
with buildings in Portland
a few
miles off this port on Thursday. for $075, land
street.
The Leggett’s pumps were kept going all on Pleasant
of Scarboro to Mary
wui.nr F. Dresser
and
she
water
of
may
day to keep her free
of Portland, land with buildO’Donnell
she
can prohave to be repaired before
in,,,. on Pleasant street.
ceed.
N Dunn of Cumberland to Hans
ot
Cumberland, land in
The steamer St. Croix arrived Saturday P Peterson
Cumberland.
St.
from
John
o’clock
and
__
afternoon at 1
houi later. She
health without pure
proceeded to Boston an
Can’t be perfect
had a luige freight and good-sized passen- blood
Burdock Blood Bitters makes
Tones and invigorates the
ger list.
pnre blood.
Flric Johnson, the sailor who jumped whole system.

fohn

SEASON 1898-1899.
Our Stock of Furs and Skins
Is Now Complete.

*

well equipped workroom
and employing skilled help, we possess the proper facilities to produce
a

fine work.
Our Seal Garments are famous for
their excellence, in quality and style.
L.
Furrier

II.

SC1ILOSBERG,

....

2 Free Street.

OCt8

ANNUAL

d3t8p

JUEETINO.

The annual meeting of the Maine -General
Hospital for the choice of officers for the ensuing year and the transaction of such other business as may legally be presented, will be held
In Ihe office of the Treasurer, In Portland, at
lour o’clock in the afternoon of the lirst Tuesday, the lirst day of November, 1898.
F. R. BARRETT, Secretary.

Portland, October 10,1898.

octlOM&Thtd

notice.
hereby given to all parties who
of
poll or personal tax In the aCity
sumDeeriu'r that beginning Oot. 17th. 18U8,
Issued for the eoilection of all
mons will bo
aueh taxes unpaid at that date.
^ jqnes
Collector and Treasurer.
octiodlw

Notice

owe a

is

The “StecU” is unrivaled in tone,
touch and durability.
The “McPhail” for 59 years
made on honor and sold on merit.
The “Bollcrniann” the best
medium priced piano ever produced.
CASH OK INSTALLMENTS.
Tuning and Repairing.
Pianos to Rent.
hand

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Having

BOLLEBMAm

UpGreat Bargains in second
Square Pianos,
right and
and second hand Organs.

STOGKBRIDGE’S GAN0RONOMS?
507 1-2 Cong. St.,

Booms 7 and 8.

I

Commissioners’ Notice.
The undersigned having been appointed by
the Hon. Henry C. Peabody, Judge of Probate
[or the County of Cumberland, on tho tilth day
bl October, A. D.. 1897. Commissioners to re3elve and examine the claims of creditors
jgainst the estate of Daniel Brooks, late of
Portland in said county, deceased, represented
insolvent, hereby stive notice tuat six mouths
from the date of said appointment, are allowed
to said creditors in which to present and prove
their claims, and that thev will be in session
it the office of Wilbur C. Wbeldeu. number 91
Bxchauge street, Portland, Maine, on the f,.l
lowing days at two o'clock p. m., viz: Novent.
oer 14, December 7,1898. and January 25,1899,
lor the purpose of receiving the same.
Dated this eighth day of October, A. D„ 1898.
Wilbur C. Wheldkn.
commissioners.
ALPHECS L. IlAJfSCOME, )
lawJtvJi
oetlu

]

